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To

Holger Pedersen

the octogenarian

§ 1. Introduction. The Laryngeal Phoneme

h.

In his line and broad survey of the lost consonantal elements
of Indo-European, Kurylowicz1 has maintained that in most
cases the prothetic vowels of Greek are reflections of IE la
ryngeal phonemes. The hypothesis has been accepted by some
scholars and partly rejected by others.2 I should think that in
the main it is true, but would apply to the material a rather
simple consideration which seems apt to corroborate older ideas
and on some points to give further elucidation.
As will be observed, I mostly follow trends of thought de
veloped by Holger Pedersen, though some explanations de
viate from his views. Certainly he is not to blame for my
shortcomings.
Hans Hendriksen has shown that even if—as is generally
assumed—Pre-Indo-European boasted more than one laryngeal
sound, only one laryngeal phoneme survived in the Indo-Euro
pean mother language. It is therefore our right and duty to in
vestigate into the position and quality of the Indo-European
laryngeal phoneme without taking any heed of possible former
differences of quality. Until a phonetic explanation of the IE
laryngeal sound is found, I shall use the non-committal symbol
h proposed by Holger Pedersen.8

§ 2. Teutonic h.
It is generally agreed that the early IE languages, as we
know them, do not display any laryngeal sounds.
In a sonant function the IE laryngeal phoneme is everywhere
materialized as an ordinary vowel; in a consonantal function
it has only been preserved in Hittite (and cognate “Anatolian” lan
guages), not as a laryngeal, but as a velar spirant, originally voiced,
1*
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but voiceless in Hittite (h), whereas in the other IE languages
the laryngeal consonant has mostly disappeared, thereby lengthen
ing a preceding vowel.1
In possessing laryngeal sounds Pre-Indo-European bore re
semblance to the Semitic languages, and valuable information
has sometimes been gained by comparing the few IE facts with
the rich Semitic variety. On the other hand it is not perhaps
unprofitable to lake into consideration a group of IE languages
which all possess one laryngeal phoneme, viz. the Teutonic
languages. Even if the IE laryngeal sound was by no means
identical with the voiceless /? of Teutonic, the manifestations
of the Teutonic laryngeal phoneme may nevertheless be illu
strative.
As Teutonic h derives from IE k, the intermediate stage is
[x], but in most positions this sound very early developed into
the voiceless laryngeal spirant [h]. In early Teutonic we find
the h (a) before a vowel; in this position it has been preserved
till the present day in all Teutonic languages, (b) between
vowels; here it is weak, apt to be voiced and to be lost, (c)
before the sonants iv, r, l,n: in this position there are interesting
differences between the various Teutonic languages, and we shall
have to go into some details. Old English has e. g. hwilc ‘which',
bring ‘ring’, hliehhan ‘laugh’, hnutu ‘nut’, and we lind correspond
ing forms in the other early Teutonic languages: Gothic, Old
Norse, Frisian, Old Saxon, and Old High German. This is not
accidental. Old Teutonic possessed hu-, hr-, hl-, and hn-, be
cause Pre-Teutonic Indo-European presented kn- (lat. quis), kr(gr. KpiKos), kl- (O.Ir. cluiche ‘play’), and kn- (Gk kvûco ‘scrape’).
And Old Teutonic lacked the two other phonetically possible
combinations of h with sonants, hm- and hi-, because IndoEuropean hardly knew the sound-combination km- (at the be
ginning of a word), and because z after initial velar has been
ruled out in Primitive Teutonic or Pre-Teutonic times: Old Teu
tonic knows no words with ki- or gi-, any more than with hi-.
There is, in the development of the Teutonic languages, no
opportunity for hm- to spring up. But in some Teutonic lan
guages hi- arises through the “breaking” of a vowel after h, thus
OI hjerta ‘heart’, hjçrtr ‘hart, stag’, Mod. Fris, hjouiuer ‘oats’, etc.
In the later development of the Teutonic languages, h is apt to
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be lost before sonant. This has been the case in Swedish, Danish,
(and Norwegian A: “Bokmal”), Frisian, Low German, Dutch,
and High German, e. g. Germ, welcher, ring, lachen, miss. In
Swedish, Danish and Frisian h is still written before
but it
is not pronounced: Swed. hjärta, Dan. hjerte ‘heart’, Fris, hjoniver
‘oats’ have—in standard pronunciation—precisely the same [j]
as Swed. jam, Dan. jern ‘iron’, Fris, jonn ‘evening’. In Danish
and Frisian h is written, too, before v/iv, but—in standard
pronunciation—not spoken: Dan. hvad, Fris, hivat, ‘what’ have
the same [v] as Dan. (Norw.) vakker, Fris, makker ‘fine’.
In English, which, in regard to consonants, is the most con
servative West Teutonic language, ha- has survived, written wh
am! in standard pronunciation having the phonetic value of a
voiceless w [w], as the aspiration has pervaded the whole labial
sound, e. g. which [witf] as against witch [witjj; but many Eng
lish speaking people disregard this peculiarity and pronounce
which exactly like witch.—In some parts of Jutland, especially
West Jutland, hv- (e. g. in hva ‘what’, hvem ‘who’) is pronounced
exactly like standard English ivh- in which, what, thus differently
from the [v] of common Danish hv- in hvad, hvem.
In the most archaic of existing Teutonic languages, in Modern
Icelandic, the old combinations of h with sonant (lui-, hr-, hl-,
lin-, hi-), have survived entirely: hvflikur ‘which’, hringur ‘ring’,
hlœja ‘laugh’, hnot ‘nut’, hjarta ‘heart’; and in hr-, hl- and hnthe h is really pronounced h, i. e. as a voiceless laryngeal spirant.
But hv- is pronounced [xw] or—especially in Northern Iceland
—[kw], thus hvilikur as [xwi'ligør] or [kwi’ligør], a corresponding
pronunciation being found in West Norwegian dialects and in
Norwegian B (“Nynorsk”), e. g. kva ‘what’. Finally, hj- is pro
nounced [ç], viz. as an unvoiced, emphatic, mostly aspirated
palatal fricative: hjarta as [ça^rda]; a corresponding pronunci
ation of hj- is displayed by the dialects of Jutland in Denmark.
As hj- has arisen from h before a vowel, in Old Norse in
the Viking Age, in Frisian much later, there is no doubt that
the voiceless emphatic palatal fricative of Modern Icelandic (and
Jutlandish) hj- [ç] is due to the combination of the laryngeal
h with the palatal i and has nothing to do with the velar value
[x], which for centuries earlier than the Viking Age had been
characteristic of Teut. h before vowels.
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Correspondingly it is probable that hu- had in Old Norse,
just as e. g. in Old High German, an initial laryngeal spirant,
and that the velar spirant ([xwi'ligør]), which has eventually
developed into a velar occlusive ([kwi'ligør], Mod. Norw. kva), is
no direct continuation of the Teutonic velar spirant.
If this is true, the Mod. Icel. pronunciaton of hj- and lwgives us instances of a laryngeal sound having developed into
a velar or palatal consonant.
To sum up, then, we may say that the Teutonic laryngeal
phoneme h is found in initial position before vowels and before
the sonants u, r, I, and n, in some Teutonic languages through
a peculiar development before i, too, but, for special reasons,
not before m. In the position before sonants h is only main
tained fully in Modern Icelandic, but has been lost, more or less,
in the other Teutonic languages.

§ 3.

hu-

in Hittite and Greek.

Turning to the investigation of the laryngeal phoneme in the
IE languages, we shall start with the statement that Hittite has
h—deriving from IE h -before vowels, e. g. ha-an-ti /hantil ‘in
front of, before’, Gk ocvti, Lat. ante, but also many words be
ginning with a pure vowel, e. g. es-zi /estsi/, Gk Êcrri, Lat. est, and
that there is no reason to deny that Hittite here in principle
reflects the IE situation.
In the position before sonants we only lind Hitt, h before
a, e. g. ha-iva-an-te-es / hwantes / ‘winds’ cf. Lat. ventns < *HiieHnt-,1
Gk ccpcn ‘blows’, Skr. vàti, Goth, waian: IE *Hiieii~; hu-is-zi /hwistsi
‘lives’, Gk vuktcc • • • decra ‘stayed the night through’, Skr. vâsati
‘lives, dwells’, Goth, wisan: IE *nues-; hu-it-ti-ia-zi [ hivityatsi /
‘draws, leads, strings a bow’, Gk de^Àoç ‘fight, struggle’, deSÄov
‘prize-stake’, Goth, wadz‘pledge’: IE *Hzzed/z-2; hu-n-iua-ar-dah-hi
/hivardahi/ T curse’, with the zero-grade in /hurtaisl ‘curse’,
Lal. verbum, Goth, ivaurd: IE *Huerdh-.
In the first three of these roots we lind a Greek prothetic
vowel at the place of the Hitt, h, evidently—as is now generally
agreed—representing the IE laryngeal phoneme. In other cases,
where there is no Hittite equivalent, we are therefore induced
to interpret a Greek word with prothetic vowel before IE a as
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indicating initial IE hu, e. g. åeipoo ‘raise, lift’, åopyrip ‘strap,
sword-belt’, Lat. verruca, Eng. wart, Skr. varsmän- ‘height, top’ :
IE *Hiier-; perhaps siääco ‘I press’, oùÀapôs ‘multitude’, Russ, velik
‘great’: IE *Hiiel-.
As, on the other hand, Hittite has also words of well-known
IE origin beginning not with hu-, but with u- (e. g. wa-a-tar
(gen. û-e-te-na-as) ‘water’), we may safely infer that IE had
some roots beginning with u- and others beginning with hu-.

§ 4. Hm-, Hit-, Hl- in Greek and Armenian.
Before other initial sonants Hittite has no sure instances of
h derived from IE h. It is, in itself, if not impossible, never
theless improbable that Hittite should reflect here the IE con
figuration, since we know that Hittite in other positions un
doubtedly has lost the representative of the IE laryngeal phoneme.
It is much more likely that Hittite has lost h (or 7i) before the
other sonants—just as English has preserved Teutonic h before
u, but has lost h before the other sonants. This can probably
be converted into a certainty, if Greek, which has a prothetic
vowel as a representative of IE h before IE u, can be shown
to have a similar prothetic vowel before the other sonants.
For practical reasons our investigations will follow the order:
m, n, I, r, i.
Before m the sure instances are rare:
Gk âpéÂyœ T milk’, Lat. nuilgeö, Germ, melken, etc.: IE *Hmel(j-’,
Gk ccpspyco T wipe dry', Lat. margö, Goth, marka, etc.: IE *Hinerg-;
Gk åpåco T mow’, OHG nuten, Lat. inetö: IE *nmeH; urnet-.1
Before n we have more examples, and in some cases we here
find support in Armenian, which sometimes has a prothetic
vowel of the same character as the Greek one: ccvrjp (acc. åvépa,
gen. ôcvSpôç) ‘man’, Arm. agr (gen. arn), Skr. när-, Lat. Nero: IE
* Finer-', Gk évvéoc ‘nine’, Arm. inn, Skr. nüuan-, Lat. novem, Goth.
niun, etc.: IE *Hneum: Gk ovopoc ‘name’, Arm. anun, Hitt, laman,
Lat. nornen, Goth, namo, etc.: IE *Hnomn-; Gk 6vei5o$ ‘blame,
shame’, Arm. anicanem T curse’, Skr. nindati ‘rebukes’, Goth.
ganaitjan ‘revile’: IE *rfneic/-.
Without the assistance of Armenian we may cite such examples
as Gk åveyios ‘nephew’, Skr. nâpât-, Lat. nepös, etc.: IE *Hnep-Ht-;
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Gk ovivT]|Ji ‘am useful to’ (fut. ôvî]ctcù), ôvsiap (= ôvT|ocp) ‘profit’,
Skr. näthd- ‘help, assistance’: IE *nneH-.
Neither do we lack examples before /, even if here there is
little support from Armenian: Gk ôÀiyoç ‘little, small', Arm.
alklat ‘poor’, O.Ir. liach ‘miserable’: IE *Hleik- (the Greek word
probably has -y- from the stem of Àoiyôç ‘ruin, destruction,
misery’); Gk àÀGOTrpÇ ‘fox’, Arm. alwës, Skr. lopäsa-, cp. Av. raopi-s:
perhaps (the forms are not true parallels) IE *iiloiiupek-, at any
rate with hI-.
Further: Gk éÅayus ‘short’, Skr. raghu- ‘rapid’, and Gk eXoccppog
‘light’, OHG lungar, cp. Goth. leihts: IE *nlng-h-; Gk âÂenr|s ‘guilty’,
ccÀoiTÔç ‘criminal’, crAiapos ‘guilty’, 01 leiôr (Mod.Eng. ZoZh, Germ.
leid), Lith. liecziii ‘irritate’: IE *Hleiï-; Gk èÀeûSepos, Lat. liber, Gk
EÀsÛCTopai ‘I shall come’(?), Skr. rddhyate ‘thrives’, Goth, liudan
‘grows’, O.Slav. Ijudije ‘people’, OIIG Hut : IE *nleiidh- ; Gk èÂïvûœ ‘I
rest, delay, linger’, Goth, aflinnan ‘go away’, 01 linna ‘give way’, linnr
‘soft’, etc.: IE *Hli-mi- (perhaps *Hlei- in Skr. ilayati ‘stands still,
comes to rest’ (?)); Gk êàeâijgo ‘I shake’ (< *:nle(n)ligion), Skr. rejati
id., Goth, laikan ‘jump’, Lith. Idigyti ‘run disorderly’ : IE *nleig-; Gk
ëàeos ‘pity, mercy’, perhaps Goth, leivjan ‘betray’, Lith. lidutis
‘cease’, Lett, baut ‘permit’ (the semantic development would be
‘yield’, ‘leave’, ‘betray’) : IE *J/Zey-: nZey-; Gk cxAeicov ‘wine-cup’,
OHG lid ‘cup, fruit-wine’, Golh. leijai acc. sg., ‘fruit-wine’, O.Ir.
lith ‘festival’: IE *Hleit-.
Besides these words with IE um-, un-, hI- we may cite many
instances where Greek has initial m-, n-, I- in correspondence
with what is found in the other IE languages, e. g. péyas ‘great’
(Skr. mdihi, Arm. mec, Lat. magnas, Golh. mikils, etc.), pépovcc ‘I
bear in mind’ (Lat. inemini, Goth, gaman, Skr. mdnyate ‘thinks’,
O.Slav. pa-mçtï ‘remembrance’), pr|Tr|p (Skr. mâtdr-, Arm. magr,
O.Slav. mati, Lat. mäter, O.Ir. mdthir, OS môdar), pioSos ‘salary’
(Skr. mïdhd-, Avest. mizda-, O.Slav. mizda, Goth, mizdo), pus
(Skr. mus-, Arm. mukn, Lat. müs, OHG mils); vécpos ‘cloud’, vecpÉAp
‘mist’ (Skr. ndbhah, O.Slav. nebo (‘sky’), Lat. nebula, O.Ir. 7îéZ,
OHG nebul), véoç ‘new’ (Skr. ndva-, Arm. nor, Lat. nouns, O.Ir.
/nie, Golh. niujis),
‘night’ (Skr. ndk(ta-) Alb. nats, Lat. nox, O.Ir.
-nocht, Goth, nahts), vaus ‘ship’ (Skr. nau-, Lat. navis, O.Ir. nan,
OI nor), vrp ‘un-’ (Skr. nd, Lal. ne-• quidem, O.Ir. ni, Goth, ne);
ÂsiTTGû ‘I let, quit’ (Skr. rindkti, Arm. Ik'anem, Lith. liekii, Lat.
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linquö, Goth, leihiuan), âeukôç ‘brilliant, light’ (Skr. râcate, Arm.
lays, O.Slav. luci, Lal. lüceö, Goth, liuhap), Àé/oç ‘hed’ (().Slav.
loze, Lat. lectus, O.Ir. lige, Goth, ligrs), Àûco ‘I loose’ (Skr. lunati,
Lat. luö, Goth. laus).

§ 5. Greek iim-fni-,

hh-/h-,

Hl-fl-.

We have furthermore to lake into consideration the fact that
in Greek we sometimes have words with g-, v-, À-, which in
primitive Greek must have had hg-, hv-, h).-, originating in op-,
av-, oÅ-, since in many cases s- has developed into h- (just as
i- and—somewhat later—u-), cp. âÂç, Lal. sal, ippi, Lat. jaciö,
Ecnrspos, Lat. vesper).
This is perfectly clear with v-: vpyœ T swim’ and vast ‘streams’
(Skr. sntiti), vrj ‘spins’ (M.Ir. sniid), veiçei ‘it snows’ (Av. snaëzüt
‘it is going to snow’, Ir. -snigid ‘it rains’, OE sniivid ‘it snows’),
vsupov ‘sinew’ (Skr. snavan-, OHG snuor), vuôç ‘daughter-in-law ’
(Skr.snn.su, OHG snnr). There are no cases of crv-, IE sn- having
in Greek always developed into hr- and then finally v- (cp. the
same development in Latin: natö, neö, nivit, nerims, nurus).
This goes to show7 that primitive Greek must have had the
triplicity nr-, v-, and hv-, which triplicity, as v- and hv- fused
into v-, was reduced to the duplicity hv- (represented by a prothetic vowel before v-) and v-: against avijp with IE hu-, we
find vt|- and vij with IE n- and sn-.
With p- we sometimes have preservation of sm-: opU/co ‘burn
by a slow7 lire’—OE sméocan ‘smoke’, opepSvos, o-pEpSaÀéos ‘terrible’
—OE smeortan ‘smart’, opfÀT| ‘cutting-knife’—OI smiôr ‘smith’;
sometimes we have both crp- and p-: opiKpoç and pixpos, øpupiS ‘emery’, pupov ‘ointment’—OI smjçtr ‘butter’.—This may now
and then be due to the Indo-European instability of initial sbefore consonants, but there are indubitable cases of hg- as
an intermediate stage between sm- and p-, e. g. picx < *hmia
< *smiÿ as the feminine of e!$ < *sems. In primitive Greek
then, we have had—even if perhaps rarely—the triplicity Hg-,
p- and hg-, which, through fusion of p and hg- into p-, has
developed into the duplicity Hg- (represented by a prothetic
vowel before p-) and p-: against ccpâœ with IE Hm-, we find
picrSos and pia with IE m- and sm-.
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There is a possibility that the scarcity of Greek words with
a prothetic vowel before p-, originating in IE Hin-, may be due
to this combination being really rare in Indo-European.
With À- it is mostly as with v-: Greek lacks ctà- (just as
it lacks ov-), and À- therefore sometimes represents si-. The
examples are rarer than with v-, but we cannot very well doubt
such cases as: Àûy£ ‘hiccup’, Äu^co ‘I hiccup’—MHG stricken
(Germ, schlucken, schluckauf), O.Ir. slucim (here there is a dif
ference in the velar); Xpycc ‘I cease, desist from’, cxAAt|kto<; ‘un
ending’ (-ÄÄ- < -QÄ-), Äccyapos ‘slender, slack’, Àœyàviov ‘dewlap’,
OE slice, OI slakr ‘slack’, 01 slokr ‘weakling’. Thus, here, too,
primitive Greek had the triplicity hZ-, Ä-, /?Z-, being reduced
—through fusion of À- and /jZ- into À—to the duplicity nZ- (re
presented by a prothetic vowel before Å-) and À-; against ôÀiyoç
with IE hI-, we find Àenrœ and ÀûyÇ with IE I- and si-.
But the development has not been so regular as with n-.
There is a remarkably great number of cases of prothetic vowel
before À- deriving from hZ-; it might sometimes be suspected
that words w'ith IE /- may have got nl- in primitive Greek.
Especially so, because there are cases of a prothetic vowel be
fore À-, where we do not expect it. With full consideration of
the uncertainties connected with semi-onomatopoetical words, it
is scarcely possible to separate the roots of öÄiaSavco (öÄißpct^oo,
gramm.) T make a slip’, öÄioSqp6$ (oÄißpos, gramm.) ‘slippery’
from (1) the Teutonic, Celtic, and Balto-Slavonic words with
*sleidh/'■■'sleih: OE slidan ‘to slide’, OE slidor ‘slippery’, M.Ir.
sldet ‘slide (on the ice)’, Lith. slidiis ‘slippery’, O.Slav. slèdïï
‘trail’—OE slipor, OI sleipr ‘slippery’, OHG slîfan ‘slide’; and (2)
Greek words such as àeïoç ‘smooth’, Asipcx^ ‘slug’ (Buss, slimak).
Nevertheless we should not conclude that si- >7iZ- might become
prothetic vowel + À-; the development is different: in the primi
tive Greek period, when nZ- developed into prothetic vowel + Ä-,
and hZ- and À- fused into À-, it may have happened that some
times an initial Ä- (whether IE I- or si-) got mixed up with
nZ- and so developed into prothetic vowel + À-. I should think
this the most simple explanation of ôÀicrSâvœ, etc.
But then this should be considered a warning. We should
not be too sure that the above-named cases in which Greek
has a prothetic vow'el + Ä- and other IE languages simply
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and in which Armenian affords no support (eÂay^. àÀeiTps, etc.)
are always proofs of IE ill-; sometimes the id- developing
into prothetic vowel + À- may have sprung up only in primitive
Greek. This will appeal- clearly when we consider the state ot
things with r-.

§ 6. Greek Hr-Ihr-.
With r we have a new configuration, as no Greek words
begin with a pure p, initial p having always the spiritus asper,
whereas many words which in the other Indo-European languages
have initial r, in Greek have a prothetic vowel + p.
To understand this, we must start from the assumption that
primitive Greek had the same triplicity of initial r, as with
initial m, n, I, viz. nr-, r-, and hr-. But whereas m- and hm-,
n- and /in-, I- and hl- fused into p-, v-, À-, and whereas um-,
hii-, and ul- were preserved as prothetic vowel + p / v / Ä. with
r things are different: here hr- is preserved as p-, but nr- and
r- fused into nr-, which is materialized as prothetic vowel + p.
The discrimination of r- is due to the fact that there was
in primitive Greek more words with hr- than with hm-, hn-,
and hl-, respectively: probably already in Indo-European more
roots had sr- than sm-, sn-, si-; but to the cases ot prim. Greek
hr-, developing out of IE sr-, not a few words were added with
hr- originating in nr-. So besides words with IE .sr-, such as
e. g. the widely diffused root of psi ‘Hows’ (Ski-, sråvati, etc.
cp. psûpa, poùs, puSpôç, etc.), pïyoç ‘cold, freezing’ (Lat. frlgus),
poSos ‘roaring of the waves’ (OHG stredan), pocpeïv ‘absorb’
(Lat. sorheö, Arm. arhi), péyKco ‘I snore’ (O.Ir. srennim ‘sterto’),
we find words with nr-, e. g. pöSapvos ‘root’ (Goth, znnnr/s), pocrrTco
T stitch together’ (Lith. nerpin ‘spin’), ppyvupi T break’ (Dutch
wrak, Arm. ergic-uçanem ‘I break’)1 and the loan-word poSov
‘rose’ (cp. Pers, gui <*nrdho-, OE word ‘thorn-bush’).
There have been so many of these words with hr- in primi
tive Greek that it was necessary for the words with r- to keep
clear of them. And so, as it evidently was too cumbersome to
keep up the triplicity nr-/r-/hr-, there was no choice for the
words with r-: they had to fuse with the words with nr- into
this sound, which developed into prothetic vowel (mostly Ê-) + p.
In this way Greek has got words like ÈpEÛSœ ‘make red’,
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épuSpoç, etc. (Skr. râhita-, Lat. ruber, OI zyddr); èpéçoo ‘cover
with a root", ôpocpoç ‘thatch’ (OHG hirni-reba ‘skull’); èpé/Sco
‘rend, break’ (Skr. riïksas-); épeiTrœ ‘upset’, epiirvq ‘precipice’
(Lat. ripa); opuCTcrœ ‘dig’ (Ir. nicht ‘swine’, IE *iireuk-?); ôpéyco
‘stretch’, ôpyuicx ‘fathom’ (Lat. regö, IE *nre^-?).
In most cases such words will bave IE r-, but sometimes
—as indicated—we may have a suspicion of IE Hr-, and if Ar
menian gives support, we may be fairly sure of it, thus with
gpeßo$ ‘under-world’, Arm. erek ‘evening’, Skr. rajas- ‘darkness’
(IE :::nreg"-), êpgûyouai ‘vomit’, Arm. orcam, id., Lat. ructö, e-nigb
( IE *iireiig-).2
On the other hand, the transition of r- to nr- was no sound
law; there was a choice between the two possibilities: nr- and
hr-. And even if most words with IE r- for the above-named
reason did choose nr-, we cannot find it strange, if some few
words took a different course and preferred hr-. Indeed, we
might justly be astonished, if this was not so. And really, we
find words, with Greek p- corresponding to IE r-, thus pé^co
(Skr. rajyati ‘is coloured’); puKcxvp ‘plane of a joiner’ (Lat. runcö
‘weeding-hook’, Skr. hincati ‘pulls out’).

§ 7. Hi- > Greek j-.
Arriving at the last of the IE sonants i, we encounter the
opposite difficulty to that perceived in the examination of r-;
if with r- we had too many prolhetic vowels in Greek to be
able to select with security the cases of an initial laryngeal be
fore /•-, we find with roots beginning with z no prothetic vowels
at all, thus not the same indication of an initial laryngeal
phoneme as before the other sonants. We keep in mind that
the Teutonic languages had primitively the combinations hu-,
hr-, hl-, and hu-, whereas hi- sprang up later and only in
some Teutonic languages. And we might conclude that it is no
wonder, if Indo-European, too, presents a laryngeal phoneme
before all existing sonants with the exception of z. But, on the
other hand, there were very special reasons why Teutonic had
no hi-, and as for Indo-European no reasons of the absence of
hz- are obvious. Perhaps the explanation is to be found in quite
another way: if Greek before z has no prolhetic vowel as a
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representative of IE h, the reason might be that Greek displayed
another reaction to the laryngeal phoneme before i than in the
other cases considered. We must therefore face the well-known
facts of the Greek treatment of IE z.
Indo-European z in original position has in Greek only been
preserved after a vowel, if no vowel follows, viz. as the i of the
diphthongs ai, si, oi, a, rj, co. The ordinary Greek rendering of
IE initial z is h (spiritus asper), as in âyoç ‘veneration, sacri
fice’, Skr. yajdh ‘veneration’; cxtttco T touch’, Skr. ydbhati ‘futuit’ (?); ucrpivri ‘turmoil of battle’, Skr. yiidh- ‘strife’; ^Trcxp ‘liver’,
Lat.jeczzr; ppepos ‘mild, tame’, Skr. ydmati ‘holds together, sub
dues’; pßr) ‘vigour of youth’, Lith. jez/zzz ‘am strong’. Thus at
the beginning of the word the z- undergoes a development similar
to that of s- and zz-. Hence it is here impossible to state the
primitive Greek triplicity of initial z ((1) with ii, (2) without a
laryngeal sound, (3) with /z-), which we found in the cases of
p, v, À, p; since z- itself becomes h, it cannot be affected by this
sound.—The same argument naturally applies to zz, and therefore
no consideration of triplicity was made concerning u-.
Between vowels -z- is lost (as -/j- in Teutonic): Tpsïç < *Tpees
< *treies, and it is more or less reduced or displaced after p,
p, Ä, n, v, er; KÅcdco < *KÄapico, poïpa < *popicc, crréÀÀco < *ot£Äicö,
ßaivco < *ßocvico (< *ßapico < g-mioii), xpivco < *xpiviœ, toü/toïo
< *TOcrio.
After occlusives we have very interesting developments: Si
(< di, g“i and gi) becomes 3: Zsûç < *diéus; jrj ‘lives’ < *g-iêi;
03C0 < *ô5iœ (cp. Lat. odor); vi^œ ‘wash’ (-g-i-, cp. Skr. néjana-),
cti^co ‘sting’ (-gi-, cp. Lat. instïgâre). But ti(< ti, dhi (> Gk St),
g-hi (> Gk Si), k"i (> Gk ti), and ki) becomes er (crcr): oißopai ‘am
shy of’ (Skr. tydjati ‘leaves’); Treuer co ‘mellow, cook’ (-k~i-; Skr.
pdcati, Lat. coquö); ueûco ‘chase’ (ki-; Skr. cydvate ‘moves’);
pccuucov comp, of pocKpôç ‘big’ (-/cz-); péouoç = Skr. mddhya- =
Lat. médius (-dhi-), èÀctuucov, comp, of ÈÀayûs, èÀœppôç, ‘light,
rapid’ (-g'^hi-); ttccuucov, comp, of ttcx/us ‘fat’ (-ghi-). Finally tti
(< pi, and bhi > Gk cpi) becomes ttt: kåstttco ‘steal’ (-pi-; Goth.
hlifan), cxtttco (-bhi-; Skr. ydbhati (?)); both verbs have in Greek
z- of the present. There are hardly sure examples with ßi.
We may understand these developments when keeping in
mind that Greek has no palatal consonants and only the den-
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tals T, 8, -9, c, 3; it has no voiced aspirated dental occlusive [dh ,
nor a voiced dental sibilant [z], nor an unvoiced dental affricate
[ts]. We should find it most natural if di developed into a voiced
palatal affricate [dz], and it certainly has done so; but as this
sound does not exist in Greek, the only outcome is the voiced
dental affricate 3. It would have been natural for ti to develop
into an unvoiced palatal affricate or sibilant: but in the ab
sence of these sounds, the result is the unvoiced dental sibi
lant ct (ctct). For pi something like pts would have been an easily
comprehended halfway-position; but there being no unvoiced
dental affricate, a remedy is sought in the dental tenuis, and
the result is itt.
It is remarkable that the aspirated groups Si (xi), and <pi are
developing quite like the noil-aspirated groups ti (ki ) and th : the
aspiration has no effect whatever. The evident reason is that
i is unable to accept aspiration. What was said (p. 13 above)
of the impossibility of opposing, in Greek, h and what has deve
loped from IE i_, can now be elaborated: there was in primitive
Greek no phonemic difference between z and tri (cp. the same
situation in Swedish, Danish, and Frisian, p. 5).
On this background we shall now have to consider the wellknown fact that-as against the ordinary development: IE i- >
Gk h- (p. 13)—in some cases the z- of the other IE languages
is rendered in Greek by 3-: 3Eiai ‘spelt’, Skr. yciva-; 3sûyvupi
‘couple, combine’, Skr. yunajmi; 3uyov ‘yoke’, Hitt, yukcin, Skr.
yugâm, Lat. jugiiin, etc.: 3É00 ‘seethe’, Skr. yâsyati, OHG jesan
‘yeast’; 360VT1 ‘belt’, 3coctt6<; ‘girdled’, Li th. ./zzos/czs; 3Û1JT] ‘leaven’,
Skr. yüsân- ‘juice’, Lat.jzzs.
It is clear that the roots displaying in Greek 3-, must in
Indo-European have had an element before the i-. In comparing
what we have seen in the examination of the other IE sonants,
it stands to reason that we have here to do with IE Hi-.1
As shown above, the combination hi in most Teutonic lan
guages fuses with i into this sound, but Modern Icelandic pre
serves the distinction between z and 7?z, and the latter is realised
as one emphatic palatal sound [ç], whereas the other Modern
Icelandic combinations of h and sonant remained two distinct
sounds. In the same way, then, ni- in most IE languages fuses
with i- into this sound, but Greek preserves a distinction between
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i- and hi-. This latter sound-combination must have resulted in
an emphatic palatal sound, the palatal voiced sibilant [z] as in
French Georges, or the palatal voiced affricate [dz] as in Eng.
George. Proto-Greek obviously had the latter sound, which deve
loped into 3 in the same manner as the [d z] < St, mentioned
above.
The fact that Greek has no prothetic vowel (originating in
an IE laryngeal sound) before IE i, is not accounted for through
absence of the IE combination hz-, but is based on a special
phonetic development of this combination (resulting in an em
phatic palatal sound, in Greek becoming 3). This development
must have taken place in Pre-Greek times, so that conditions
for Greek altering the IE laryngeal into a prothetic vowel did
not exist in the case of IE hz.
Thus it seems possible to state that Indo-European knew the
laryngeal phoneme h before all sonants: hz-, hu-, nr-, ul-, mu-, hr-.
At the same time we may discard the special (otherwise un
known) IE j-sound, which has been adduced as an explanation
of the cases in which Greek has 3- as against z- of the other
IE languages: here there is no unknown phoneme, but a com
bination of the known phonemes h and z'.2

§ 8. -Hi- after Velar (Greek

<pS,

kt).

The hypothesis that IE hz- developed into Greek 3- is based
on the assumption that the sound in question was different from
i before the special developments of h and z in Greek began.
It would therefore be very desirable, if we could derive support
from some other IE language than Greek.
At the beginning of the word this is impossible, since in this
position evidently z and ni have been mixed up in all IE lan
guages with the exception of Greek.
In the middle (or at the end) of the word it is not easy to
find conclusive material.
After a vowel we have hz in the “long” diphthongs di < am,
ëi < em, di < oui, just as we have du < ami, eu < emi, du < ohii;
but this is not very helpful, since phonetic conditions are here
quite different: 11 evidently combines with the preceding vowel
without exerting any influence upon the following sonant in
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contradistinction to the case of initial ni-. If in an IE language
vowels are found always to be long before some z-suffixes, not
before other z-suffixes, this might be due to the first series of
z-suffixes having IE -ni-, the other -z-. I shall not here try a
verification of this possibility, since even in this case the pho
netic conditions are the same as with the “long” diphthongs,
different from initial hz-; the investigations for that matter would
have to be extended to suffixes beginning with u.
After a consonant the laryngeal phoneme in most cases either
disappears without leaving a trace, or is vocalized—and then
again the phonetic circumstances are not comparable with those
of initial hi-.
But there are exceptions, where the laryngeal seems to have
preserved the consonantal value after a consonant and, if this
consonant is an occlusive, has exercised a certain influence upon
it. Saussure and Kurylowic.z have pointed out that sometimes
the Aryan aspirated tenues are due to a combination of IE tenues
with the laryngeal phoneme.1 And a special influence of h upon
a preceding g is seen in the well-known cases of h in Skr. duhitâr-,
måhi/mahat-, ahâm as against the g of the non-Aryan languages
(cp. Gk Suyccrrip, péyaç, èyco, etc.). The Aryan (g)h has deve
loped out of g, if this was secondarily followed by n.
The secondary character is obvious in all three words.
The Indo-European word for ‘daughter’ displayed a vacil
lation between consonantal and vocalic laryngeal (*dhugnter- :
Goth, danlitar, Lilli, duktê — *dhugHter-: Gk SuyaTgp, Toch.
tkdcar (length of a is secondary)). In Aryan the two possibili
ties have combined into *dluigHHter- > Ar. *dhughitar- > Skr. duhitcir-; Gäthic Avestan dugadar is certainly not directly identical
with IE *dhugnter- (which here, too, must have become *dhuktar),
but a compromise between this form and Ar. *dhughitar-, viz.
*dhughtar > *dhughdhar > dug(a)dar
To the IE stein *megn (Gk péyoc) Aryan adds the suffix
-rd/-ont; the resulting * mag h nt/* mag liant becomes Skr. mahât-/
mahdnt- (Av. maran/-)—and then the -7i- is carried through in
all forms (e. g. màhï).
The Indo-European personal pronoun of the 1. sg. has in
most Indo-European languages the form *egiil*egoii; in the zero
grade there is perhaps vacillation between consonantal and vo-
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calic laryngeal: *egn in Hitt. ii-uk (zz is secondary; but it is also
possible that a vowel has been lost at the end of the enclitic
word, as in Hilt, it = Gk iSi, Skr. z'/zz'), Arm. es (< *ec); *egii in Teu
tonic (01 e/c, Goth, ik; the preservation of the occlusive proves
that a vowel has been lost at the end of the word), O.Slav.
jazüjazü, perhaps in Lith. es/as, too;—*egoH in Gk syœ, Lat.
ego. In Aryan the personal pronouns take a suffix which is, in
the singular and the plural, -am (tvcim, uayûm, yüyàm); and so
*agH-am becomes Skr. ahàm (Av. azain, O.Pers. adam).
Since we have thus a special influence of the laryngeal pho
neme upon a preceding velar consonant, we might venture to
look out for traces of m after velar consonants. And then it is
impossible not to stumble upon the puzzling sound-combina 
tions found in Greek as y-3, <p3, and kt, in Sanskrit as ks, and
in the other IE languages as a variety of different palatal, den
tal, or velar sounds.
I think that these can be reduced to the following IE groups:
*gm (gm), '■gl-iii, and *km (km), where the laryngeal sound
has emphasized the following i and has aspirated the preceding
voiced g/g and g", but not k/k; sometimes the rather cumber
some sound-combinations have been reduced in different ways.
We shall have to examine the main facts in the various IE
languages.

§ 9. Special Treatment. I. Greek.
As we can only be sure of these sound-combinations if we
find the words in Greek, we begin with a list of the Greek words
in question, giving only one form of each word and adding
possible IE forms of the roots or stems:
ySoov (*gmÔm : gmem : gmm / gmm (ghoini j ghioini; g horn?
ghem : ghm /g(h)m-)) ; ySés (:i:gmes (ghies; ghes); èpéySco (*regmoI reknio-); lySus (*gmu(s)). Where i is preserved, g in the Satamlanguages is palatal g.
cpSdpœ (*g-mer : g-Hior : g-mr); pSovos (:i: genien : g-mon :
g-Hm (g-hen : g-hon : g-hn-) ; cp-Sivco (*g-Hiei : g-moi : g-mi).
KTsivoo (*knien : kiiion : knin); KTcrapai (*kma(i)); kti^oû
(*kiiiei : knioi : kmi); îktïvoç (*kmiHn (*kimn)); téktcov (*tekmon);
åpKTOs (*rkH[o-).
D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Hist.-fil. Medd. XXXI,3.

2
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yScbv ‘earth, soil’, x^°vl°S ‘earthly’, ySaiaaÄos ‘humble’, cp.
/aped ‘on the earth’, \a|jipA6$ = xSoqjaÀôs; y^és (and ey^s)
‘yesterday’; ySeoivog =
‘belonging to yesterday’; spéySœ
‘break’; iySus ‘fish’; — (pSeipco ‘spoil, annihilate', cpSopcc ‘anni
hilation’, cpSsip ‘louse’ (?); tpSovos ‘envy’ (cp.? Seivco ‘beat, slay’,
<povo$ ‘murder’, ocppicpotTos ‘killed in war’); cpSivco ‘dwindle, make
dwindle, annihilate’, (pfficns ‘exhaustion’, (pSoq id.; (as regards
<pS6yyoç ‘tone’, cpSavco ‘come first’, ïtpSipoç ‘strong’ no plausible
etymologies seem available); — kteivoo ‘kill’, TrærpoKTOvos ‘parri
cide’, åvSpoKTaoip ‘manslaughter’ (cp. (KocTcc)KcdvGO = koctockteivco); KTCtopca ‘acquire’ (kékttiuoci ‘possess’), KTÉcxp ‘possession’
(< *KTaap); kti^go ‘found, establish, settle’, kticus ‘colony’, ktoivö
(Rhodos) ‘dwelling place, district’ (here ktiàoç ‘mild, tame’?), ïktïvoç
‘kite, milvus regalis’ ; téktcov ‘carpenter’ ; apKTOç ‘bear’.—The etymo
logies proposed for such words as KTÉpEoc ‘funeral gifts’, ktûttos
‘resounding’ are hardly quite convincing. The words for ‘eye(s)’,
such as octctê, ôcpSaÀpos (Boeot. ôktcxàâos), eis gottoc—-with cor
respondencies like Skr. âksi-, aksndh, Av. asi-, Arm. açk1, O.Slav.
ocifoko, Alb. sii, Lat. oculus, OHG awi-zoraht ‘manifest’, Goth.
augo, display an early and intricate mixture of different stems,
so that they are not here fully taken into account.
In the assumed IE sound-combination *(?hz the effect of the
laryngeal sound is to aspirate g and to emphasize i (the latter
in the same manner as with Gk 3- < dz < hi, p. 15), thustaking Bartholomae’s law into consideration—the first result in
Proto-Greek is *ghdhz. Through the Greek unvoicing of the aspi
rated mediae and the Greek replacing of palatals by dentals
(cp. dz > dz — 3) the next stage of development is *khths. But
because in Greek no unvoiced dental affricate exists (p. 14 above),
there is no other outcome than khth = yß.
The same deliberations are valid as regards *g-Hi, with the
difference, naturally, that the labiovelar sound is changed into
a labial one, thus < *bhdhz > *phths > phth — cpS.1
With regard to *km, this combination must in Pre-Greek
give *kts and, through a development parallel to those just de
scribed and to that of pi > ttt (p. 14 above), result in kt. It is
remarkable that 11 has no palpable effect upon the k: this is in
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accordance with the fact that outside Indo-Iranian 11 is not
known to aspirate a preceding k.
Under unknown conditions the laryngealization now and then
has pervaded the sound-combination so thoroughly that even
a prothetic vowel springs into existence: è/Sés besides x-$P>,
ïktïvos (before i or u in the neighbouring syllable the prothetic
vowel is apt to be i; cp. ïktiç—(1)kti5os ‘weasel(-)’, ixpia ‘half-deck,
platform’, iÀüç ‘mud’ (?< *slu- : Lat. lutum), îyvûç ‘knee-joint').
Generally Greek has preserved the rather complicated sound
combination remarkably well; but sometimes a reduction has
taken place. Besides *giiiom : gHim- in x^c^)V’ X^°vl°S’ X^ocIjocàôs
we find x°Tcri and
with *ghm~; these may be rather
old forms (cp. e. g. the Indian, Latin, and German forms be
low), but (xorrajxaivæ besides (xaTajxTgivœ is probably a Greek
development only. On the other hand it may seem plausible
that (*g~Hien :) g-nion (: g-mn), the root of (pSôvoç, should have
been reduced to *g~hen : g~hon : g-hn- in Seivco, etc.; but as the
latter root is found in several other IE languages, the reduction
—if any—must have taken place in Indo-European.
The effect of h before i is illustrated in the difference of devel
opment in *(jHiom, etc., ‘earth’ with -Hi- and in the word for
‘winter’ (gh-i-in) with -z'-: xeT<hv ‘winter’, xeifJiePlvc^S (ghezzzz),
Xiœv 'xiôvos ‘snow’ (ghioin), yibccpos ‘a one year old goat’ (ghim-).
It is remarkable that whereas i was found not to be influ
enced by preceding aspiration (xi and yi being treated in the
same manner) hz can be aspirated :
ar>d (p-9 are opposed to
kt. Evidently the reason is that ni in Pre-Greek times had de
veloped into an affricate dz, so that an occlusive — which is
affected by preceding aspiration —followed directly after the velar.

§ 10. IL Aryan and Armenian.
B. Aryan. (yScbv) Skr. ksàh (acc. ksam, gen. ksnidh/jmdh /
gmåh) ‘earth’, ksdmya- ‘earthly’, Av. zå, zam- (cp. from the root of
Xiœv Av.zz/d ‘winter’(*<7/110(777)), Skr. hemantå- ‘winter’ (*gheim~),
Skr. hirrui- ‘snow, winter’ (*ghim-\ Av. zamaka ‘winter-gale’
(ty/?(z)/7z-)); (y-9éç) Skr. hydh (Mod. Pers, dz) ‘yesterday’; (èpéySœ)
Skr. râksah ‘evil spirit’, Av. rasah- ‘damage’ ;—-(cpSeipco) Skr. ksârati
2*
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‘flows, streams’, Präkr. jha rant- ‘rushing down’, j/iarä ‘waterfall’,
jhari ‘river’, Av. yzar- ‘Hows, streams’; (cpSovos) Av. a-yzönpdznzm
‘not disparaging himself’ (? cp. from the root of Ssivco Skr. hanti,
Av.juzn/z‘beats, slays’); (cpSivco) Skr. ksinåti ‘annihilates’ (ksitih =
cpSicriç; ksayâh, cp. cpSôri), Av. xsï, gen. xsyô ‘misery’; (kteivco)
Skr. ksanôti ‘wounds’, O.Pers, axsata- ‘not wounded’; (ktAopcxi)
Skr. ksâyati ‘owns, reigns’ (Av. xsayeiti), (ksatrâ- (Av. xsaéJra-)
‘dominion’, O.Pers. Xsayärsä ‘Xerxes’); (ktî^co) Skr. kséli (O.Pers.
saëiti) ‘lives, dwells’ (ksitih (Av. sili-) = ktiois; ksétra- (Av.
soiéJra) ‘ground, residence’); (téktoov) Skr. tåksan- (Av. tasan-)
‘carpenter’; (apKTos) Skr. rksa- (Av. arsa-, Mod. Pers, xirs) ‘bear’;
(îktîvos) Skr. syenâ- (Av. saëna-) ‘eagle, falcon’.
In the combinations (juifgui and km/km, h has in Pre-IndoIranian generally combined with i into the emphatic palatal
sound z. We do not know whether it has at the same time
aspirated the preceding k- or (/-sound, since, under the given
circumstances, no difference between aspirated and non-aspirated
k- and (/-sounds is directly observable; but the aspirating effect
of h is probable, since it immediately appears, when, for some
reason, the emphatic palatal sound is not formed.
Iranian, which possesses both voiced and voiceless sibilants,
preserves z after a (/-sound, but naturally changes z into s after
a A-sound. Iranian too keeps up the difference between velar
and palatal A-- and (/-sounds. Therefore Avestan has yzar-, a-yzönvamna (with g < IE (/--) as against zå, zam- (with g-, but see
below j). 21), and xsayeiti (xsaé/ra- (O.Pers. Xsayärsä)), axsata(with A’-) as against soihra (Av. saëiti, siti-), tasan-, arsa- and
asi ‘eye’, (with Â-). In Av. xsi, xsyô we probably find xs instead
of yz, because the root of cpSivco may have been mixed up with
that of KTEivœ. But s in Av. rasah- instead of a voiced sound
is obscure.
Sanskrit has no voiced sibilants; z is therefore changed into
the unvoiced s = s, and before this sound all k- and (/-sounds have
to appear as k, whether they are originally voiced or voiceless,
velar or palatal sounds. Thus Sanskrit has ksäh (Gen. ksmâh:
ksâmya-, adj.), râksah with A deriving from g-; ksärati, ksinali
(ksiti-, ksayâ-) with A- deriving from Satom g-; ksanôti, ksâyati
(ksatrâ-) with A- deriving from IE A-; kséli (ksiti-, ksétra-), tåk
san-, rksa-, and åksi- (aksnåh-) ‘eye’ with A- deriving from Â-. But
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sometimes Pâli and Prakrit have reminiscences of the former
voiced sound: jharant-, jharâ, jharî are Präkrit-forms of the root
of Skr. ksàrati, (pSsipco.
Reduction of the difficult sound-combination is found in the
old genitives jznd/z and ginah besides ksmàh: if i is eliminated
in IE '■■(jiiim-, then in *gHm- 11 has to be dropped, too, but the
reason why the palatal character of the g-sound is still some
times reflected (jmàh), and sometimes is not (gmàh), is obscure.
The Proto-Indo-Iranian form of Skr. hijàh, Mod.Pers, di must
have been *gmesl (not *gHies) with the same development of
gu > gh > h as in màhi, etc. (p. 16 above).
In the word corresponding to îktïvos (*k'HUHn-) Indo-Iranian
has metathesis and vocalization of h: ^kiijin- > Skr. syenà-, Av.
saena- (the loss of 11 between z and n is regular).
The root :;'g-hen (possible reduction of *g-Hien) is amply
testified in Indo-Iranian: Skr. hånti, Av.jainti, etc.
It is more probable that Av. zain- derives from *gHiom (inter
mediate stage *zzani) than from *g/Hom with loss of z (cp. zyam‘winter’ from *ghiom).
C. Armenian. (î/Sus) jukn ‘fish’; cp. (\iobv) /zmzz ‘snow’
(gen. jean) < *ghün-, jmein ‘winter’ (< *^/zzzrzrzzzo-). —(tpSelpco)
jnr ‘water’ (gen. jroy).—(kti^go) sen ‘inhabited, village’; (îktïvos)
ein ‘kite, milvus regalis’; (âpKTOs) arj ‘bear’.
jukn has j < gh as in jiun, jmern, jet ‘tail’ (cp. Av. zadah- ‘podex’); evidently in *gHius the z has been eliminated.
In regard to jnr we remember that Arm. /- stands for Satøm
gh (generally IE g~h) before e or z in cases like jerm ‘warm’
(Gk Seppos), jin ‘stick' (-z- < -e- before -zz; to Gk Seîvgù), jz7 ‘si
new’ (< *ghislo- — Eat. filum). Probably therefore jnr ‘water’
goes back to *ghiör (cp. Indo-Iranian *ghies) from *g-niör- with
the o-degree of Gk cpSopd and a sense akin to the Aryan words
(Skr. ksàrati ‘streams', Prakrit j/zarz ‘river’). It has *ghi- (Satøm
"gui- < IE g-ni-) and then -or from the synonym *uedör (cp.
Gk Ü5cop), which Armenian has preserved in get ‘river’ (from
the sandhi-form "uedo).
With sen we may compare sek ‘reddish’ < *kuoito- (siknim
‘turn red’) from the root IE *kneit- ‘shine’ (Skr. svetà-, Goth.
hiveits ‘white’) and other words with s- < ku-/ku-, e. g. sand
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‘spark’ < *kunti- from IE *keu ‘shine’ (Skr. sûdhyati ‘purifies’,
subhrâ- ‘beautiful’), siiv ‘dregs’ < *kuibho- from IE *kaei- ‘mud,
dirt’, cp. Eat. inquinâre. The development of IE ku- in Armenian2
presupposes that -a- in this combination turned into ii and thence
into noil-syllabic i or s; as k- is .$•- in Armenian, the development
has been perhaps ku > ss > s (cp. p. 21 concerning Av. zam- <
*zzaml). If we presuppose the same development of m after kand (/-sounds as in Indo-Iranian, viz. -z- (after /c-sounds -s-)
—which is most probable—then we understand why sen (< *ssen <
*knioin- = Gk ktoivcx) has in Armenian the same initial con
sonant as the words with IE *ku-, namely s- < :,:ss-.
As to the difficult czn we observe that Arm. ç- is either sk(at any rate before prepalatals): cim ‘roof’ < *skeuä (OI skjd
‘barn’), or ks-: camak ‘dry’, çasnuin ‘feel angry’ (Skr. ksayati
‘burns’), or k before a (= n): çacnuin ‘to fall’ (Lat. cado). It is not
perhaps easy to tind instances of ki-, but ki- is, of course, si- :
siivn — Gk kIoov ‘pillar’, and ki- is ç-: çu (= Skr. cyuti-) ‘start’,
çogay T went’ (< *kiou). In the light of these facts it is per
haps the most probable assumption that i has been dropped
and that initial ku- had the same development as k before a;
we may therefore assume ein < Û'iiin < *knim = Gk îktïvos.
The word for ‘bear’, arj, is difficult, too, especially because
it certainly has been influenced by arjn ‘dark brown’ (from
* argin < *nrg"en, probably related to *h reglos: Arm. erek ‘evening’,
Skr. rajas- ‘darkness’, Gk epeßos). We may further compare sterj
‘sterile’ (-r/-<rz-: Skr. start- ‘heifer’, Gk erreipa), annrj ‘dream’
(-77- < -ri-: Gk ôveipoç), mrjiinn ‘ant’ (< *morui-: Eat. formica),
arjn ‘stepson’ (-rj- < -rdi-, cp. ordi ‘son’ to Eat. orior, Alb. rit
‘grow’). And so we see that Arm. arj presupposes *ar( )io-, but
we do not know which sound—if any—occurred in primitive
Armenian between r and i. At any rate, nothing precludes the
origin in *rknio- (= apteres, Skr. fksa-).

§ 11. III. Several Indo-European Languages.
I). Albanese. (x-Sobv) ôe ‘earth, country’, and probably the
derivatives ôemje ‘caterpillar’, ôemize/ôimize ‘maggot’; (x^éç) dje
‘yesterday’;—(cxpKToç) art ‘bear’.
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The ô- in ôe is to be compared with the ô- of words such
as ôemp ‘tooth’ (7-; Gk yopcpos ‘peg’, Skr. jâmbha ‘tooth’, O.Slav.
zabîï), ôeiider ‘son-in-law’ (7: Skr. Jrîmâ/ar-, Av. zämätar-, cp. Lat.
gener), del’pers ‘fox’ (gh: ‘the yellow one’, cp. Skr. hdri- ‘yellow,
golden’, Gk
‘bile’, O.Slav. zelenïï ‘green’). That is to say
that it represents g or 7/? before o. The word de must originate
from *ghön /ghöm-.
dje has gh before e as djes ‘caco’ (Skr. hadati ‘cacat’, Av.
zaôah- ‘podex’); it presupposes *ghes.
In ôe and dje Albanese evidently has eliminated the i of gni and
thus reduced the combination to gh- (which in Albanese cannot
be separated from 7-); cp. Balto-Slavonic.
arf probably derives from *arhi- < *arski- (cp. hé ‘shadow’:
Skr. châyà; ah ‘beech’: OI askr, Arm. haçi), which might be
metathesis from *arks- with the same development of -kHi- as
in Indo-Iranian (and partly Armenian).1
E. Balto-Slavonic. (yScbv) Li th. zèmé (O.Slav. zemlja) ‘earth,
country’, Lith. zmogiis ‘man’, cp. Lith. ziemà (O.Slav. zima) ‘win
ter’, Lith. zieminis (O.Slav. zz/nnnz)‘wintry’ (with *ghei-); (l/Suç)
Lith. zuvis ‘fish’;—(téktcov) Lith. tasyli (O.Slav. tesati) ‘to hew,
cut’.
In Lithuanian glgh is z, in Old Slavonic z; and in Lithu
anian k, sk, ks are s, in Old Slavonic s.
Hence it is no wonder that words with gui- have z/z, too,
and that we lind s/s for kni-, but we are unable to tell the
stages of development; there is no sure trace of i.

F. Teutonic. (yScbv) Goth, guma ‘man’, OE brydguma ‘bride
groom’ (cp. from the root *gh-i-m ‘winter’, OI gôimânaôr ‘Fe
bruary’ < Teut. *gon < Centum *ghiôm (= Gk yiwv); OI gymbri ‘one year old lamb’ < Teut. *gumr- < Centum *ghiinr- ; Dan.
gimmerlam (1) id. (2) ‘female lamb’ < Teut. *gimr- < Centum
*ghimr~y, (ySés) Goth, gistradagis ‘tomorrow’, OE geostran ‘yester
day’, OHG gestaron, OI i gær, Dan. i gaar-,—(j\3\j<;) O.Swed.
gius (Mod.Swed. gas) : a special fish of the Baltic.
The stem of Goth, guma, etc., is Pre-Teutonic *ghmn- < Cen
tum *ghimn- < IE *gnimn-; the stem of the word for ‘yester
day’ is Pre-Teutonic *ghes < Centum *ghies < IE *guies. Ac
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cording to the rule valid for Teutonic, -i- has been lost after a
velar.2 If O.Swed. gius should be an old Teutonic word, it must
have apophony (Teut. *geus-), but since it is only found in
Swedish, it is more likely a loanword from a Baltic language
(cp. Lith. zuvis).
G. Celtic. (x^cbv) O.Ir. du ‘place’ (gen. do/?), O.Ir. duine ‘man’,
Cymr. dyn, Corn.Bret, den (cp. x^ovios) (the word for ‘winter’
M.Ir. gam is difficult to handle, since it has been influenced by
sam ‘summer’); (x^éç) O.Ir. indhé, Cymr. doe, Corn, dvy, (cpSivco) O.Ir. tinaid ‘evanescit’,—(apxTos) M.Ir. art ‘bear’, Cymr. arth.
As to the word for ‘earth’ Italo-Celtic out of *gHiom has
developed a form with metathesis, *ghoim (cp. below on Lat. huma
nos), and Celtic has thence formed the compromise-form *gHiojjn-.
Here gm- must have developed into d-, and so we can account
for O.Ir. dû, duine, etc. In the word for ‘yesterday’ we have
*gm > d-, too; the Celtic form was *desï< *gmesei. Correspond
ingly we have in M.Ir. art the development -kni- > -t-. O.Ir.
tinaid is doubtful because of the t- instead of d-.3
H. Italic. (x-Soov) hümänus, humus, humilis, homo, nemo (cp.
hiems, hibernus); (yW> heri, hesternus; (cpSeipco) serum- (cpSIvco)
sitis ‘thirst’, situs ‘rust, silt’; (kti^co) situs ‘place’, positus, pönö <
*posinô; (téktgov) texö ‘weave, construct’; (âpKTo$) ursus.
As said with reference to O.Ir. dû, Italo-Celtic, besides the
old form *gniom ‘earth’, seems to have developed a form with
metathesis *ghoim. This survives in Lat. humanus (with -Ü- <
-oi- as in plürimi, etc.). But Italic has then out of 'gmom/ -ghoim
developed the compromise-form *ghom: Lat. /?/?/????$, humilis, and
hence the apophonie *ghem : *hemo > homo (cp. nemo < ' nehemö). Illustrative forms are hiems < Centum '■ ghiem and hibernus <
Centum *ghimr-. In the word for ‘yesterday’ the i of the combina
tion gm- has been suppressed without metathesis, the Latin
forms starting from Centum *ghes- (cp. Albanese and Teutonic).
A comparison of texö with Gk téktcov, Skr. täksan-, shows
that Latin presupposes a development of -km- much like that
of Indo-Iranian, viz. > -ks-, but because Latin does not know
any palatal sibilant, this sound has been replaced by the den
tal sibilant s in texö. Correspondingly: ursus < *orso- < :>orkso-
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< *rkso- < *rknio-. Similarly we understand situs ‘place’ < *kHiito,
and si/us ‘rust, dregs, decay’, sifis ‘thirst’ < *g-Hiit-, as also serum
< *g~HÎer- (if the connexion with (pSeipsi, Skr. ksdrati, is correct)
-only in the two last cases we must remember that we have to
expect a voiced *gz-, but as voiced sibilants in the beginning
of the word are unknown in Italic, this must first become *às- and
then follow the development of this sound-combination, into ks
(at the beginning of the word s-).
I. Tocharian. In combining A som3 ‘young man’, somin
.girl’, B saumo ‘man’ (pl. sdmna ‘people’) with the root of ySoov,
\36vios, etc., perhaps we should not stress the fact that the ini
tial «/-sound was IE palatal g—which might involve serious
difficulties in the placing of Tocharian within the IE languages
-but more the origin in *gi- < *gHi-. It seems, however, difficult
to form a sure judgment of these words, before more is known
about the very peculiar sound development of Tocharian.4

§ 12. IV. Hittite (s < wz and di).
J. Hittite. Of the words here directly concerned I should
only venture to mention Igimraj (Sturtevant) Tus, plain’,
thus *gHim-< IE :i:gnim- with the same zero- grade as in Skr.
ksmah, gen. of ksah ‘yScov’, but with the loss of h (i. e. the com
mon Hittite delaryngealization; cp. § 19).
Another phenomenon of Hittite phonology may, however, be
adduced in support of the proposed explanation of the develop
ment of IE -Hi-.
It is well-known that Hittite has a peculiar s-derivative. This
may have different origins, but in some cases it seems to come
from IE -hz-:
da-ma-as-zi ‘presses, oppresses’ (ta-ma-as-ta, pi t. 3. sg.; ta-maas-sir, prt. 3. pl.) would then have the same stem as Skr. dainäydti, Lat. t/oznö, ()I temja, viz. *domaHi-/domiii-;
pa-a-as-zi ‘drinks, sips’ < *poHi- as in O.Slav. pojiti ‘give to
drink’, cp. Skr. pay ate, pdydyati;
ha-an-sa-tar ‘family, descendants’ < *gonHiofor or *gonHÎetor
(the question arises whether Skr. jdnitar-, Lal. genitor are simple
seTforms (< *geuHtor) or might have an older -hi-, cp. domitor
—domö) ;
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kar-as-mi ‘cut’ may originate from *korHi-, cp. Gk Keipoo <
*kerHÎ- (then Skr. krsâti is related to, not identical with the
Hittite word);
har-as-zi ‘ploughs’ - : *HarHi- like Goth, arjan, cp. Lat. arö <
*aräiö < :i:HaraiiioH.
The common Hittite s of inchoative function in sal-li-es-zi
‘is great, becomes loo great’ and in other derivatives of adjec
tives might thus—conceived as -(e)nz-—quit its relative isolation
and be combined with the common Indo-European -z-denominalive in such cases as Skr. apasijâli ‘is active’ (from apds- ‘active’),
Goth, armai/) ‘has pity, commiserates’ (from arms ‘poor, miser
able’), etc. Outside Hittite -Hi- and -i- have fused, with the ex
ception of the position after a velar.
Phonetically the development probably was: IE -Hi- > Pre
Hittite z > Hittite s > s. Whereas in Pre-Hittite ni at the
beginning of the word fused with IE z into this sound (Hitt.
yukan = Lat. jug am — Gk ^uyov), the evolution was different in
the middle of the word. Here there must have been the same
development of -hi- as in Aryan in the position after a velar:
the larvngealized i became an emphatic palatal, a voiced palatal
sibilant z. In Hittite the voiced sound then was unvoiced into
the voiceless $-, just as Pre-Hittite q was unvoiced into Hittite h.
Phonemically s has been mixed up with the inherited sibi
lant (IE s). This accounts for the Hittite use of characters con
taining s (as, sa, etc.) to express the sibilant. As is generally
assumed, the Hittite sibilant, even if expressed by characters
containing s, phonetically may in all cases have become the
dental sibilant, simply because this, in most languages, is the
normal sibilant.1
From the point of view of Indo-European morphology the
assumption of the development -hz- > -s- would be most satis
factory. And it would corroborate the opinion of Holger Pe
dersen that Hittite did once possess a real s.
This was the position in the middle of the word. It would
be desirable to find a parallel development at the beginning of
the word; and I think we can. Hrozny, Götze, and Holger
Pedersen have combined Hitt. si-i-uai-az ‘day’, si-i-u>a-an-ni-is
‘god’, and si-ia-a-ri ‘appears’ with Lat. dies, deus, divas, and Skr.
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dideti ‘shines, appears’. Ehelolf has furthermore adduced Hitt.
si-ii-ni-is/-as (with the derivatives sz-zi-/?z-za-/ar, nomen abstractum,
and si-ii-ni-ah-ha-ri, verbum denominativum) as a second form
of the word for ‘god’, and has made it probable that even a third
form, the simple si-us, was used in the same sense. Originally
the idea was that Hitt, sz- should originate from Pre-Hitt, diwith zi- as intermediate stage: since Pre-Hitt, di may be IE *dez,
Hitt, siivannis might be compared with Skr. deva-, Lat. deus, dlvus,
O1 tivir. But Holger Pedersen is certainly right in now deriving
Hitt, si- from IE die- and identifying the stem sin- of the Hittite
words for ‘day’ and ‘god’ with the stem *dieii- of Skr. Dyauh,
Gk Zeds (and Lat. Diëspiter).2
In si-ia-a-ri the -z- may be late, having arisen in the hiatus,
after the Hittite development ë > ï, but it is perhaps more likely
that -i- is inherited : then it is the determinative z in parallelism
to the determinative zz in si-us, si-i-iva-az, etc.; such change be
tween -i- and -zz- seems to be a rather common feature in IE
words in Hittite (Couvreur, Bossert, Schwartz). At any rate, I
should not derive si-ia-a-ri from *diä-, but either from *diu-ia(if Couvreur is right in assuming ni > iii > zz) or—perhaps more
likely—from *dië-ia- with the same root form as in Lat. dies and
Homeric àpi^pÀos ‘very clear, brilliant’ (provided the -a- of Doric
-30X0$ is hyper-Doric: Boisacq s. v.)3. In åpi^pAos the simple
root form may be *die- with -hIo- as suffix: *dienlo- besides
deienlo- in Gk ÔfjÀos ‘visible’—*deze/o- would probably have given
*8eïÂoç, cp. Tpeïs < */rezes—but this does not imply that the -ëof Lat. dies, Skr. Dyauh (Hitt, si-ia-a-ri, si-us, etc.) must necessarily
have developed from eii\
However this may be, there can hardly be any doubt as to
the initial consonant of Hitt, sins, siivaz, siunas, (-is), siivannis,
siyari: it must have been IE dz-, which, with z- as intermediate
stage, has developed into Hitt. s-.
The zero grade of the determinative :icliei, viz. dl-, might
be present in the Sanskrit root dz (even if other explanations
are here possible). And the zero grade of the determinative
*dieu, in the anteconsonantal form *diu-, (as in Skr. dyût, dyu‘splendour, heaven’) is probably seen in the Hittite adjective suppi‘not under taboo, clean, holy, sacrosanct' < *diu(t)bhi-. (Further
deliberations on these words are found in the Appendix).
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The 3 of Gk Zeûç, àpi3pÀos is a development of dz < IE di
—just as the 3 of 3uyov, etc., is from dz < IE hi. And the s of
Hitt, siiuaz, siiuannis, siunas, suppi-, siyari is from z < IE z/z—just
as the s of paszi, damaszi, etc., is from z < IE ni.

K. In summarizing this survey of the IE sound-combinations,
which in Greek are
?•$, kt, in Sanskrit ks, we may state
that the assumption of their origin in velar + m is in accord
ance with the known developments of (-combinations in Greek,
with the Greek abolishment of palatal consonants, with the
Greek system of dentals, and with the assumed origin of Gk 3(as against i- of the other Indo-European languages). As these
sound-combinations are most fully preserved in Greek, the ex
planation above all has to fulfil the demands of this language.
If ni- in Proto-Greek developed into an aspirate dz, but in the
other IE languages generally only into a sibilant z, this accounts
for the opposition of Greek 3- to the i- of the other IE langua
ges. At the same time it accounts for the quite peculiar sound
combinations x-9, <p9, and kt in Greek, whereas the correspond
ing sound-combinations of the other languages are less difficult.
But among these sound-combinations and sound-develop
ments none are contradictory to what was found on the basis
of Greek; moreover, most of them are rather easy to conciliate
with the Greek findings; the Hittite facts are especially illustra
tive. It should not be forgotten, however, that it seems neces
sary to assume that the incidental aspirating effect of h upon g,
which has hitherto been established only for Indo-Iranian, has
been possible under certain conditions in all Indo-European lan
guages, the fact that most instances have been found in Centum
languages being scarcely of importance.
Apart from Greek, Hittite, and Indo-Iranian, interesting devel
opments are found in Armenian and Italo-Celtic, even if here
early reductions have taken place—just as in the northern lan
guages, Teutonic and Balto-Slavonic. From Tocharian the mate
rial hitherto available is rather scarce.
At any rate it seems possible to discard the IE symbol p/0
adduced to design a peculiar sound found only in these groups:
it is not necessary to assume an unknown sound, only special
combinations with the known phonemes h and z'.4
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§ 13.

h

before u.

Hitherto we have only considered the laryngeal phoneme before
a consonantal sonant. However, the position before a vocalic
sonant has to be considered, loo; it cannot be separated from
the position before any vowel.
Indo-European had the possibility of words with initial vowel
without h-, and of words with initial vowel with h-, thus of
words with a-, e-, o-, i-, ti-, r-, /-, ru-, n-, h-, and of words with
na-, ne-, ho-, ni-, hu-, nr-, ni-, nip-, un-, un-. Sometimes Hittite
demonstrates this quite clearly; cf. lappa J ‘afterwards, again’—
Jhanti/ ‘before’; / estsi / ‘is’—•/ henkan / ‘fate, death’; /arnu-/ ‘bring’
—/ljaslai/ ‘bone’; I attar/ ‘word’—/huhhas/ ‘grandfather’.
In Greek a, e, o, i, a were preserved, but r, /, in, n, n de
veloped into vowel (generally a) + sonant (or, sometimes, sonant +
vowel (generally a)); e. g. dpKTOç (r), TctÂaç (/), ekotov tip), dyvcovos
(n), TraTrjp (;/); in this connection we may leave the long forms
out of consideration.
Furthermore, when consonantal ii developed into a prothetic
vowel, this acquired different qualities, mostly d-: dpcn, decra,
dsSÀov, àpépyœ, àpéÂyoo, dvqp, dveyios, dÄGorrri^, dÀEiTT|Ç, (dÅorrds,
ccÀiTpôs), dÀEicrov; not seldom £-: évvéa:, êÂocyùs, ÉÀccppôs, èÀEÛSspos
(ÊÀEÛŒopai), èàîvvco, eàeos, ÈpEjSoç, épeûyopai, é/Sés; sometimes ô-:
ôvopoc, ôvivripi, ôveiap, ôÂiyoç; or even 1-: l/Sus, Iktïvoç, îktîs,
ïtpSïpos; never Ù-.
The reasons for these discrepancies are obscure. It is evident
that the quality of the neighbouring sounds plays a certain role:
d- before p, 1- before i and u in the following syllable, sometimes
E- and d- before respectively e and o in the following syllable
—cf. even such cases as Êpécpco/opocpos—; but there may have
been differences of quality of the h-, and there may have been
sandhi-varieties, too. This is of minor importance in this connec
tion.
What is of importance is the fact that initial iia- and a-,
He- and e-, iio- and o-, ni- and i-, and the prothetic vowels
originating in consonantal n have in primitive Greek fused into
d-, È-, o-, and 1-. As Hittite gives no clear instance of ni-/i-,
we may mention for ni-: Gk îocûœ ‘pass the night’ < *ninu(s)
< ■■Hiiiu(s) to the root Hues- in vuktq • • • dEcra (cp. for the form-
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ation ict/co - *hiskh- < *sisgh- to the root segh- in £j((ä); and for
i-: Gk v9i, Skr. ihi, Hitt, it, imperative of slpi.
These forms, with spiritus lenis, are opposed to the same
vowels with spiritus asper — h-, where this has developed from
initial s-, i-, u- (or combinations of these sounds), cp. ajopat
(Skr. ydjati),
(Lat. sex), ôg (Skr. syâh), ïoTœp (olÔa, zzzdz).
We have here a parallel to the initial sonants r-, I-, 111-, and
n-. We saw that primitive Greek must have had a triplicity
nr-/r- / hr-, hI- /1- / hl-, Hm-/m-/hin-, Hn-/n- /hn-. This was reduced
to a duplicity — in the cases of I, in, and n so that /- and hl-,
in- and hm-, n- and hn- fused into Ä-, p-, and V-, respectively,
whereas hI-, inn-, and Hn- were preserved as prothetic vowels
+ À-, P-, V-; in the case of r so that nr- and r- fused into a
prothetic vowel + p-, whereas hr- was preserved as p-.
With the vowels ex, e, o, i it is mostly as with p: laryngeal
element + ex-/e-/o-/i- and pure cc-/e-/i-/o- fused into â-/ê-/ô-/i-,
whereas ha-1 hr-1 ho- / hi- are preserved as oc-/È-/Ô-/I-.
The spiritus lenis is generally reckoned to be only a graphic
expedient, Phoenician H having been split into f = ‘, spiritus
asper, with a real phonetic value, and 1 = ’, spiritus lenis, without
phonetic value.1
Conditions with zz are quite different. Indo-European zz is
Greek u, but u is never a prothetic vowel, and initial u never
has the spiritus lenis, but only the spiritus asper: ù-.2 The h(= spiritus asper) is sometimes easily accounted for as origin
ating from s-, i-, or combinations: ûç (Lat. süs), uiôç (cp. Skr.
shnn-, Goth. .szzzzzzs), üiTEp (Lat. super), ûttvos (cp. Skr. svàpna-,
OI svefn), Ûei ‘it rains’ (Skr. sundti ‘extracts, presses out’),
ûpEïs ‘you’, pl. (cp. Goth, jus), ûopîv-ri ‘turmoil of battle’ (cp. Skr.
yudhyati ‘fights’), ujjrqv (si- or sh-: Skr. syuman- ‘tie’). But in
other cases u simply stands for IE zz-, e. g. uScop ‘water’ (cp.
Skr. uddn-), ûypôs ‘wet, moist’ (cp. Skr. uksdti ‘sprinkles’), wo
(= Skr. upa), OoTEpog (= Skr. ûttara-), ùcpcxivœ (cp. Skr. ubhnati).
We have no reason to believe that in Indo-European these words
should have had another initial than simply zz-, and as a
corroboration we may, as regards uScop, point to Hittile wa-a-tar/
û-e-te-na-as with the strong grades *uod- (cp. Goth, wato, Eng.
water) anil "ued as against the zero-grade *ud- in the Greek
and Indian words.
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It should be noted that in primitive Greek u- and hu- have
fused—just as I- and hl-, m- and hin-, n- and hn- have fused.
But whereas these latter sounds have fused into the form with
out h (À-, p-, V-), u- and hu- have fused into hu-. On the other
hand, there is no direct evidence of h before u. It is clear that
something must have happened to hu-, before the special develop
ment of h in primitive Greek began.
What indeed has happened we perceive when we start from
the brilliant etymology of Kurylowicz: Hittite //zzz/z/m.s/(Luwian
and Lycian xuga-; rû/psO— Lat. cams (aim, aoia), O.Ir. aue
‘grandchild' (Cymr. ewythr ‘uncle’, Bret, eontr), Goth, uzuo ‘grand
mother’ (01 di ‘great-grandfather’, Germ, oheim), O.Slav. u/z ‘uncle’,
kith, avynas (O.Pruss. amis).3
The IE form of this stem must have been *huho-, and the
Hittite and other “Anatolian” forms are those expected. But in
Italo-Celtic and Balto-Slavonic hu- evidently became hu- (voca
lization of h before u with the diphthong hu (= au) as the result).
And in *huho- the -h- is regularly dropped between consonant and
vowel.
The same development hu > hu (— au) we found in Gk iocûco
(p. 29). From the IE root *Huen in apoi ‘it blows’ we have the zero
grade *huh asini(ii) in ccupcc ‘blast’, ctÜTppv ‘breath, blowing’ (the
loss of h between the consonants in -nur- and -lint- is regular).
Skr. usrd- ‘belonging to the morning’ presupposes *HUsr-, just
as Gk ocûpiov ‘morning’ (< *Husr-), whereas Gk (Homeric) pcoç
(Attic Ëcos) is developed from *anusos- (* an usons?), Lat. aurora
probably too; Goth. *austra- (Ostro-) < *Hiisro- < *Husro- (cp.
Skr. usrd-).
From the IE root *Hueg- ‘grow, be strong’ we have the zero
grade *Hug- in Skr. ugra- ‘strong’ and, as *Hug-, in Lat. augeö,
Goth, aukan. With derivative s, we have :'::nueks- in Gk åé^co,
*Hiioks- in Goth, mahsjan, the zero-grade *Huks- in Skr. uksdti
and, as *Huks-, in Gk ccv^oo.
The word ‘ear’ has the old form of the zero-grade *hus in
Av. usi and Armen, unkn (< *uson-ko-m), the vocalized form *hus
in Lat. auris, O.Ir. au, Goth, auro, and the o-grade *ohus in Gk
ous (Dor. ös), Alb. ves, O.Slav. ucho, and probably Lith. ausis.4
In Hittite we find lju-u-us-ki-si, 2. sg. ‘await’ (hu-us-ki-it, prt.),
with the derivative -sk-; this root iiueinu has been combined
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with Skr. åvati ‘desires’, d/nazz- ‘helpful’, avitdr- ‘protector’, îitih
‘help’, Lith. anslis ‘recover’, Gk évr]T]s ‘benevolent’, Lat. aveö ‘de
sire’ (and avdrns, audeo), O.Ir. con-di ‘servat’, Corn, awel ‘desire’.5
In these forms the stem has sometimes a derivative h, thus
Skr. utili < *huh- and the sef-form avitdr-; Gk év-iyqs < -apr|presupposes *amieii-. Lat. aveo and avdrus have azz- < hii- < mi-.
Other forms may either have this last development or—when
the language in question makes no difference between an and
öu—have au- < ami- as in Greek, or metathesis of h (§ 15).
The equation Hitt, /huhhas/ = Lat. anus and the words sub
sequently quoted make it probable that whereas h in mi was
preserved as consonantal in “Anatolian”, primitively in Aryan
and Armenian, too, mi generally became hii in Greek, ltalo-Celtic,
Balto-Slavonic and—perhaps—Albanese. Naturally, the an of seve
ral IE languages may sometimes be IE an and sometimes IE mi.
But where the western languages have an- in forms corresponding
to forms with n- in the eastern languages, it is probable that we
have western hii- derived from IE hii- preserved as tin- in Hit
tile, as u- in the other eastern languages.
When hii had become hii, primitive Greek after the develop
ment of h- (< s-, z-), had no triplicity mi-, a-, tin- (as with
the other vowels), but only the duplicity n-, tin-. And then,
evidently, there was no inducement for a- to accept the spiritus
lenis. If n- would not—as the only one of all vowels—preserve
the pure vocalic beginning, there was no other possibility than
fusion with hn- into this sound, or, in other words, than ac
cepting the spiritus asper. So it has come about that all Greek
words with initial v have the spiritus asper. And further: when
n- and hn- fused into lin-, initial consonantal h, being vocalized
in Primitive Greek, had no possibility of assuming the quality
of u-; this accounts for the absence of u- as a prothetic vowel.
But then we must infer that the spiritus lenis was no mere
graphic expedient, but a phonetic reality just as well as the
spiritus asper. The spiritus lenis of Greek is a direct continuation
of the Indo-European laryngeal phoneme. The fusion of iia-/iie-/
HO-/jii- and a-/e-/o-/i- into cc-/è-/ô-/ï- is in fact the fusion of
laryngeal initial and purely vocalic initial into laryngeal initial
—in close parallelism to the development of initial r (p. 11 f.),
where nr- and /•- fused into nr- = prothetic vowel + p.
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It has been assumed that initial h was lost before vowels
in all IE languages with the exception of Hittile and the cognate
“Anatolian” languages, and there is no doubt that this was the
case in most of the said languages, e. g. in Indo-Iranian. But
when we lind that Greek has preserved the laryngeal element
in this position, other IE languages might have done the same.
In fact, we have an indication hereof in Teutonic.
In old Teutonic poetry we have either alliteration of con
sonants which must be identical, or of vowels which may be
different: pà hét ek Friôpjôfr, er ek for meô vikingum .... Gunnpjdfr, er ek gekk at fylki, Eypjôfr, er ek litsker rcenta.
It has long since been supposed that when this poetry came
into existence, an identical sound was heard before every initial
vowel, so that there was everywhere alliteration of identical
consonants.6 In the light of the Greek development it is prob
able that this sound was a continuation of the IE laryngeal
phoneme, and that Teutonic—just as Greek before a, e, o, i—
originally preserved the IE laryngeal phoneme, in some form
or other, before all vowels and extended this to the cases where
in Indo-European no laryngeal sound occurred before the initial
vowel. Il should be noted that Teutonic had the same opposition
between the continuation of n and the new h- as Greek between
the spiritus lenis and the spiritus asper.7
It is not strange that Teutonic has no separate treatment of
u-; the remarkable thing is that Greek is so conservative as to
keep up this special treatment of one vowel.8

§ 14. Celtic

hu-,

U-, p-.

In Celtic, a neighbouring language of Teutonic, we have a
peculiar development of IE a-: in Old Irish this is /’-, in Bri
tannic gii-: IE *(H)uidheuä is OAr. fedb, Cymr. gweddiv ‘widow’,
IE *iiid- is O.Ir. fid, O.Cymr. givydd (sg. givydden, Mod.Bret, gioezenn) ‘tree, wood’.
The Irish voiceless labiodental /’ is a direct development of
a voiceless bilabial spirant F = uh, which again must have its
origin in a voiced aspirated bilabial sound uß, since IE ii was
no voiceless sound.
D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Hist.-fil. Medd. XXXI, 3.
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The Britannic gu must originate from an emphatic or long
ir (cp. the North East Teutonic development ir > gu: OHG
hamvan, 01 hgggvcr, OHG bliuivan, Goth, bliggwan); this may
very well originate from the same voiced aspirated bilabial sound
ad as the Irish sound.
As mentioned on p. 6, in Greek IE hu- developed into prothetic vowel + p, in Hittite into hu-. In all other Indo-European
languages hu- and ii- have fused, generally into ii-, but in Celtic
evidently into hu- > iifi-l
This has seemingly involved an odd consequence to the occlu
sives of Celtic. In this language the IE aspirated mediae fuse
with the unaspirated mediae into the latter; cp. O.Ir. bratlur
‘brother' (bh), sliab ‘mountain’ (b), bo ‘cow’ (#-); dtnu ‘lamb
(dh), derc ‘eye’ (d), M.lr. gal ‘twig’ (7/1),
‘winter’ (gh), O.Ir.
gonini ‘wound, kill’ (g-h), gual ‘coal’ (</), ingen girl (g).
In opposition hereto the tenues probably were aspirated as
in Teutonic,—even if the aspiration later lost its function and
is not seen in the tenues preserved in Celtic, viz. t, k, k~: O.Ir.
temel ‘darkness’ (t), carae ‘friend’ (A-), Cymr. karn hoof (À), O.Ir.
cethir (O.Cymr. petguar) ‘four’ (A*-).
But p is lost: athir ‘father’ (Lat. pater), M.lr. orc ‘swine’ (Eat.
porens), O.Ir. lethan ‘broad’ (O.Cymr. llydan, Gaul. Medio-lanuni', cp.
Skr. prthiï-, Lat. planus). Phonetically we may fairly assume that
the development was: p > ph > F> h> zero: the aspirated p be
came a spirant (cp. e. g. the same phenomenon in the 1 eutonic
and the High German consonant shift), and the voiceless spirant
became an h, which was finally lost (cp. the same phenomenon
in Spanish hijo < Lat. filius).
Nevertheless, the question arises why this development took
place in the case of p, and not in the case of I or k/k-.
If the explanation given above of the Celtic development of
IE a and hu is correct, and if we are right in surmising a
Primitive Celtic aspiration of the Indo-European tenues, then
Primitive Celtic had a voiced aspirated bilabial sound ub, and
a voiceless aspirated bilabial sound ph. Certainly this latter sound
is originally in opposition to the other tenues (t(h), k(h), k-(h));
but what happened is that this opposition weakened, whereas
a new opposition grew up, viz. to ub.
When ph is opposed to ub, this opposition of a voiceless
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labial occlusive to a voiced labial spirant will be apt to acquire
greater regularity through the loss of the occlusive element in
the first member. This is the impulse which changes ph into
uh = F, thereby removing p(h) finally from /(/z) and 7c(7z).
Furthermore, the relevant difference in the opposition uh
(< p)—uh being voiceless—voiced, the non-laryngeal element may
be neglected in one member of the opposition; so we get the
further development of uh to /?.
On the other hand, this is such gross negligence of the sound
material, that h is now not only opposed to zz/z, but to every
vowel as well, and here with no clear definition of the opposition,
because there must have been few cases of h + vowel against
the great number of pure vocalic initials. The conditions of
existence of h are blurred, the function is dim, and the result
is that h vanishes. This stage must have been reached in Pri
mitive Celtic times, and so far the voiced aspirated uh (< mi/u)
must have been preserved. But from then the developments are
divergent: out of uh Old Irish makes uh — F> f, and Britannic
differentiates ir (< uh) into gu.1

§ 15. Metathesis of H.
A. It is a peculiarity of the Indo-European laryngeal pho
neme that it is very apt to metathesis, especially so that it changes
places with a sonant: generally speaking, this is the explanation
of the difference between z/zz in the “reduktionsstufe” and i/u
in the “Schwundstufe” in roots with “long” diphthongs, z and
u presupposing îh/uh, but z and zz presupposing iii/im.
Evidently the laryngeal sound which is responsible for the
long vowel after the liquid of such forms as Skr. prnami T
fill’; präijah ‘mostly’; Gk TripirÄripi, TrÄppris, Lat. plënus, com
pletes, O.Ir. lån ‘full’ (*pl-H), passed before the liquid in Skr.
piirnci- (< *pHHrna- < *prHua- < *plnno-). When and how the
laryngeal sound was lost in O.Slav. plünii, Lith. pilnas, Goth, fulls
—all originating in *pteo- < *phino-—is hard to tell. The same is
seen in Skr. strnami, Gk crrpcbvvupi T strew’, Eat. strains, strömen
(:i:str-n) as against Skr. stlrnä- (< *stHHrna- < striino-), and in
Skr. z/räz;/zz?zzzzi-Tength’, Gk SoÄi/os (*cII-h) as against Skr. *dïrghâ(< *dHHrgha- < *drngha- < *dhigho-)f
3
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Very clear, in this respect, is the root ‘to suck’. We have
*dhen- in Skr. dhdru ‘sucking’, Gk SpÀ-q ‘mamma’, Lat. fëmina,
O.Ir. dz'zzzz ‘lamb’; ■':dlieiii in Skr. dhdyii- ‘thirsty’, Lett, dêju ‘I
suck’, OHGi tajif, *dhHi- in Goth, daddjan 'give suck’, Dan. dægge-,
*dhni > *dhi- in OHG tila ‘mamma’, Alb. del’e ‘sheep’; *dhnei
> *d/zez—in Skr. dhàyâmi ‘I suck’. But with h after the deter
minative sonant we have *dhin in Lat. filius, Dan. die, ‘suck’,
and Skr. dhïtâ-, p.p.
With the root ‘to drink’ we have h before the sonant (*pnz)
in O.Slav. pojg, but after the sonant (*pin) in Skr. pità-, Gk ttïvw.
Illustrative, too, is the word for ‘fire’, *p-H-iv, the nominal
substantive is an r/zz-stem. The main forms are the following:
*poHur : Hitt, pa-ah-hu-ur; *poHuen- : Hitt, pa-ah-hu-e-ni, loc.,
*poHun : Hitt, pa-ah-liu-na-az, abl., and Goth./on, nom.; *piiun> *pun- : Goth, funin, dat., fanins, gen., funisks ‘fiery’ (and, per
haps, OHG funcho ‘spark’—if fancho (Dutch vonk) is false apo
phony); *pHiir-> *pur : Gk Trupos, irupi—but with metathesis:
:ipimr : Gk iruip > Trup; Spinier : OHG fair (later fair, Germ, feuer,
Dutch nuur, Eng. fire).2 It is not perhaps out of place to resume
an old idea and combine herewith the word for ‘clean, cleanse’,
which normally has the form ■■p-u-H, thus ■■pun Skr. \ pü ‘to
clean’ (punati, paid-, püyâte), Lat. parus, ■■peau- > *peu : Skr.
påvate (< :i:peuetai); but the form ■■pua in Lat. putus ‘clean’, and
*penu- or *pomi- in Skr. pauakd- ‘bright shining’.
Perhaps we may add here the old word for ‘washing’. We
have *Iohu- in Hitt, la-a-hu-i ‘pours’ and the corresponding zero
grade *lnu- in Lat. laud. Metathesis is probable in Gk Àoécu/Àoûœ,
and is obvious in the zero grade *Iuh- of Lat. lustrum.3
An uncertain, but, if true, very interesting case of metathesis
of h is to be found in the Indo-European homonym *g-n-H-u
(1) (with quantitative and qualitative apopliony) ‘knee’: *gennu:
Hitt, gi-e-nu (and perhaps Lat. genii? but this might go back to
*gnnu); *gonHu : Gk yôvu; *gnHeu : Goth, kniu; *gnHU : Skr. jzzzz(abhijnu- ‘up to the knees’), Gk yvûE;. But with metathesis *gHnu
> *ghnu (cp. §§ 7 11) in Gk irpoyvu ‘down on the knees’ (and
perhaps *gonnu: Skr. ,/ozzzz—if Brugmann’s law is as dead as Hirt
thinks); and with a still further regression of the laryngeal, which
is threatened with extinction, *Hgnu- in Gk iyvüî| ‘knee-joint’;
(2) (with only qualitative apopliony) ‘chin’ *genHu-: Gkyévuç, Lat.
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dentes genuint (secondarily gena), O.Ir. gin/giun, Goth. kinnus (-/?/?< -zjjz-?); ■■gonii(u) : Lith. zandas; but with metathesis of h in
*goHu(u) : Lett, zuôds, and with further regression: *gHenu- or
*gnonu- Skr. hânu—which might thus have h < g because the
latter sound was secondarily followed by h, exactly as in
duhitâr-, mahât-, ahâm, mentioned in § 8 (p. 16).
B. On this background we may risk a tentative explanation
of three well-known, rather odd words, viz. Skr. dsrk ‘blood’,
yakrt ‘liver’, sdkrt ‘dirt’. They are r-n-stems and probably all of
them have had an ii before the r/n.
Indo-European *esnr is clearly indicated in Hitl. is-har or
e-es-har. In Gk eap (< *esr) the h has been lost regularly; in the
side-form peep (< *cHsr) there is metathesis of s and h. In Sanskrit
we might have expected something like *asïr (cp. sttrna- above
p. 35), but evidently metathesis of r and h has taken place,
and *esHr has become *esrH. Taking into consideration that in
Indian an n secondarily placed after a g may be combined
with this into A (ahâm, etc.; above p. 17), we suppose that Indian
*asrH may appear as *asrh. Now, according to a general law
of Indian phonology, the different occlusives and aspirates in
final position all develop into the pure tenues: bhisâj- is in final
position bhisâk, vac- is vdk, dah- is dhak. When the original
sound was a voiced one, final media is an intermediate stage.4
Thus our hypothetic *asrh has first to become *asrg or—in
case a palatal element is involved—*asrj. The latter form (which
perhaps presupposes a palatalization corresponding to that of
the vocalized laryngeal, mentioned below, p. 51) naturally has
not been preserved in final position, but has been carried into
the middle of the word in the secondary, but old forms asrja,
instr, sg., and asrjah, gen. sg. (Brähm.). The latest stage of deve
lopment in final position may be expected to be âsrk; this is,
indeed, the real Old Indian form of the word.
The Latin word assyr (asser) is too uncertain to allow
reliable conclusions in regard to its origin, but it cannot disturb
the theory; the a- at the beginning of the word might be ex
plained as in aper (OHG ebur).
Outside the nom. and acc. sg. we expect IE *esn(e/o)z7- and
correspondingly find Hitt, e-es-ha-ni, dat. (= /eshni / or /eshani/).
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In Sanskrit, where consonantal h is regularly lost between two
consonants, we have the normal form asnâh, gen., etc. In Greek
no forms outside the nom. acc. sg. are found.
The word in question for ‘liver’ perhaps had the IE form
*iek-nr. In Latin the n is lost: jecur (< iekur). In Greek and
Avestan there is metathesis between h and k~ (cp. the meta
thesis in Gk pap): Gk fjirap, Av. ydkara (< *ienk-r). In Sanskrit
probably the same metathesis with r took place as in âsrk :
*iek~Hr >
*iakrH > *yakrk, whence, through a reasonable
dissimilation, the actual form yâkrt.5 Outside the nom. acc. sg.
Sanskrit has regularly—as with âsrk—*iek-Hn- > ... . yakn- :
yaknâh, gen., etc., Latin correspondingly has jecin(pr)is, and
Greek has qiraTos with the usual Greek substitution of an ntstem for an /i-stem.
The word for ‘dirt’ has in Sanskrit precisely the same de
velopment: *kek~Hr > ... . *sakrH > *sakrk > säkrt; outside the
nom. acc. sg. : *kek~Hn- > .... sakn-: saknâh, gen., etc. Of the
same root are words like Lith. s'ikti ‘cacare’ (sikù, 1. sg ), Gk
Koirpos ‘dirt’ (< :i:koku uro-), O.Ir. cechor ‘palus’.
The irregularity of Skr. àsrklasnâh, yâkrt/yaknâh, sâkrt/saknâh
is very striking. We have Indo-European /’/n-slems, and nGstems,
but we have no rf-stems, nor rt/nTstems, and whichever we
try among these expedients, the -k of âsrk, on this base, remains
an insoluble riddle. The conclusion is obvious: the Indian
irregularity has no morphological, but only a mechanical (phono
logical) explanation, such as the one here tentatively proposed.
There is no denying that this attempt is rather rash, but
not, I think, haphazard. Nevertheless, there is still one difficulty
to be accounted for. Not the Teutonic word for ‘liver’ *librö
(OHG lebar, OE tinor), because, if it is cognate with the Indo
Iranian, Greek and Latin words, the basic form of the Teutonic
word is :i7zÅ!b//’- (*lik-nn-), in regular apophony to that of the
other languages, which then must have been *liek~nr/*liek-Hnwith early loss of /-. But the Armenian word leard (gen. lerdi)
points to a form with -rt, thus—against the solution here pro
posed—corroborating the originality of rt in Skr. yâkrt, säkrt
(and the -nt- of Gk f|TraTos).6
On the other hand the Armenian and Teutonic words might
be of different origin (cp. Gk Ànrapôs). And the explanation here
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proposed lias the advantage of explaining the three irregular
Indian words in the same manner, and of accounting for the
long vowel of Gk pap, ^irap, Av. yakara. Furthermore, as one
of these words, åsrk, is without doubt an r/n-stem in Hittite,
it is most satisfying, if all three words can be referred to this
old group, which has deteriorated in all Indo-European languages
with the exception of Hittite.
Therefore, with due acknowledgement of all uncertainties,
the explanation might perhaps deserve some consideration.'

§ 16. Phonetic Value of

h.

The Indo-European laryngeal phoneme was a consonant, but
could in some cases occupy the top of sonority, thus being ma
terialized as a vowel. This vowel outside Aryan was generally
an a, in Aryan generally an i. If, in some languages (Greek,
Armenian), the h is secondarily vocalized, the vowel quality is
indistinct, mostly a, sometimes e or o, rarely i, never u (above
p. 6—12).
In the position after a vowel, the laryngeal disappears in
most Indo-European languages, with lengthening of the pre
ceding vowel; in Hittite and cognate languages it becomes a
voiced, later a voiceless velar spirant (/i). This development is
very clear between vowel and consonant, whereas it is possible
that—under unknown conditions—the laryngeal was sometimes
lost between two vowels without leaving any trace.1 The IndoEuropean laryngeal h has no distinct effect upon the quality of the
preceding vowel.
Before a vowel, the development is in Hittite exactly as after
a vowel, viz. into h. In the other Indo-European languages,
initial laryngeal vowel and Indo-European pure initial vowel have
fused, mostly into pure initial vowel (thus e. g. in Aryan), but
sometimes primarily into laryngeal + vowel, which then, second
arily, developed into pure initial vowel (thus Greek and Teu
tonic). A special case is mi, which in some Indo-European lan
guages has the same development as other vowels with preceding
H (Hittite, Aryan, and probably Armenian), whereas h is apt to
be vocalized before u in Greek and other Western languages. In
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Greek and Teutonic there is an opposition between the voiceless
laryngeal spirant (Greek spiritus asper, Tentonic /i) and the sound
that is identical with or has developed out of the Indo-European
laryngeal (Greek spiritus lenis, in Teutonic the alliterating sound
before initial vowel). The Indo-European laryngeal has no per
ceptible effect upon the quality of the following vowel: it is
found indiscriminately before a, e, and o. When sometimes initial
a materializes the grade of apophony, represented in the middle
of the word by e, this cannot be due to the Indo-European
laryngeal phoneme, but may be ascribed to a Pre-Indo-European sound.
Before the sonant 11 Indo-European n has been preserved in
Hittite as h. Greek and Armenian have vocalized h before r, I,
and /?, Greek before 11 and m, too. The combination ni has
developed into a voiced emphatic palatal sound that has fused
with i into this sound in all Indo European languages, with the
exception of Greek, where ni- has become 3-, and Hittite, w’here
-in- has become -s-. In Greek Hr- and r- have fused into Hr-.
In Celtic hii- and 11- have fused into mi-. In other cases h +
sonant have fused with the following sonant into this sound. In
primitive Greek there has been an opposition between ht-IhI-/
un-/hih- and hr- /hl-/hn-/hm-, much in the same way as the
opposition between h and h before vowels.
We have no clear indication that the Indo-European laryngeal
was ever, as a consonant, found in initial position before s or
an occlusive; vocalized it may occupy the same positions as
the other vowels.
After a consonant we have the following configuration : In
Hittite h is preserved—as h—in the middle of the word between
s and a vowel, perhaps sometimes, under unknown conditions,
alter other consonants, too. In the position between velar (pure
velar, labiovelar, and palatovelar) and z, h combines with i to
a voiced emphatic sound (as in initial position in Greek, and
after a vowel in Hittite) and aspirates the preceding voiced velar
(but not a preceding/c); the sound-combinations that have sprung
up in this manner (Greek yS, <pS, kt) are differently treated in
the different Indo-European languages according to the special
sound-laws of these languages. In Aryan 11 aspirates a preceding
g, if secondarily placed between this sound and a vowel. In
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Aryan, too, h may aspirate preceding tenues (especially /*■). In
other cases 11 is, in all Indo-European languages, lost in the po
sition after a consonant without leaving any trace. But the loss is
sometimes avoided through metathesis, as h is very apt to change
its place with a neighbouring consonant, especially a sonant.
If we then, finally, raise the question which sound this h
may represent, there can only be one answer: the Indo-European
laryngeal phoneme was a voiced h [/?]—well known from Indian
and Czech,—which may conveniently be classified as the seventh
Indo-European sonant?
It is most probable that a sound becoming in one language
a velar spirant, in another a vowel (cp. Hittite /hivantes/—Gk
OTpi), was a laryngeal. There is nothing to intimate that the
laryngeal in question should have been an occlusive. On the
contrary, there are indications that it was a spirant, e. g. the
said development into a vowel or a spirant, and the strong
tendency towards metathesis especially with a sonant (§ 15).
There are furthermore several reasons why we must assume
the laryngeal spirant to have been voiced: (1) its tendency to
disappear after a vowel with lengthening of this vowel—the
widest spread and best known quality of the laryngeal; (2) its
tendency towards fusing with the voiced sounds z and u com
bined with lengthening or emphasizing (above, p. 15 and 32);
(3) its capacity for opposition to the voiceless h, as in the Greek
oppositions spiritus lenis/spiritus asper and Hr I hr, or the Teu
tonic opposition between what has developed into vocalic initial,
and initial with h (above, p. 11 and 31); (4) its predilection
for aspirating preceding voiced velar, as seen in Gk <pS,
as
against kt (above p. 19).3
It is true that in Aryan the laryngeal aspirates not only a
preceding voiced velar, if secondarily placed after g (above p. 16),
but also sometimes a preceding tenuis, especially k (Kurylowicz,
Et. p. 47). Nevertheless it should be borne in mind (1) that this
is by no means the only way in which Aryan aspirated tenues
come into existence, (2) that there is no sure indication of the
same effect of ii outside Aryan. It is not improbable that this
is a special Aryan phenomenon, effective at a time when the
laryngeal was still a consonant, but not unchanged: that indeed
the Indo-European laryngeal was changed in Aryan before dis
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appearing, is clearly indicated through its being vocalized as i
as against a outside Aryan.
When Hittite develops the laryngeal into the voiceless velar
spirant h, the intermediate stage must have been [g], which seems
in fact preserved in Luwi (and perhaps in Lycian : cp. p. 31
and note 3 to § 13). The transition from laryngeal to velar arti
culation in these languages of Minor Asia has a parallel in the
development, in dialects of Western .Jutland, of the Danish glottal
stop—thus of a laryngeal occlusive—into a velar occlusive : common
Danish gul ‘yellow’, pronounced [gu*’lh], is in West-Jutland gugl
[guglh]. It is not invalidating, but reinforcing this point of view,
that the inverse development of an oral occlusive into a laryngeal
occlusive is possible, too; this is known in Cockney where water
may be pronounced [Gva’a] and chicken as ['tsi’ij].4
It is extremely probable that the Indo-European voiced la
ryngeal spirant has had a much more pronounced laryngeal
articulation than the very weak [fi] occasionally appearing in
Teutonic in such cases as Danish Fru Hansen [fru|fian’sn] ‘Mrs.
Hansen’, Dutch de Keren [datera] ‘the gentlemen’, English bee
hive [Ti'/'aiv], German freiheit [Trae^aet]. Certainly it has been
stronger, too, than the normal [fi] of Czech in words like
havran ‘raven’, uhel ‘coal’, hlaua ‘head’, pohled ‘view’, hmyz ‘in
sect’, nehmotny ‘immaterial’, hrièv ‘anger’, dohnati ‘drive, incite’,
hrad ‘castle’, zahrada ‘garden’. We should willingly accept the
view that the Indo-European voiced fi was almost of the same
character as the Semitic voiced fricative laryngeal, denoted in
Hebrew J? and in Arab y.

§ 17. The Aspirated Mediae in Italic and Latin h.
It is generally assumed that the aspirated mediae of CenlumIndo-European, gh, g-h, dh, bh, were unvoiced in primitive
Italic. This assumption is mainly based (a) on the facts that
in Latin these sounds are represented sometimes by the undubitably voiceless Latin f, and that more cases of f are found
in the other Italic dialects; (b) on the consideration that in some
cases Lat. -b- certainly and Eat. -d- perhaps developed out of
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voiceless spirants through the same sonorization which changed
an intervocalic -s- into -z- (and thence into -r-); (c) on the
assumption that Latin h originated in kh, as in Teutonic; (d) on
the parallelism with the Greek development of the aspirated mediae
into y, 3, <p.
Nevertheless, certain difficulties are connected with this view.
First, Italic originally had very few special conformities with
Greek, but many with Celtic (and some with Teutonic); and
in Celtic (and Teutonic) we lind no unvoicing of the aspirated
mediae. Secondly, there is no phonetic need of assuming kh as
the previous stage of Italic h; the /i-sound may be of different
origin. Thirdly, it is assumed that in such cases as ruber, nübö
a previously voiceless
(<C p <C th
clh, or
< bh/g-h)
was sonorized into -b- (and then developed into the occlusive
-b-) in the same manner as s was sonorized (and then rhota
cized) in cases like mures, honorés;—but this assumption is no
more likely than the opposite one, viz. that Italic
was sonor
ized between vowels, because in this position primitive Italic
possessed one or more voiced spirants (b, ô). Fourthly, details
of the assumed development are hard to believe: when -g~hturned into -u- in cases like niiris (gen.), foveö, there is really
no room for an intermediate stage k~h/kh~; and the assumption
is preposterous in cases like grämen, glïscô where initial gh has
turned into g: how could the “sonorization” here be accounted for?
I should venture to set forth the hypothesis that in Pre-Italic
the first stage of the development of the aspirated mediae was
the change of the aspirated voiced occlusives into aspirated voiced
spirants, i. e. the same stage as that presupposed by the Teu
tonic development of the mediae aspiratae into voiced spirants.
The aspiration is preserved in some cases with the velars, but
has almost completely disappeared with dental and labial spi
rants. The resulting voiced spirants have been unvoiced in initial
position; in the middle of the word they have, in various ways,
been discarded altogether in Latin—especially through their being
changed into occlusives, as in Celtic and (later and partially)
in Teutonic,—but they have often been preserved outside Rome.
After the rhotacization of [z] (mïis, mûris), Latin has no voiced
spirants, and Latin s has only the value of the voiceless [s];
but where, outside Rome, no rhotacization takes place, the letter
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s has the value of both unvoiced [s] and voiced [z]. In con
formity herewith, tlie Latin letter /’ has only the value of the
voiceless [f], but outside Rome the letter f has a double value:
voiceless [fl and voiced [v] (the voiced labiodental spirant, dif
ferent from the bilabial [w], which is rendered by the letter u/v).
These general lines will, probably, appear more clearly after
a detailed statement.
The facts to be explained are, briefly, the following:
Centum-Indo-European gh is before and between vowels
Latin h, before and after voiced consonant g, before voiceless
consonant c;
g-/z is in initial position f, between vowels 11, after n gu,
before voiced consonant g (but outside Rome /), before voice
less consonant c;
dh is in initial position f, between vowels (not after zz) d,
after zz />, before and after voiced consonant: generally b, but
after zi /(in the last four cases outside Rome /), before /, d, s it is s;
bh is in initial position f, between vowels, before and after
voiced consonant b (but outside Rome /), before voiceless con
sonant p.
Centum-Indo-European gh at the beginning of the word before
vowel, and in the middle of the word between vowels, probably
with the Pre-Italic aspirated voiced spirant [g/z] as intermediate
stage, develops into voiced [fi]: the velar element is lost, and
the laryngeal element remains. At the beginning of the word
we have a partial unvoicing resulting in the Italic sound written
h: hostis, hiems, hiäre, humus (Osc. hondra ‘intra’f, prehendö, nihil,
mihi, vehö. No h is written in cases like nemo (< '■nehemö), änser;
an unhistoric h is written in cases like humerus (< IE *omesos),
hauriö (? < *azzrzô). We shall later have to make some observa
tions on the phonetic value of Latin h.
Before and after a consonant the aspiration (the laryngeal
element) of [g/z] is lost and the velar element preserved, but
manifested as a voiced occlusive: gradior, grämen, gliscö, longus,
spargö, angö, fingo. Sometimes assimilations have taken place
which are easily accounted for, in assuming the primitive Italic
value of gh as a voiced spirant [g]: trama (< -ghm-), mille
(< -ghzl-). Before a voiceless occlusive (/) we have c: vectus,
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lectiis; probably the development was [gt] > [xt] > [kt]. We may
compare that in modern Danish, words like bugt ‘gulf’, agt
‘intention’, ægte ‘genuine’, røgte ‘to take care of, to tend', vigtig
‘important’, are pronounced, by the older generation with [xt],
by the younger people with [kt].

With Centum-Indo-European g"h, Pre-Italic g-/z, the velar
element is lost in initial position, before vowels and consonants
alike, leaving a voiced bilabial spirant uh. This sound is here,
at the beginning of the word, and in opposition to the inherited
unaspirated u- (< IE u- and //»-), unvoiced into uh — [F];
according to a general phonetic tendency, the voiceless bilabial
spirant then develops into the voiceless labiodental spirant [f]:
formus, fragräre. This is certainly the first origin of the Italic
sound F/f, which, during the history of the Italic languages,
was to attract and absorb other sounds.
Centum ghu and gh before u coincide with g-h; fax, ferus
(ghu; intermediate stage gufi), and fundö (ghu; intermediate
stages g“hu > g-fiu).
In the middle of the word, the velar element is lost between
vowels only, leaving the same voiced bilabial spirant uh. Here
there is no impulse towards unvoicing, but the voiced aspiration
is absorbed through the vowel, and the result is that -u/L fuses
with the inherited -u- into this sound: nivis (gen.) and foveö
(IE -g-h-) have the same intervocalic sound as e. g. aevum (IE
-«-). Similarly, the velar element is lost in Centum -ghu-, too :
Zepzs and brevis; this, according to the explanation here proposed,
is quite natural, but if -gh- were to pass into -kh-, it would
be rather puzzling.
Before and after a consonant in the middle of the word,
the laryngeal element (the aspiration) is lost. After a consonant
only instances after n seem to be known-the labiovelar element
is preserved, but manifested as an occlusive; the result is -git-;
ninguit, 3. sg., anguis.1 Before a consonant, we have the same
development into an occlusive, but here the labial element is
lost; the result is g; fragräre, muger (< -mug" hro). If the fol
lowing consonant is voiceless, the outcome is c: nix (-g-hs).
Outside Rome we sometimes find an -f- instead of Latin
-g(u)-. It is clear that this is here no previous stage in regard
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to the Latin sounds, but a development in conformity with that
of the beginning of the word. It may happen that such a word
creeps into Latin, e. g. mufrius.
Whereas glut is normally treated as g-hu, the same labiali
zation of git may sometimes, though less regularly, intrude, if
the following syllable contains another labial or rounding ele
ment: words like fovea, fel, fauces—with f- instead of A-—have
probably Centum-Indo-European gh, and fuma ‘terra' (cp. humus)
has primitive Italic gh (Indo-European gni). Sporadic cases are
such as fostis — hostis, folus = holus, fordeum = hordeum, fariolus — hariolus, faedus — haedus, fircus = hircus. Perhaps some
of these are due to converted orthography, if the assumption is
correct that in vulgar Latin, initial f- had a tendency to be lost.
But if the f was really pronounced in such words, they display
a spread of initial labialization.
With dh and bh few traces of aspiration proper are left;
the old symbol F// (FIIEFIIAKED) might be interpreted as
aspirated F or /’.
With dh we expect primitive Italic <), hut the voiced dental
spirant is always eliminated in Italic. At the beginning of the
word
was unvoiced and became f- : facia, feci, (Umbr. feitu
‘l'acito’), féldre, filius, fortis, fiimus, suffiö (-ft- < -dhuii-; cp. Skr.
dhiigale ‘is shaken’). It is possible that the intermediate stage
between d- and f- is />-— the development p > f is known from
many languages, e. g. Russian;—but it is not excluded that the
development might have been (1) a voiced dental spirant <),
(2) a voiced labiodental spirant [vj, (3) a voiceless labiodental
spirant /’. If such is the way of development, then the transition
from Ô to v is parallel to the transition of gh to g-h in words
like fonda, fovea, fel, fauces: gllh and v display a labialization which
gh and ô lack. A form like horctus — fortis may show the vulgar
Latin tendency towards the effacing of /- (cp. above under guh).
Between vowels (with the exception of the position after u),
the voiced dental spirant -Ô- turns into the voiced dental occlusive
-d- (cp. the occlusive in ghig-h before and after consonants):
aedés, vidua, médius; probably we have the same development
in rare cases after an occlusive: abdomen.
Outside Rome we find -f- for -d- in this position: Osc. me-
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fiai (with f — [ v]) is related to Lal. medias. Here it is obvious that
-Ô- has changed directly into [v].
In Borne we have this last development of the voiced dental
spirant into the labiodental one after the rounded vowel a, and
as Latin does not preserve any voiced spirant, with the further
development of the labiodental spirant into the labial occlusive
jubeö (cp. Lith. jzzz/zc/z), ruber, ubi (cp. O.Slav. küde). But
outside Borne the stage of the voiced labiodental spirant [v] is
preserved, cp. Ose. puf, Umbr. pufe ‘where’. Latin rüfus (f — [f])
must come from a non-Boman dialect (with /’= [vj).
In consonantal surroundings, Latin has the development -d> [v] > -b- in the combination -ndhii-, before and after -r-, and
before -I- (examples after -I- are missing): lumbus (< *londhuo-),
i/laber (< *ghladhro- cp. ()1 glatir), fibra, arbor, verbum, stab(u)lum—but Ose. sta/latas-sel ‘statutae sunt’ preserves the stage [v].
After n we lind -f- even in Borne: inféras (infra, informs),
in fula-, -ti-, as in the other instances of consonantal surroundings,
hitherto mentioned, passed into [v], and then in Latin was un
voiced. When, as is evident, the language would not here permit
the change into the labial occlusive, there was no other way
out than the voiceless -/-, since Latin has no voiced spirants.
Before t, d, s the dental spirant (< dh) is changed into the
dental sibilant; this development is Pre-Italic, found more or
less in Celtic and Teutonic as well.
The combination -dht- turns into -,ss-: jussus (cp. also -dt- /
-tt- > -SS-).
The only sure example of -dhd- is probably credo. The basic
form is *kred-dhë- (cp. Skr. srad-dha), but Italic has evidently
(just as Avestan) changed this into *kredhd~, which becomes
*kretid- > *crezd- > cred- (cp. nidus < *nizdo-).
Before s we have -dhs- > -ss- in jussi (s-aorist), russus (?;
derivative -.so-?), and hence loss in aestas/ aestus (*aidhs-tat-/-iu-).2

With bh we expect, at the beginning of the word, the voiced
bilabial spirant b, which—precisely as zz/z < tg-/z—was changed
into F- > f-: fero (Umbr. fertu), fui, fräter, /lös. Instances like
baba = faba, hordus = fordus, hebris = febris may display the
vulgar Latin tendency towards the loss of f-.
In the middle of the word we lind everywhere -b-: nebula,
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niibö, labet, uinbö, albus, -beim, impf, and -bö, fut. (probably
< -blut-: cp. superbia, with -b- < -bhu-); before voiceless con
sonant, though, we find p: niïptiis, nïipsî. Sometimes perhaps
the direct development -b- > -b- has taken place (cp. -ô- > -dbetween vowels); sometimes the development may have been
-b- > -[v]- > -b- (cp. -Ö- > [v] > -b- in the neighbourhood of
most consonants). As for Latin we probably cannot decide which
road was taken in the individual cases. Outside Rome the stage
of the labiodental spirant in the middle of the word is clearly
demonstrated in cases like Osc. fufans, 3. pl. ‘erant’, Faliscan
pipafo ‘bibam’; a name like Al [ins is non-Roman.
In looking back upon this material, I hope the explanation
here given will be found more coherent and adequate than the
older assumption.

With regard to the phonetic value of Italic and Latin h,
there can be no doubt that in initial position it was, at least
partly, voiceless, because Latin b transcribes the Greek spiritus
asper and affords the base of the /i-rune of Teutonic. But we
have no right to assume that in the middle of the word Latin
h was ever voiceless (the late and learned forms michi and nichil
do not count); it was here certainly a voiced fi. And in initial
position, too, Latin h must partly have been a voiced sound:
it is throughout the development of the Latin language a very
weak sound, and in the living language hardly to be distinguished
from a vocalic beginning. In the late stages, already in vulgar
Latin of the classic period—to say nothing of the pre-stages of
the Romanic languages—h- disappeared totally as a phoneme.
And in the early stages, the same comes true: h did not prevent
elision or hiatus, and from the very beginning of our literary
texts there is uncertainty as to the placing or non-placing of
initial h-. This is perfectly natural, if we assume Latin b to
have been an originally voiced fi, which, in initial position, was
partly unvoiced—perhaps originally conditioned through sandhi:
the unvoicing of fi- need not be completely parallel with the
unvoicing in initial position of the voiced spirants proper, ufi/b[v].
Italic fi developed out of Centum-Indo-European gh much
in the same way as Sanskrit /?, which is a voiced sound, de
veloped out of Indo-Iranian gh.
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Between the Italic and the Indian sound there is the difference
that in Old Indian h is never confused with vocalic beginning,
as is very often Italic h. We have seen that Indian had the
pure vocalic beginning—Indo-European h + vowel and pure vowel
being fused into pure vowel in Indo-Iranian (p. 39 above),—
and hence it stands to reason that the voiced h [fi] and vocalic
beginning are kept clearly apart in Indian.
When, on the other hand, they are from the beginning easily
confounded in Italic, this might be explained in the light of the
conception of Indo-European ii as voiced /z, viz. through the
assumption that in Italic, as in Greek and Teutonic, h +vowel
and pure vowel had fused into h (= /z) +vowel. The difference
between Italic h (< gh) before vowel and inherited initial vowel
would then, in primitive Italic, have been the existence or ab
sence of the velar element, later only the partial unvoicing of h
as against the constant voicing of initial vowel.
But I do not by any means wish to stress this assumption.
It is certainly dependent upon the new hypothesis of the de
velopment of the mediae aspiratae in Italic; but this hypothesis
is not dependent upon the rather uncertain assumption with
regard to the initial vowels of Italic.
One supplementary remark is necessary. As far as I can see,
nothing proves that zz +vowel and pure vowel had in Celtic
fused into ;/+ vowel; but neither is the opposite development,
fusion into pure vowel, proved; both possibilities are open. If
we are right in assuming that in Celtic rz + zz- and pure ii- have
fused into zz + zz- (above p. 34) and that in Celtic and Teutonic
zzz- and pure z- have partly fused into zzz- (p. 50 with note and p. 60),
this might be an indication of the same Celtic development before
vowel—in accordance with what is the case in Greek and Teu
tonic and, as we have just seen, perhaps in Italic, too. Thus the
possibility arises of assuming that zz + vowel and pure vowel
have fused into zz — vowel in the Centum languages as against
the fusion of h + vowel and pure vowel into pure vowel in
Aryan and the other Satom languages.
As is self-evident this is no statement, but merely an indication
of a field of research which might deserve further investigation.

D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Hist.-fil. Medd. XXXI, 3.
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§ 18. Indo-Iranian H>i i’ e> a and Middle High
German e ë.
Labialization is an outstanding feature of the Centum-lan
guages, which not only preserve the Indo-European labiovelars,
but in many cases develop them into pure labials, thus very
often in Greek (ßou$, itou, çôvoç), sometimes in Celtic (O.Ir.
bo ‘cow’, O.Cymr. petguar ‘4’), Teutonic (Goth, fidivor, wulfs),
and Italic (Latin formus). We have furthermore the widely
spread labialization of dentals and velars in Italic: Lat. faciö
(dh-), fundö (ghu-), fel (gh). A third instance is the labialization
of the vocalic sonants r, [ in Teutonic and (in most cases) Italic,
of m, n in Teutonic: OHG furt ‘ford’, Lat. portus ‘port’ (but
O.Cymr. rit ‘ford’), Goth, huljan ‘to cover’, Lat. occultus (but O.Ir.
clethi ‘celandum’), Lat. cor, cordis (but O.Ir. cride, Gk xpaSir],
Kocpgfr]), Lat. mollis (but Gk ôcpoÂÔûvœ, Skr. zzzzdzz-)—Goth. human
(but Lat. oeniö, Gk ßaivco; cp. Skr. agamyat), Goth, hand ‘100’
(but Lat. centum, O.Ir. cel, Gk skcxtov), Goth, un- (but Lat. in- <
en-, O.Ir. an-, Gk cc(v)-).
In return the Centum-languages are often inimical to pala
tals: the Indo-European palatovelars are materialized as pure
velars. Greek has no palatals, not even i (cp. above p. 13). In
Latin i is only preserved at the beginning of the word (jecur,
jugum) and after a consonant if this is itself lost (pezor < *pedios).
In Celtic i is lost in intervocalic and postconsonantal position,
in Old Irish at the beginning of the word, too (due ‘young’). In
Teutonic i is preserved at the beginning of the word in most
languages, but regularly lost in North Teutonic (01 år ‘year’)
and partly in Old High German (euer/jener)1 ; postconsonantal
i is originally preserved in the middle of the word, but lost or
transformed at the beginning of the word (cp. above p. 4). In the
development of the sound-combinations velar + hz the Centum
languages clearly show their aversion to palatalization ; above p. 23 f.
Palatalization, on the other hand, is the well-known charac
teristic feature of Satøm phonology. The Satam-languages develop
the Indo-European palatovelars into pure palatals (if they turn
them into palatal sibilants the final stage may be the normal
sibilant, viz. the dental sibilant). In Aryan, Satøm velars are
split up into velars and palatals: Skr. c, ch, j, jh; and Satøm
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dentals into pure dentals and palato-dentals : Skr. t, Ih, d, dh,
n, s. In Armenian intervocalic t becomes i: bay, gen. bagi ‘word’
(Gk <pccn$). In Albanese s is very often palatalized: si ‘rain’
(cp. Gk vei), ves ‘I dress’ (Skr. våse), ast ‘bone’ (Skr. asthàn-,
Gk ôcrréov), mis ‘meat’ (Skr. mänisa-, Goth, niimz, O.Slav. meso).
Balto-Slavonic has not only many palatal sibilants, but the
difference between palatalization and non-palatalization is the
broad and deep fundament of the whole consonantal structure,
especially of Slavonic.2
This tendency towards palatalization has, seemingly, had a
curious effect in one Satom-language, viz. in Aryan, where even
the laryngeal is affected by the palatalization. It is not improbable
that the consonantal laryngeal had a palatal tinge (cp. asrjä,
above p. 36)—and if this is so, then all Aryan consonants with
the exception of the labials displayed the influence of the tendency
towards palatalization. But it is unmistakable in the vocalic
form of the laryngeal, which is in most cases in Aryan i as
against a in the other IE languages.
Thus, in primitive Aryan, the vocalic laryngeal (the laryngealized vowel h) was exposed to palatalization and was gradually
changed from a non-palatal to a palatal vowel, ending up finally
in the palatal vowel proper, viz. i. During this development it
must have come close to IE e—and this perhaps is the reason
why this sound, to keep clear of the new palatal vowel, makes
the Aryan transition to a.
It is true that not only IE e becomes Aryan «; o and a, too,
are realized as d: Skr. bhåråmi (Gk cpepco), astau (Lat. octö), ajra(Lat. ager), nå- (Lat. ne), jnâtâ- (Gk yvcoTÔç), måtår- (Lat. mater).
But fusion of o and å is very common in Indo-European. We
know this phenomenon from Hittite (Ö and a = a), Tocharian
(ö and å = a), Celtic (ö and å = a), Teutonic (o and a — a,
ö and ä = o), Albanese (o and a — a), Balto-Slavonic (Baltic o
and a — a, Slavonic o and a = o; Lett. Truss, ö and ä = a,
Slav, ö and å — a).3 With regard to the circumstance that not
only short o and a, but often long ö and a, too, coincide, we
may observe that in Hittite differences of vowel quantity are
perhaps never quite clearly discernable and must in many
cases be improbable, since a main reason for the length of IE
vowels is the vocalization and later disappearance of postvocalic
4*
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il, whereas Hittite in this position generally retains the con
sonantal character of 11 (Hitt. /?). In several other IE languages
the coincidence of ö and d may have taken place before the
long vowels had developed out of on/an. In Aryan this most
certainly was so, since the stage of vocalized, but not absorbed
ii is preserved in those cases where Rg-veda has hiatus a—a
(z—z, zz—zz) instead of the later long ä (ï, zz); naturally, this
applies to IE en just as well as to on and aw.
A singular phenomenon, unique in ancient Indo-European
phonology, is the general fusion of e and a into this latter sound
in Aryan. And this phenomenon has not taken place at a very
early stage of Aryan, since it is later than the effect of the
famous Palatal Law concerning the splitting up of Satøm velars
into velars and palatals: k is preserved before an Aryan a,
going back to IE o or a, but changed into c before an Aryan
a, going back to an IE e. The fusion of e and a into Aryan a
must thus have taken place some time after the isolation and
constitution of Aryan and must be due to a special Aryan reason.
As now, in Aryan alone of all Indo-European languages (includ
ing Hittite), the vocalic laryngeal is palatalized, and materi
alizes as an z, it seems very likely that we have here the special
reason for the transition e>a, which thus would be a differentia
tion against the overwhelming tendency towards palatalization.
To justify this view we may cite a parallel from Teutonic.

In post-Gothic Teutonic we have a far-reaching palatalization
of vowels under the influence of an i/i in the following syl
lable, the well-known z’-mutation. Most widely spread is the
transition of a to e. During this development the new mutation
e (e) must come close to the inherited e (ë). In fact, the two
e-sounds have fused in most Teutonic languages: in Icelandic
and Scandinavian, in Frisian and English, in Low German and
Dutch. Naturally, there may be cases where the combinatory
conditions are averse to palatalization and where thus the muta
tion does not go further than to an open [e], e. g. OE cespe
(< *aspiö) ‘asp’ as against OE helpan with ë. And inversely,
there are cases where the combinatory conditions are so favour
able to palatalization that this does not stop at e but goes further
to z, e. g. Eng. chill, Dutch kil (< *kaldia-). Sometimes the in-
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herited ë stood in positions parallel to those provoking the
transition a > e, and then, in a very ancient period, ë was changed
into i, e. g. OE, OS is, OHG ist (< *esti), OHG nimit (< *nemedi)
‘takes’, OHG gibirgi (< *gabergia-). But the same transition
ë > i is found under different conditions at an early stage in
several Teutonic languages, thus in pre-German before an u in
the following syllable: OHG sibun, OS sibun (but OE seofon) *T,
OHG sz'c/zzzr < Lat. seczzrzzs; in Old English before /(-combinations :
six (Goth, scifhs), cniht (OHG kneht); in most cases before nasal
combinations: OS kind, OHG chint ‘child’ (cp. Lat. gens), 01
fimm, OHG fünf ‘5’ (Gk ttévte); in Gothic ë is generally changed
into i. Sometimes also the opposite development is found: in
Old High German z has often become ë before an a, e, or o
in the following syllable: wëhha ‘week’ (OS ivika), lëbên ‘to
live’, lëcchôn ‘to lick’ (OS liccon). All this goes to show that in
primitive Teutonic the inherited ë cannot have been a very open,
but must have been a rather close e-sound.
But then the question arises, how we may account for the
fact that there is in Middle High German (and later German)
a clear distinction between the inherited ë as an open and the
new mutation-e as a close sound, e. g. open e in leben ‘to
live’, stein ‘to steal’, lesen ‘to read’, but close e in heben ‘to
lift’ (< *habbian), zein ‘to tell, number’ (< */a/(/)zan), rede ‘talk,
poem’ (< * rapid). Whereas in standard pronunciation of Modern
German the two sounds are not kept apart, in many parts of
South Germany even educated people still pronounce leben and
stehlen, etc., with an open e-sound, but heben and zählen, etc.,
with a close e; in dialects ë may even develop into an a.
This must be due to a differentiation in Old High German.
When the mutation of a reached the stage of a close e, there
arose the danger of confusion with the inherited ë. Now, the
new e could not escape, because it was still under the palatalizing
influence of the following syllable (e. g. OHG grebit ‘digs’, gesti
‘guests’, inennisc ‘human’, bezziro ‘better’), but the inherited ë,
which was never preserved before an i/i in the following
syllable, could and did escape fusion, receding into a more
open sound. In the great majority of cases High German—alone
of all Teutonic languages—has worked out this distinction be
tween the mutation-e and the inherited ë, that the former remains
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a close e-sound, but the latter becomes an open e-sound, in
dialects even an a.

In the same way, now, we may understand the Aryan de
velopment. When the laryngeal h was palatalized—as so many
other sounds of primitive Aryan—the vocalic form, h, which
originally had the same a-timbre as in the other IE languages,
must have come close to the inherited IE e-sound. It thereby
pushed this e into a more open position—finally a—while the
11 itself went on being palatalized, till the final stage was reached,
viz. i.
If we ask why no resistance was afforded by the older Aryan
a (representing o and a of other IE languages), the answer
probably must be that in Aryan qualitative apophony (with
the vital distinction between e and o (Aryan «)) had been
superseded by quantitative apophony: Aryan does not only pre
serve the z/zina-grade, but develops the zzrdd/z z-grade richly. The
qualitative distinction between e and a had thus lost much of
its significance. Another reason is that when the velars k, etc.,
are changed into the palatals c, etc., before e, but preserved as
k, etc., before a, then the distinction e/a is kept up clearly enough
in the initial consonant, and thus is superfluous in the vowel.
So the push of the palatalized laryngeal vowel meets no suf
ficient resistance.

§ 19. Indo-European gV'HU > hu-, k g < h in Hittite.
Whereas the Centum-languages, in favouring labialization,
repel palatalization and the Satmn-languages, in repelling labiali
zation, favour palatalization, an original feature of Hittite seems
to be aversion to and neglect of laryngeal articulation. If we
are right in assuming Indo-European h to have been a voiced
laryngeal fricative, Hittite /z, being a voiceless velar fricative,
shows not only replacing of laryngeal through velar articulation,
but even neglect of the original voicing—which is also a laryn
geal articulation—since the previous stage of development, the
voiced fricative, has been given up.
Il is interesting that the same abandonment of the voicing
of a velar fricative seems to have taken place in one case more.
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It is well-known that Hittite h is not merely the represen
tative of IE n; the sound h occurs in many loan-words, and it
sometimes originates in an IE velar sound. Hans Hendriksen1
has pointed to the fact that IE klJ and gh", both at the begin
ning of the word and in the middle of the word, g" in the
middle of the word, are represented by Hittite ku (i. e. kq /ku) ■.
ku-is ‘who’ (Eat. qais), ku-en-zi ‘beats' (Gk Seivoo, Skr. hånti),
ne-ku-ma-an-za ‘naked’ (Goth, naqaps); but g- is at the beginning
of the word, in four instances and with no counterinstances,
hu-: hu-el-pi-is‘young animal’(Gk SsÀcpûç, Skr. gårbha- : IE *g"elbh-:
Pre-Teutonic *k"elb- (Dan. hvalp, Eng. mhelp, Germ, ivelf), is
somehow a deformation), hu-u-i-tar ‘animal’ (Gk ßios, Skr. /zpu-),
hu-iua-a-i ‘runs, marches’ (Gk eßr|, Skr. ågåt), hu-ul-la-a-i ‘smites,
destroys’ (Gk ßaÄÄei). By this special development of gq- (while
g is generally preserved as an occlusive in Hittite) we are perhaps
reminded of such cases as gh" > gq > u in Teutonic (cp. OHG
inarm, Eat. formas, Gk Seppos) as against gh > g (> g) in other
cases. But the decisive fact is that the intermediate stage between
IE g and Hitt, h must here, in the combination IE </- > Hitt, hu-,
be the voiced velar fricative—exactly as this sound must lie be
tween IE h and Hitt. h.
We saw that Indo-European displayed h before all sonants,
whereas Hittite preserved only hu, in the form of hu- and with
gq as previous stage. We now understand this better in realising
that, in Pre-Hittite, gq had arisen in another way, too, viz. from
IE g--.
Moreover, the neglect of laryngeal articulation discernable in
the history of Hitt, hq-, is seen in all Hittite occlusives: in
Hittite writing the available signs for tenues and mediae are
used, if not at random, at least without any consistent rule,
that is to say with indistinct observation of a dwindling sound
distinction, or perhaps with an obscure memory of a former
distinction. Just as Pre-Hittite or early Hittite y changed to h,
Pre-Hittite (Indo-European) or early Hittite b, d, and—in most
cases—g must have become Hittite p, t, k, or at least have
come near to these sounds.—Furthermore, Hittite writing had
no characters for aspirates, but seemingly these sounds, too, had
become tenues.
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There is one further remarkable case of Hittite h originating
in an IE velar sound.
Holger Pedersen2 has pointed to instances where h must
come from a palatalized k/g (“kj/gj"'). He assumes (1) that k/g
was palatalized before front vowels, (2) that the palatalization
was carried before an a when—as often in Hittite—an e was
changed into an a, (3) that the “kja/gja” which had thus arisen
developed into ha, but (4) that the palatalization was lost before
the homorganic front vowels (cp. e. g. çz-e-nzz ‘knee’, ki-es-sar
‘hand’).
Now, it is curious that all words displaying, with any
probability, this development of “palatalized” k/g into h seem
to have IE palatovelar k/g, as will be seen in the following list of
words hitherto adduced:
ha-ar-as-ni or har-sa-ni /harsni/, loc., ‘head’ < *komsn- (with
regular loss of h in the consonant combination), cp. Ion. KopoT|
‘temple of the head’, Gk xépas ‘horn’ < *kerijs, Skr. sircih/sîrsân‘head’, gen. sïrsnâh < *kiinrsn- < *krnsn- (dr- < -rii- as in stïrnà-,
etc., above p. 35).
hal-ki-is ‘corn’ < *golki-; cp. O.Slav. zlaku < *golko- ‘grass',
Phryg. jéÀKicC Àâ/avcc < ■gelkid.
ha-a-Ii-ja ‘kneels, bows down’ < *koli-, cp. Lilli, salis ‘side’
< *koli-, Goth, halps ‘inclined’ (tuilja-halpei ‘inclination’), OHG
hald ‘inclined’ < *kol-; cp. Goth, halps, OHG hold id. < *k{-.
Better known is the root form *klei:kli in Skr. srdyami, Gk
kàïvgo, Lat. clïno, Lith. sliejii ‘recline’, etc. (Holger Pedersen com
bines the Hittite word with Lith. kèlias ‘knee’, but is ‘knee’ the
original meaning of this isolated word?).
hal-za-a-i ‘recites, prays, calls’ < *gal- as a probable variety
besides *gar-/*gal- in onomatopoetic words meaning ‘call, cry,
babble’, etc., like Lat. garriö ‘talk, babble’, O.Ir. gdir ‘cry’, Arm.
cicarn ‘swallow, hirundo’, Ossetic zarjn ‘sing’—Cymr. z/a/za‘to call’,
01 kalla ‘sing, call’, OE callian ‘call’ (Holger Pedersen with doubt
to Gk KocÀéco or xéÂopai).
ha-an-na-a-i ‘judges, decides a law suit’ < *konH- with the
o-grade of Goth, kann ‘can’, gakannjan ‘make known’; Teut.-nzzperhaps < -nn- as in kinnus, p. 37 (Holger Pedersen: e-grade of
Lith. zénklas).
ha-an-sa-tar ‘family, descendants’ < *konni- with the o-grade
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of Gk yôvoç ‘descendance’ (Hans Hendriksen, who has adduced
this word, starts from the e-grade).
In the middle of the word, till now only one instance has
been found: /iveh/ ‘turn, versari’, /ivehzij, 3. sg., /ivahanzi/,
3. pl., /ivehun/, 1. sg. prt., /ivahanza/, part., iva-ha-an-du, 3. pl.
imper, act., u-e-ha-an-ta-ri, 3. pl. med.; cp. Goïh. gaiuigan ‘move’,
Lat. vehö, Lith. vezir, IE *uegh. As Holger Pedersen points out,
forms with other sounds after h than back vowels must be
analogical.3—-An inverse analogy we tind in the word for
‘knee’: gi-e-nu /genii/, nom., and /kinmnas/, dat. pl., but /garnit/,
instr.; here the occlusive before the a of /garnit/ must be
analogical.
Outside the series I should place har-as-zi /harstsi/ ‘ploughs’,
which can hardly be identified with Skr. kdrsati id. (as Holger
Pedersen proposes), because the Indian word does not presup
pose IE ke-—which would be necessary for the identification—
but ko-/ka-. Moreover, the comparison of Skr. kdrsati or krsåti
with Hitt, /karsnü/ ‘I cut’ (Gk xeipco, OI skera-, Holger Pedersen,
Hitt. p. 95) lies closer at hand. Hilt, hårs-, on the other hand,
might conveniently be combined with Lat. aråre, Goth, arjan, etc.,
‘to plough': ÏE nariii-; cp. p. 26.
Certainly, more words parallel to har-sa-ni, etc., might be
adduced; but I think that those mentioned here would perhaps
justify the following alteration of the hypothesis of Holger
Pedersen: Indo-European palatovelar k/g developed into Hittite
h before a back vowel, but lost (or reduced?) the palatal ele
ment before a front vowel.
The phonetic explanation is like the one given by Holger
Pedersen. A parallel may be cited from Modern Danish. Form
erly the consonants k and g were palatalized before front
vowels, which is still indicated in archaic writing : igjen ‘again’,
gjøre ‘make, do’, kjende ‘know’, kjcer ‘dear’, now spelt igen, gøre,
kende, kcer-, in names we may still lind such instances as Kjøbenhavn besides København, Gjentofte besides Gentofte, but the -j- is
never pronounced, the palatalization has disappeared before the
homorganic front vowels (differentiation). In the position be
fore back vowels, however, the palatal element is preserved
both in writing and in pronunciation: gjorde [øjo’Ra], prt. of
gøre, skjold ‘shield’, kjole ‘dress’, gjalde ‘sound loudly’, skjule
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‘hide’. (In Danish dialects and in Swedish and Norwegian the
palatalization has been preserved even before front vowels).
In Hittite the IE palatovelars would have lost or strongly
reduced the palatalization before front vowels, appearing here
perhaps as pure velars; the development in the position before
consonant is as yet unknown; before back vowels the palatovelars
would have preserved the palatalization, with the fricative h as
result. It is possible that Å- became first the palatovelar fricative,
known as the zc/z-sound of Modern German. But it is not in the
least astonishing, if the zc/z-sound did not keep apart from the
«(■//-sound of /z which had arisen out of IE g (in g1--) or, in many
cases, IE h: phonemic and even phonetical fusion of the ichand oc/z-sound takes place in many languages.—Since k and g
both become h, we have here, too, the neglect of laryngeal arti
culation so characteristic of Hittite.
However, this assumption of Hitt, /z having sometimes origin
ated in a Pre-Hittite palatovelar, has to be carefully examined
because of its far-reaching consequences. If we must acknow
ledge that Hittite besides labiovelars (ku-is, ku-en-zi, ne-ku-maan-za) did possess or presuppose palatovelars (har-sa-ni, hal-ki-is,
u-e-ha-an-ta-ri, etc.) then Hittite is neither a Centum- nor a
Satom-language. Centum-languages have labiovelars but no
palatovelars; Satom-languages have palatovelars but no labio
velars. Hittite, with both labiovelars and palatovelars, must thus
have derived from the common Indo-European stock, before
the division into Centum- and Satsm-languages took place.

§ 20. Summary and Final Remarks.
A result ot our investigations is the assumption that the IndoEuropean laryngeal phoneme was approximately a voiced /z (/?).
In Pre-Hittite and cognate “Anatolian” languages the voiced
laryngeal fricative developed into a voiced velar fricative, which
was unvoiced in Hittite—as were other voiced consonants—and
became here the voiceless velar fricative /z. In the other IE
languages li was primarily preserved as such.
The Indo-European laryngeal phoneme was found initially
before a vowel: Hittite has some words beginning with vowels,
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and some words beginning with h + vowel. In the other IE
languages (the Centum-Satam-languages), initial vowel and
initial laryngeal vowel fused, in most languages—at any rate
Satam—into initial vowel (which goes to say that the initial
laryngeal was here lost in antevocalic position); but in some
languages (Centum?) initial vowel and initial laryngeal +
vowel merged into initial laryngeal + vowel, thus at any rate in
Greek and Teutonic. Greek simply preserves the IE laryngeal
(the voiced /z) as spiritus lenis in opposition to the spiritus
asper (voiceless /?); the same is probable in Teutonic. Only in
the position before zz, the laryngeal, in some western languages, was
not maintained as a consonant, but was vocalized (fl > a), IE
flu- becoming thus in Hittite hu-, in some eastern languages u-,
in some western languages au-. In Greek the consequence is
that initial u- does not accept the spiritus lenis, but fuses with huinto this sound combination: Greek has no initial Ù-, only u(and no prothetic u). In the later development of such languages as
Greek and Teutonic the laryngeal has no function and is thus
lost as a phoneme. The early loss of the originally voiced Italic h
(< IE 7/1) may perhaps be due to fusion with the IE h.
The Indo-European laryngeal phoneme was found before
each of the other sonants (z, u, r, I, m, n). In Hittite laryngeal
+ u- (flu-) is directly attested as hu- (this sound combination
had arisen in another manner, too, viz. from IE g1-1-), and hu
is distinct from u- < IE 11-. In Greek hu- is reflected as prothetic
vowel before digamma, and is distinct from the simple digamma
(< IE 11-): the prothetic vowels of Greek (a-, e-, 0-, 1-) represent
a secondary vocalization of the IE laryngeal consonant. In Celtic
and Armenian hu- and u- fuse into fig- (this development being
responsible for the Celtic and Armenian loss of /;-). In all other
IE languages fig- and g- merge into zz-.
In the position before
in-, n- (thus in the combinations
hl-, fini-, fin-) the laryngeal is in Greek reflected as prothetic
vowel before these sounds (which is in accordance with the
Greek development before g-); the same is, to a certain extent,
seen in Armenian. In Greek, furthermore, IE pure
m-, nand Greek hl-, hm-, hu- have fused into I-, m-, n-. In the position
before r- the laryngeal is in Greek (and Armenian) likewise
reflected as prothetic vowel before /•-, but in Greek laryngeal +
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r- and pure r- have fused into laryngeal + r-, whereas Greek
hr- is maintained as p-: IE words with imitai r- in Greek gener
ally have prothetic vowel before p, no Greek word begins with
pure p-, all Greek words with initial p- have the spiritus asper.—
In all other IE languages (including Hittite) laryngeal + /-, m-,
n-, r- and pure /-, in-, n-, r- have fused into pure I-, in-, n-, r-.
In the combination hi there is a tendency towards assimilating
the group into an emphatic palatal z or dz. The product of
assimilation dz- is—according to the rules of Greek phonology—
reflected as 3- in Greek, whereas IE pure i- is generally repre
sented by h (the spiritus asper). In the middle of the word
-hi- > -z- seems to occur in Hittite—of course in the unvoiced
form -s-. The s fused with IE di- and with the inherited sibilant
phoneme s; this accounts for the Hittite use of s-signs for the
IE sibilant.—The combinations (-)gh[-, (-)gl-lhi-, (-)khi- are re
flected in Greek as
9$, kt, in the other IE languages mostly
as palatal or dental sibilants or as combinations containing these
sounds. We may understand the phonological processes leading
to these results when starting from z or dz as a product of assimila
tion of hi-. Apart from these cases IE hi and i have fused,
generally into i, sometimes into hi. (It is not excluded that in
Geltic and Teutonic the result of the fusion was sometimes hi
(cf. Æu-/zz-> Celtic hu-f): this assumption might account for
the not infrequent loss of initial i- and hi- in these languages,
since -i- is lost in initial clusters both in Celtic and Teutonic).
The Indo-European laryngeal phoneme was found in the
position after a vowel. In Hittite the h, which had developed
out of IE h, was maintained before some consonants, lost without
trace before others. In the Centum-Satam-languages the h was
primarily retained in postvocalic position, but during the develop
ment of the single languages it was lost in lengthening the
preceding vowel.—The Indo-European laryngeal consonant was
in most cases lost without a trace in postconsonantal position,
but there are exceptions, especially after a velar, sometimes after
other occlusives, too, in Hittite after s in the middle of the word.
These two rather well-known aspects of the IE laryngeal are
not treated at length in this paper.
Finally, the Indo-European laryngeal phoneme may—precisely
as the other sonants—become the centre of the syllable, be vocal-
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ized. The vowel ft appears as an « of a special quality (a2):
through a development peculiar to Indo-Iranian, a2 mostly be
comes i in this language.

In comparing this article with former works on the IndoEuropean laryngeals, the rather narrow scope of the present
study is evident. It is not here pretended to say anything on
the origin of the Indo-European laryngeal, nor on the nature,
development, and effect of Pre-Indo-European laryngeals. In
my opinion there can hardly be any doubt as to the fruit
ful field of research, still open here, with the possibility of
deriving benefit from the sagacious work hitherto accomplished
by many scholars. But it may be reasonably doubted whether
Indo-European knew more than one laryngeal phoneme, and then
it is—as was said in the beginning—our right and duty to make
investigations on the basis of the working hypothesis of one
Indo-European laryngeal.
This is what we have done. We have tried to make out
some of the conditions and effects of the laryngeal phoneme,
once present in the Indo-European mother tongue, and in
several cases probably surviving till well into the independent
life of the separate Indo-European languages. We have tried to
see old, well-known difficulties of Indo-European phonology in
the new light placed at our disposal through the important
studies of recent years on Hittite.
I hope that it will be agreed that some elucidation has been
gained through the working hypothesis here followed.
It is evident that this study is by no means exhaustive.
Wider and deeper research as to the Indo-European laryngeal
will have to be made. And it stands to reason that this may be a
useful basis of still more extended studies of Pre-Indo-European
laryngeals, of Indo-European phonology in general, and perhaps
of the outward relations of Indo-European.
Drafted in halcyon days in Utrecht, March—July 7947,
completed in Copenhagen.

Appendix.
Remarks on the Hittite words
siivats ‘day’, siunas ISiwannis ‘god’, suppis ‘sacrosanct’.

It has been shown above p. 26 f. that it seems possible to refer
these words to the root form -dien- : din- ‘light, heavenly light,
divinity’, which we know Iront Skr. Dyauh, Gk Zeûç, Lat. Diëspiter,
etc., (DINGIR-iis (Ehelolf, p. 179) may even directly represent
sins < *diêus), and that correspondingly siyari ‘appears’ may de
rive from the root form *diei-. Some supplementary remarks
will not be superfluous.
The derivative t in simat- ‘day’ is known e. g. from Skr. dyota‘shine, gleam, slime’ < '■d/ento- and the originally denominative
verb dyotate ‘shines’. The word siinanni- ‘god’ (‘lord of the light
and the heaven’) is in all probability derived from simat- ‘the
light part of the world—cp. Skr. lokå-, OS liolitl—and of the time’,
i. e. ‘the day’, with -nni < -tni, cp. Sturtevant, Hitt. Gr. § 71 and
Holger Pedersen, Hilt. § 40, thus siinanni- < *simatni-. But it is
not clear whether sinna- has -no or -tno; both possibilities are
open: cp. Gk tteààôs ‘blackish’ < *pelno- and tteâitvôç ‘livid’
besides Skr. (palitd- —) pdlikni < *pelitmn or *pelHtniH (!). It is
perhaps the most simple solution of the question to assume
/-derivation in all three words: siivat-, *sintna- > sinna-, *simatni> siinanni-. In the trisyllabic sz|zpcm|nz'- the gemination n < tn
is preserved, in the dissyllabic sin | na- this was not possible.
Which Indo-European vowel the a of simat-/siinanni- repre
sents is not clear. It may correspond to a Greek o •.'■dieno t-/
*diëuotni- (cp. Gk SeorroTris / Séctttoivoc) ; then *dientno-> siunawould display the zero-grade -t- of the derivative. Or it might be
the vocalized laryngeal *dieunt-/*dienntni- (cp. Skr. palitd-/pdlikni)
with the corresponding consonantal laryngeal in *diëuHtno-; in
this latter form the //—respectively the Pre-Hittile velar—must
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disappear in the position before the occlusive, leaving :;:dieuluo> siuna-.
In other Indo-European languages the zero-grade of this root
(with the n-determinative) is very conspicuous. Before vowels
it is diu-: (Gk Aiôç, gen., Skr. diudh, gen., etc.), before consonants
din-: cp. Skr. diju- ‘light, day, heaven’ in such a derivation as
dyumnâ- ‘splendour, ability’, or in compounds like dyunis- ‘day
and night’, dyupati- ‘lord of the heaven or of the light’, dyupatha‘air’ (patld- ‘path, wav’), dijumani- ‘sun’ (maid- ‘jewel’), dyuuadlm- ‘apsaras’ (vadliu- ‘woman’). Especially we lind the zero
grade with the derivative t in the noun dyût-/dyûti- ‘shine’ and
in verbal forms like ådyutat, aor., didyuté, perf. med.
Besides the long grade of the root form *dièuot-/*dièut or
■diëUHt/*diëu(ii)t we have a right to look for the zero-grade in
Hittite; it is of no importance whether we start from *diunt or
'dint: since Hittite h < IE 11 is lost before occlusives, the result
in Hittite must be *sut. I propose in this connection to adduce
the adjective suppi- / suppa- ‘sacrosanct, holy, clean, not under taboo’
(see the forms: Sturtevant, Hitt. Gr. 179 f.) It is true that Holger
Pedersen, Hitt. 36 combines the word as *su-bhHï with Skr.
su-bhanii- ‘beautifully shining’, but (1) this involves a rather
violent reduction of the element with the sense of ‘shining’,
(2) corresponding to Skr. su-, Gk EÙ-, Hittite has assus ‘good’,
(3) it is not known if Skr. subhänu- originally belongs to any reli
gious sphere. So I should prefer to take suppi-/ suppa- as coming
from *diutbhi- / *diutbho- with apophony to *diëut.
The derivative affix -bh(o) /hld(o) is well-known in colour
adjectives (and in corresponding names of animals), e. g. Lat.
albus, Gk cxpyvços ‘white’, Polish golpbi ‘blue’, Buss, golubdj ‘light
blue’, Lat. palumbis ‘dove’; Brugmann 2,1 § 283 If.1
As for the words siunas, siwanuis in connection with siuiaz
‘day’ we remember that n- derivatives are very common with
words designating colour, cp. e. g. Gk ôpçvôs ‘dark’, Lat. cduus
‘grey’, O.Ir. bau ‘white’, OHG brûu ‘brown’, O.S1. vrauii ‘black,
raven’, O.SI. zelenu ‘green’; Skr. dyumua- < *dyubhna- has (1) -bhas the old derivative for colour adjectives, and (2) -ua- as the new
one, still surviving in Indian (Brugmann 2, 1 § 179). Some of these
are in India names of gods or heroes: Krsnci- ‘the Black One’,
A'rjuna- ‘the White One'. And in the Indo-European languages
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there are more names of divinities derived with an n, e. g. Skr.
Varuna-, Lith. Perkiînas, O.S1. Periinii (Alb. peren-di ‘heaven’),
Osc. esuno ‘divine’ (perhaps Etruscan loanword), OE Wéz/en
(OS Wottan, 01 Od/zzzz). Sometimes we have derivations with
ni/nj: Skr. Parjànya-, OI Fjprgynn. To these we may now add
the Hittite words siunas / siivannis with siu-< *diëu-—the root
form of Zeûç—and with the /-derivative of Skr. dyût-, dyôtate.
The adjective suppis (with the zero-grade *diut-) belongs to siunas/
siivannis much in the same way as Skr. divyâ- ‘divine’ belongs
to deva- ‘god’.
When we take into account that the Hittile /-declination
comprises /-stems, /o-stems, and ///-stems, which latter were fe
minine in Indo-European (Holger Pedersen, Hitt. 35), we realize
that the relation between siunas and siivannis may originally
have been that of ‘god’ and ‘goddess’; cp. ()1 Fjgrgynn—Fjgrgyn,
Freyr—Freyja, etc. In connection with the loss of the feminine
gender in Hittite (or Pre-Hitlite), the sense of siivannis may have
changed from ‘goddess’ to ‘god’. A well-known parallel is that
in early Teutonic times ^ner/zzzz (Tacitus : Nerihus) was a goddess:
but since North Teutonic preserves only masculine zz-stems, the
corresponding 01 NjgrÔr became the name of a god.2
Thus these Hittite words seem to lit well into the compass
of Indo-European linguistic (and religious) facts and tendencies.

Notes.
I am much indebted to my colleague Kaj Babb, who has been kind
enough to assist in reading the proofs and has given many corrections
and valuable intimations. And 1 oiler my thanks to Niels Haislund
for having revised my English, and to Niels Ege who has assisted in
preparing the Index of Words.
In this paper I n d o-E u ro pea n , after the fashion of most linguists,
designates our linguistic family and its mother language, thus deviating
from Edgar II. Sturtevant and other American scholars who call the
mother language I n d o-H i tl i te, and the languages derived therefrom
but not belonging Io the Hittite branch, Indo-European.

ad § 1.
Bibliographies of the theory of Indo-European laryngeals are found in
Hans Hendbiksen, Untersuchungen über die Bedeutung des Hethitischen
für die Laryngaltheorie (Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Historisk-filologiske Meddelelser XXVI H, 2, Copenhagen 1941), 4, and Edgab H.
Stubt Evant, The 1 nd o-Il i It i te Laryngeals (Baltimore 1942), § 1-10. Compare
further: E. B .1. Kuiper, Notes on Vedic Noun-Inflexion (Mededeelingen
der Nederlandsche Akademie van Wetenschappen. Afdeeling Letterkunde.
Nieuwe Boeks. Deel 5, No. 4. Amsterdam 1942); id.,Vedic sâdhis- : sadhdstaand the Laryngeal Umlaut in Sanskrit (Acta Orientalia XX, Leiden 1946);
id., Traces of Laryngeals in Vedic Sanskrit (India Antiqua, Leiden 1947,
198 -212); and several articles in Language: 17 (1941), Roland G. Kent,
The Greek Aspirated Perfect; 18 (1942), 22—25 William M. Austin, Is
Armenian an Anatolian Language? (refuted ibidem 226 8 by Kerns and
Schwartz); 19 (1943), 83 124 Eranklin Edgerton, The Indo-European
Semivowels; 165—8 Roland G. Kent reviews Sturtevant’s Laryngeals;
293 312 Edgar H. Sturtevant, The Indo-European Reduced Vowel of
the e-series; 20 (1944), 88 Edward II. Sehrt, Notes on Sturtevant’s Indo
Hittite Laryngeals; 23 (1947), 1 22 Theodoro Maurer, Unity of the
Indo-European Ablaut System, the Disyllabic Roots; finally BenjaminSchwartz, The Boot and its Modification in Primitive Indo-European
(Language, 23, No. 1. Supplement. January-March 1947).
I am glad to acknowledge special benefits from the following studies :
Herman Möller, Die semitisch-vorindogermanischen laryngalen Konso
nanten (Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Skrifter, 7. Række, hiI). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Hist.-fil. Medd. XXXI, 3.
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storisk og filosofisk Afdeling IV, 1, Copenhagen 1917): it is tragical that
the last work of Herman Möller to whom as my teacher and predecessor
at the University of Copenhagen I shall always be grateful—should appear
on the eve of the Hittite discovery; Holgeb Pedebsen, Hittitisch und
die anderen indoeuropäischen Sprachen (Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes
Selskabs Historisk-filologiske Meddelelser XXV, 2, Copenhagen 1938): in
§ 107 Holger Pedersen summarizes his theory of Indo-European laryngeals; Holger Pedebsen, Lykisch und Hiltitisch (ih. XXX, 4), Copen
hagen 1945; E. Benveniste, Origines de la formation des noms en IndoEuropéen, I, Paris 1935: Chap. IX, Esquisse d'une théorie de la racine;
.Iebzy Kubylowicz, Etudes indo-européennes, I, Krakow 1935: here Kurylowicz summarizes, corrects, and extends his earlier important stu
dies on the subject; finally the above named books by Hans Hendbiksen
and Edgab II. Stubtevant.
1 Kubylowicz, p. 43; cp. Hans Hendbiksen, p. 51.
2 Hans Hendbiksen, p. 8!).
8 IIolgeb Pedebsen, Hittitisch p. 10.

ad § 2
The facts here mentioned can easily be found in the usual manuals
of Teutonic languages.
1 The voiceless velar spirant of Hittite is certainly a younger phase
of evolution than the voiced velar spirant of Lycian; cp. note 3 to § 13
and the whole of § 19.

ad § 3
The common handbooks have naturally been consulted. BbugmannDelbbück, Grundriss2; Hibt, Indogermanische Grammatik; the etymolo
gical dictionaries (I think, I have looked up the opinion of Walde-Pokobny
on every word which 1 have dealt with, but I have refrained from
polemics, because Walde-Pokorny do not take any laryngeal into account).
As for Greek and Latin I have especially used Meillet-Vendbyes, Gram
maire des langues classiques, Paris 1924; and Eduabd Sciiwyzeb, Grie
chische Grammatik, I, München 1939; as for Hittite—besides the works
named in the note to § 1—Stubtevant’s Comparative Grammar of the
Hittite Language (Philadelphia 1933), and his Glossary (2, Philadelphia
1936), and especially, .1. Ebiedbicii, Hethitisches Elementarbuch, Heidel
berg 1940. If Hittite words are given in full transcription, a simplified
form is often added between oblique strokes; simplified forms are
generally taken from Sturtevant.
1 IE *nuennt- regularly becomes *uent- in Pre-Italic and Pre-Teutonic, whence normally Eat. ventus, Goth, winds. In Hittite the laryngeal
(or its successor, /?) is retained before ij, and between vowel and u, I, s,
but lost between vowel and occlusive; no instances are known with h
between vowel and n or in, even if there are many endings with these
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consonants, and so in all probability the h was lost in this position, too.
The resulting *huent- becomes regularly huant-, since e becomes a before
nt; cp. an-du ‘in’ and Cat. endo, si-pa-an-ti ‘libates’ and Gk cttGvSco (but
before nk and nz Hittite retains e). Thus the stem of Hitt. / hmantes/ may
simply be identical with that of Eat. ventus and of Goth, minds.
Cp. on h in the position between vowel and consonant Hendriksen
59 (/z before nasal is not mentioned); on e a Holger Pedersen, Hitt. 106
(where e in the frequent forms with -enz- is held to be analogical; in
fact, no sure instance ofezzc anz has been adduced).—Deviating opinions
on /hmantes of Kurylowicz, Etudes 74 f.; Sturtevant, Hitt. Gr. 97
Hendriksen 50.
Sturtevant (Hitt. Gr. 75 footnote) without necessity doubts this
etymology, ep. Holger Pedersen, Hittitisch 36 on the writing of double
occlusive for earlier occlusive + laryngeal.

ad § 4
Cp. especially A. Meillet, Esquisse d’une grammaire comparée de
I Armenien classique2, Vienne 1936; Holger Pedersen, Les pronoms
démonstratifs de l’ancien arménien (Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes
Selskabs Skrifter, (i. R., hist.-filos. Afd. VI, 2, Copenhagen 1905) and his
two studies in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift Vol. 38 and 39 (e. g. 38, 206 and 39, 424
on Arm. anicanem, here on p. 7).
1 cp. Benveniste 157 on ccnocco.
ad § 6
Kurylowicz (Etudes I, 43) “fait abstraction de tous les exemples à
voyelle r initial, la voyelle prothétique étant obligatoire devant toutes
les r initiales indo-européennes”; it may be asked why this is so.
1 Holger Pedersen, KZ 39, 344.
Sometimes we might be inclined to think that a vocalization of
the laryngeal attracts the accent in Greek: crqcn, decra, ôeSâoç, cceSäov,
ôvopicc, ôvEiap, eäeos, aÀEicrov, EpEßos. Cp. Skr. duhitâr-, but Gk SuyàTT]p (and
Skr. zz.srzz-, but Gk aùpiov § 13). A counterinstance is àvf]p. In such cases
as ÈÀceppôs, EÄccyüs, ôàoitôs the accent is typological.-—The question would
deserve further investigation.

ad § 7
I shall not discuss earlier explanations of Gk 3- corresponding to
[- in the other Indo-European languages (cp. Schwyzer, p. 330), since
none has been generally accepted, and since their authors could not
derive benefit from the recent investigations into Indo-European laryngeals in Hittite. What is stated about IE z in Greek, is well-known
facts; the examplesare mostly borrowed from Meillet-Vendryes. Sturte
vant, Laryngeals § 74 c, assumes i > h to have originated in ’z (with the
more than doubtful laryngeal ’) and z > 3 to represent pure z.
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1 The Indo-European roots of the words mentioned would accord
ingly be:
(jeial, Skr. z/dt>a-); *fiieug-: fiiug- (jeûyvuiai, Ski-, yundjmi,
juyôv, Will, yukan, Skr. yugdin, Eat. juguin, Goth, yii/c, 01 o/c, etc.); *fiies(jécù, Skr. ydsyati, OIIG jesan); *tiio2lis- (jcbvr), jcocttos, Lith. jnos/as); *fiiu(fi)s(3ÜHT), Skr. yüsän-, Eat. jüs/
2 Brugmann-Delbrück2 I § 922—933; Hirt, Idg. Gramm. I § 226; HirtArntz, Die Hauptprobleme der idg. Sprachwissenschaft (Halle 1939).

ad § 8
1 Kurylowicz, Etudes I, 46—55.
2 Cp. on Gathic Avestan dugadar Kuiper, Notes 2 i; on Hitt. ii-iik
Sturtevant, Hitt. Gr. §227; on Hitt, it Holger Pedersen, Hitt. 99; on egdik-ahdm Kent (Eanguage 19, 168) ; Skr./n/nu- = Gk yévuç remains obscure;
a suggestion is made on p. 37.
Vacillation between consonantal and vocalic laryngeal is frequent and
is evident e. g. in cases as Skr. ./unman- jdniinan- ‘birth’ < *geninnen-/
genymen-. 'Ebe compromise ny (consonantal 1 vocalic laryngeal, as in
duhitdr-) is probably seen in prathiindn- ‘breadth’, prthiin ‘earth’, etc.,
and the compromise 1111 (vocalic + consonantal laryngeal) may account
for pdtriman- ‘abundance’ < *pe/nnnu?n-besides pdtriman- < ”pein in en- (cp.
jdniinan-, etc.). Tocharian tkcicar may naturally have ä from mcicar, but
it might also represent the same compromise hh (vocalic t consonantal
laryngeal): < *dhugyliter-. Cp. Eanguage 23,4 f. (Maurer; Kuiper,
Traces 201).

ad § 9
' Kaj Barr prefers the following indication of the stages of the
assumed sound development: 'gui > *ghdt > *gdth > *yS > y3, an(l
*gl-Hi > *g-hdt ■ *g-dth > *ß9 > <p3; perhaps he is right.
ad § 10
1 hydh, in Bgveda, still sometimes luah, e. g. 10,55,5; cp. E. V. Ar
nold, Vedic Metre (Cambridge 1905), chapter V.
2 Arm. ku->s-: Holger Pedersen, KZ 38, 197.
ad § 11
1 Alh. ail; cp. Brugmann2 I § 921, Holger Pedersen, KZ 36, 106.
2 On the disappearance of i in Teutonic after initial consonant, cp.
§ 2, p. 4.
3 The explanation here given of the Celtic forms of yScbv coincides
on the whole with that given by Holger Pedersen, Vgl. Keltische Gram
matik, I 69 tf. (supposition of a form with -oi-); the same is true as Lo
the words for ‘yesterday’ and ‘bear’: ib. I, 89. This applies to the corre
sponding Italic words, too. Cp. also the more recent study by Vendryes,
Bevue Celtique 40,437 IE
4 If Tocharian A .sonr’ B samno ‘man’ is rightly compared with ySovios
(Meillet, Journal asiatique 1912,1, 113; Feist, Vgl. Wb. <1. got. Sprache,
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s. v.; Holger Pedersen, Tocharisch, p. 108), it seems difficult to com
bine Hitt, tegan, Toch. A tka" B ken ‘earth’ with
to° (Holger
Pedersen, ib. 219; Schwyzer, p. 326); as for tegan, etc., a combination
witli the root *tek in Gk tiktco might be possible.
ad § 12
1 In one case at least a difference between the inherited dental and
the new palatal sibilant is discernible. In the position before a vowel
IE ns became Hitt, [nts], written nz, e. g. an-za-as ‘us’ (<*ans-<ns-;
cp. Goth, uns(is)); but to this rule ha-an-sa-tar ‘family, descendants’ is
an exception which has not been satisfactorily explained (Sturtevant,
Hitt. Gramm. § 133; 11. Hendriksen 57). It is evident that at the time
when the rule ns > nts was effective, the inherited IE sibilant was a
dental, whereas the sibilant of ha-an-sa-tar (• ///-) was no dental, but a
palatal.—We have a parallel in German phonology.
In the OHG and MHG periods the High German language possessed
a pure dental sibilant [s] which was written 3(3) and is derivated from
an ancient t in the position between vowels or—at the end of the word
after a vowel: OHG £33«/?, MHG e^en (OE cZctzz ‘to eat'), OHG MHG
</«3 (OE pæl ‘that’). If, through the loss of an intermediate vowel, an
n (or another dental sonant) happens to occupy the position before
this dental sibilant, we observe, in Modern High German, the develop
ment [ns] > [nts|, etc., thus an intrusion of a homorganic occlusive
between the dental sonant and the dental sibilant, e. g. (Eat. moneta)
OHG munira, MHG inüne^e with [-nos-], but after the loss of [0] Modern
High German bas münze with [-nts-]; correspondingly MHG eine^ec with
[-nos-j becomes Mod.HG einzig with [-nts-]; pilz < biile^, Hirz(feLd) < hire/,,
etc.—In the same Old High German and Middle High German periods
the High German language possessed a palatal sibilant, which was the
inherited Teutonic (anti Indo-European) sibilant, written s, but pro
nounced [s] (as still in German in cases like spät, stehen, etc.). When n
or another dental sonant occupied the position before this palatal
sibilant, there was no intrusion of a t. MHG gans was pronounced [gans],
and MHG hats was pronounced [hals]; when later the inherited sibilant,
written s, in most cases relapsed into the dental articulation, the rule
[ns] [nts], [Is] > [Its], (|rsj | rts]) was no more effective: in Modern High
German gans is pronounced [gans], and hats is pronounced [liais] with
the same dental articulation of the sibilant as in münze [mÿntsa], but
without intrusion of a I. Cp. Zeitschrift für deutsche Philologie 57 (1932),
77—79.
The case of German münze with |nts] < [ns] as against gans with [ns]
< [ns] is a rather close parallel to Hitt. I antsas I an-za-as with [nts] <
[ns] as against I hans(a)tarI ha-an-sa-tar with [ns] < [ns].
2 Albrecht Götze und Holger Pedersen, Mursilis Sprachlähmung
(Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Historisk-filologiske Medde
lelser XXI, 1, Copenhagen 1934), 72 f.; Zeitschrift für Assyriologie NF 9
(1936), 170—181 (II. Ehelolf); Revue hittite et asianique 4 (1937), 104 f.
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(P. Meriggi); Holger Pedersen, Hilt., p. 57 and 175; H. Tn. Bossert,
Asia, Istanbul 1946, 140 f. (against the form dina assumed by Meriggi)
and 62 tf. (on -Î-/-U-, with bibliography); cp. W. Couvreur, De Hethitische /?, Louvain 1937.
3 Besides the suffix forms -iilo'-uro in such words as Gk àpi^pÀoç,
5fjÄo$, Skr. väcäla-, karniära-, Gk ÈpuSpoç (< *nrudhnro-'), cnvSpôs (< *ctivpos < *chvhpo$), etc., we have with vocalic laryngeal -ulo -hvo in cases
like Gk /SanaÀôs, TrÉTaÂos, Skr. (îiiila-, rudhirâ- (< *iiriidhijro-), Gk aivapos, etc., Brugmann, Grundriss 2, 1, 355 and 365.
4 The Indo-European symbol /)/<): Brugmann-Delbrück I § 919 If.; it
is interesting to note that not only Holger Pedersen, but also Brugmann
in some cases supposed a ./-sound as the basis of the /^-combination;
cp. Schwyzer p. 325 and Benveniste in Bulletin de la Société Lingui
stique de Paris 38, 139—147.
ad § 13
1 On spiritus lenis, cp. Schwyzer 147; 1 = spiritus lenis is not found
till Alexandrine times, but 1 = li was previously used in Tarentum.
2 In this connection it is of no importance that some dialects have
secondarily replaced the spiritus asper by the spiritus lenis, c. g. Les
bian uppeç.
3 Kurylowicz, Etudes 74; insufficiently founded doubts by Hans
Hendriksen 29. With Hittite liuhhas1, Lycian xuga- ‘grandfather’ I should
identify the well-known (Lydian or Lycian) name Tuyus
compare
Hesychios yuycd' irapTroi [= -rrccrnroi]. In personal conversation Kurt Latte
kindly corroborated that irap-rroi must—as indeed hitherto assumed—be
a corruption of Trcnrrroi, and emphasized that a word from Minor Asia
as lemma is quite in trend with what we expect to find in Hesychios.
—According to Holger Pedersen (Lykisch und Hittitisch §§ 20.42.71)
the voiced -b-, -d-, -g- of Lycian are due to a special development in
this language; nevertheless, Hittite h presupposes a voiced [q] in Pre
Hittite, cp. here § 19, p. 54 f.
4 An instance of hu > hij in Albanese is perhaps ant ‘ora, margo’
< *ausnd < *iiusnan, if this belongs to *ohus ‘mouth’ (Skr. (ill, Lat. os,
01 oss), cp. Walde-Pokorny 1, 168, after G. Meyer, Albanesisches Wör
terbuch 11.
5 Hitt, huske—Lal. aveo, etc., cp. Götze-Pedersen, Mursilis Sprach
lähmung 51, and Sturtevant, Laryngeals 4L
6 Gp. Hoops, Reallexikon der germanischen Altertumskunde IV, 237;
A. Heusler, Deutsche Versgeschichle 1 (1925) 95; R. Holmerus, Studier
over allitterationen i Eddan (Studier i Nordisk Filologi, utg. R. Pipping),
Helsingfors 1936 (with bibliography). From the investigations by Holmerus and others it is evident, that the vowels of the allitterating syllables
are not more frequently identical in case of vocalic than in case of
consonantal allitteration, that therefore the theory, promoted by A. Kock
and others, of the vocalic allitteration having originated in allitteration
of identical vowels, has no basis, that moreover the “vocalic” allitter-
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ation was once of the same nature as the consonantal allitteration—i. e.
that originally the allitterating vowels allitterated only through a (later
lost) initial consonant. Nearly all authors on this secular problem (Ilolmerus included) are convinced that the initial consonant must have been
the laryngeal occlusive, the glottal catch. Nevertheless, it is rather indu
bitable that this conviction is a prejudice, an idolon specus, based on
the phonological tendencies of modern Teutonic languages. Cp. the un
sophisticated dictum by Heusler: “Die agerm. Prosa hatte wahrscheinlich
weichen Einsatz; aber zur Auszeichnung stabender Vokale verfällt man
—the speaker of Modern German!—beinah von selbst auf den scharfen.’'
We have no right to vindicate such speech habits for the Early Teutonic
period. On the contrary, it is more likely that the sound in question
was a fricative (M. Scholz in Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie 37/38,
387); after the reasoning taught us by the late Trubetzkoy, we must
be inclined to formulate: a voiced fi in opposition to the common voice
less h of Teutonic. -In personal conversation Role Pipping suggested
that it should be investigated if the curious early loss of /?- in runic
inscriptions of Uppland as well as the widely spread loss of /i- in the
corresponding Swedish dialect of Roslagen might be explained through
sandhi-levelling of voiceless and voiced h-.
7 As for Armenian, which—like Greek and Teutonic developed a
voiceless h-, cp. note 3 to § 16.
8 Besides hu > (hij ) au the Indo-European languages certainly also
sometimes displayed ni > (yi ) ai, though—according to the partly but
not wholly congruous phonetic conditions—in another geographical
distribution and perhaps less regularly. A prominent case is the Centum-Satam ending -ai ( = -gi) < -ni of the 1. sg. med. pres. ind. (OI heile,
Skr. bhâre, etc.), corresponding to the Hittite ending -hi < -hi of the 1.
sg. act. pres.
ad § 14
On p in Celtic cp. Henry Lewis and Holger Pedersen, A Concise
Comparative Celtic Grammar (Göttingen 1937), 26 f.
' It is tempting to assume precisely the same development in Ar
menian. (1) Here, too, IE p, I, k were primarily aspirated and became
ph, th, kh; and th, kh were preserved as such : /‘e ‘that’, conjunction (Lith. te,
OE />e), elik(, aor. T let’ (Satam -k-, IE -k~-: Gk eÅrne, Eat. lingu.it). But
*ph became h (hue ‘lire’, Gk Trop; het ‘trace, foot print’, Gk tteSov ‘soil’)
or was lost (otn ‘foot’, Gk ttqScx, acc.). (2) In words like giteni ‘I know’
(Skr. véda, Gk poïSa), gore ‘work’ (Gk pôpyavov), zgenum ‘I dress' (Gk
pévvupt), gin ‘price’ (Skr. uasnåin), Armenian presupposes g'J- and, prior
to that, an emphatic u'-. (3) It is perfectly clear that in cases like Goth.
bliggwan, 01 hpggva (Dan. hugge), Cymr. giveddiv, givydd, Arm. gitem,
gore, etc., the development zr > g" > g is a differentiation. With regard
to Armenian this is confirmed when we observe that in the middle of
the word IE -u- was generally preserved between vowels (kowu, gen. of
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kow ‘cow’; tiw ‘day’ < *c/zyo-), but in the neighbourhood of sonants was
either lost (sor ‘cavern’ (< *koijr-, cp. Eat. caverna); nor ‘new’, cp. Gk
vE^apos) or appeared as
koi/i ‘butter’(cp. Skr. gitvyah ‘of the cow’),
taigr ‘brother-in-law’ (< *daiur-, cp. Skr. denar-, Gk Sapp): a fricative
that is threatened with extinction or reduction is apt to harden into
occlusive t fricative, whence eventually occlusive alone (Meillet, Es
quisse 50; cp. Bulletin de la Société Linguistique de Copenhague VI
(1939/40: 1941), 34). (4) All that may be rather simple. But what is really
puzzling is why the initial u was emphatic both in Celtic and in Arme
nian. This is most easily understood when we assume that in both lan
guages IE a- and fiu- did not fuse into u-, but into fia- (> a-). Then in
both languages the voiced aspirated bilabial fricative fia I ufi could draw
the voiceless aspirated bilabial occlusive ph into an opposition which
proved destructive to the occlusive element of ph.

ad § 15
1 Cp. Kurylowicz, Etudes 67 (and Kuiper, Notes 22), but the details
are seen in a different light.
2 Holger Pedersen, Hittitisch 187 f. (different in details).
:t Other opinions on land, etc., e. g. Hans Hendriksen 31 and 93;
Sturtevant, Laryngeals 63.
4 Panini 8, 4, 56; Whitney § 141. A different opinion on dsrk is held
by Sturtevant (Language 16,86 and 17, 186).
5 Such dissimilations are by no means unknown in Sanskrit; cp.
t > k in cases like palitii—pdliknl ‘livid", dsita—âsiknï ‘black’ (Brug
mann, Grundriss 2, 1, 215 with bibliography).
6 Cp. on the Armenian word for ‘liver’ especially .1. Schmidt KZ 25,
23 and Holger Pedersen KZ 32, 241.
' If these three words are rightly conceived as IE *esnr, *icklinr,
*kek-nr, then we might compare the word for ‘lire’, treated above p. 36
(*p-imr *p-nnr), and remember the many cases of long vowel in the
/ //(-words (Gk uScop, etc.), so that we might raise the question if the
r //-stems should more correctly be called //r/////-stems. I shall not enter
into this matter now.

ad §16
1 Cp. the discussion ami bibliography by Hans Hendriksen 62.
2 There has been a vivid discussion as to the phonetic value of
Indo-European laryngeals, started by Herman Möller and recently con
tinued by Sturtevant and his collaborators and pupils (cp. e. g. the
study by Benjamin Schwartz, cited in the first note above p. 65). This
discussion has been hampered by the conception of Indo-European
possessing more than one laryngeal phoneme. Without always realizing
the necessity of starting from one Indo-European laryngeal, several
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scholars (Holger Pedersen, Kurylowicz, Sturtevant, and others) have
rightly maintained the sonantic—i. e. both consonantal and vocalic—char
acter of the Indo-European laryngeal. But since no detailed investigations
had been made, it is no wonder that as late as 1943 a sober philologist
like Franklin Edgerton felt bound to write these cautious words: “it
may turn out that a too in the pattern of (say) Indo-Ilittitc, stood in
the same relation to what are called laryngeal consonants, in which i
stood to ij [i. e. i], 1 will go so far as to say that such a theory seems
to me abstractly quite reasonable, though still very speculative” (Lan
guage 1!), 108).
When we, however, realize, in referring a possible plurality of laryngeals to a Pre-Indo-European period, that Indo-European did not
possess more than one laryngeal phoneme, and when we— as has here
been tried- register the effects of this phoneme, we have a possibility
of making the theory of the laryngeal sonant less speculative, more
palpable.
Naturally, we shall take care never to leave out of consideration
that all we may know of the phonemes in a remote language, is very
limited. This applies, however, not only to the Indo-European laryngeal,
but to all phonemes of the reconstructed Indo-European language: we
can also have but a vague conception of the phonetic value of IE
i i, u/u, etc. But in treating a dead language, e. g. previous stages of
existing languages, it is always our duty to try to form a phonetic con
ception of its phonemes; that is to say: we must indicate well-known
sounds in existing languages having the same effects as the postulated
phonemes of the language no more existing. If we omit this phonetic
identification of ancient phonemes with existing sounds, we bar the way
to a scientific treatment of the phonemic patterns as well as of the
phonological evolution; we should relapse into the unfruitful and void
methods of the (semi)philosophical phonology of the early nineteenth
century.
3 In Armenian a voiceless h developed out of p (/myr‘father’, Lat.
pater), s (hin ‘old', Lat. senex), and in loanwords (hazar T000’, cp. Av.
hazanra). With this h the laryngeal, the voiced h, fused, because it was
unvoiced like other voiced consonants of Armenian: b> p (slipeni T
press', Gk crrißapos ‘pressed’), d > l (ateam ‘I hate’, Lat. odi), tj > k (koto
‘cow’, Lat. Aos, Skr. ya/z/i). Armenian A is rather unstable—cp. hogi Iogi
‘spirit' (h < p); haravunk' ‘arable soil’, but araivr ‘plough’ (A < li);—so
an Armenian h-, when corresponding to vocalic initial in other IndoEuropean languages, is not such a reliable indicator of the IE laryn
geal as is Hittite A. (Ip. Meillet, Esquisse 28—30, 38.
4 O. Jespersen, Lehrbuch der Phonetik § 6, 22; Daniel Jones, Eng
lish Phonetics6 § 555 note 16; P. Skautrup, Klusiler og yngre Stod i
Yestjydsk (Acta Philologica Scandinavica 3, 22 — 51); P. Jørgensen, Klusil
spring (Danske Folkemaal 1,133 ff.). Cp. the development of laryngeal
h into velar x k in Modern Icelandic (and Norwegian B), mentioned
above p. 5.
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ad § 17
The common opinion as to the Italic unvoicing of the aspirated
mediae is found in all handbooks : Brugmann, Hirt, Sommer, MeieletVendryes, Stolz-Leumann. I have generally made use of the same
examples as found in these works.
1 Teutonic languages preserving the velar spirant [g] nevertheless
change this sound into occlusive after nasal. Gothic g is presumably a
spirant in all positions, except after nasal, where an occlusive is clearly
indicated in such words as laggs ‘long’, siggivan ‘sing’. Dutch g is always
a spirant, with the exception of the position after nasal in words like
bongert [borpgrt] ‘orchard’, honger [horjgr / horjr] ‘hunger’.
2 The same is seen in hasla < *ghast- < *ghadhst- and cuslos <
*kudhst-: in Italic the aspiration is not carried beyond the -s-; corre
spondingly in Celtic where the aspiration has to be lost in any case
(cp. p. 34): Mir. gas ‘willow-twig’ < Prim. Celtic *ga(d)st- < *ghadhst-.
(Another possibility is that s is lost in -dhst- after the development
-did- > -ss- had expired; this is seen in Mir. gat ‘sprig, surculus’ < Prim.
Celtic *gast- < * ghadh(s)l-). In Greek —where the law of Bartholomae
is effective—st- in such cases is aspirated and voiced, but the voicing
is then regularly given up: *kudhst- > *ku(dh)zdh > kusth- in kûctSoç
‘vulva’ (cp. *mizdh- (Goth, mizdo) > misth- in rictSos). In Teutonic we have
primitively the same development as in Greek, but the voicing is of
course retained: *kudhst- > *ku(dh)zdh- > Goth, huzd ‘treasure, hoard’;
*ghadhst- *gha(dh)zdh- > gazd- in Goth, gazds ‘goad’. If the old com
bination of Hat. castus with Gk KccSccpos should be exact, we have here
the same Italic development: *kadhst- > cast-.—See the bibliography of
these disputed words in Feist, Vgl. Wb. d. got. Sprache3, Leiden 1939,
s. vv. gazds, huzd.

ad § 18
1 When we take into consideration that Teutonic seems to have
retained the laryngeal before vowels (§ 13 in line) and that in Celtic
ng- and u- fuse into hu- (§ 14), we should not be astonished if the
laryngeal before i should display parallel developments. The preser
vation of initial i in the central groups of both Teutonic and Celtic as
against the loss of initial i in marginal groups (Iceland, Norway, and
Switzerland; —Ireland) might in fact point to an old vacillation between
fusion of in- and i- into i- and fusion of//z- and i- into Hi- (or perhaps to in—as original result of the fusion—having partly lost h in sandhi). The
consequence would have been that in the central groups z'-, in margi
nal groups ui- had been generalized. Since neither Celtic nor Teutonic pre
serve i in initial clusters, i must in both languages be lost in the initial
cluster hi- (and the resulting h- must naturally fuse with pure vocalic be
ginning). In considering initial ui- as a cluster in Pre-Celtic and Pre
Teutonic, we start from the assumption that no assimilation of Hi had
taken place here—as initially in Greek (§ 7), in postvocalic position in
Hittite (§ 12), in several IE languages after velar (§§ 8—11). The only
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case comparable in Pre-Celtic and Pre-Teutonic is the position after
velar, and this is not very helpful, as it affords lew words and gives
no reliable clue: Celtic has the assimilation (O.Ir. dû, indhé), Teutonic
has not (Colli, gnma, gistradagis, OI z gær); cp. above p. 23 f.
2 In return a certain aversion of the Satøm languages to labi
alization seems observable. The Indo-European labiovelars are materia
lized as pure velars; rounding of velars or dentals is perhaps unknown;
rounding of n/m is excluded; rounding of /•// is rare (cp. Skr. piirnd—stir nd-, etc.).
3 Hittite: ha-as-ta-i ‘bone’ (Gk ôcttéov), a-ap-pa ‘back’(Gk otto), la-a-man
‘name’ (Eat nomen or Gk ôvona), ta-ma-a-is ‘other’ (Gk 5-rjp.os, Dor. 8äno$;
Holger Pedersen, Hitt. p. 54). Tocharian: B aknatsa (Gk cxyvooTÔs), B
mäcer3 (Eat. mater). Celtic: OIr.//nd//? (Gk yvcovos),/???///??/■ (Eat. zzzd/cr).
Teutonic: Goth, alitaii (Eal. octo), akrs (Eat. ager), /lodus (cp. Gk ttàûûtos),
OS mddar (Eat. mater). Albanese: na ‘we’ (Eat. ??os-/er), prape‘again, back'
(Gk otto). Balto-Slavonic: Eith. praszyti ‘ask’, OSlav. prosili (cp. Eat. procus), Eith. asz'is, OSlav. osi (Eat. axis), Lith. pro, OSlav. pra- (Eat. pro(d)),
Eith. stdli, Eett. stat, Pruss. po-stal, OSlav. slati (Eat. stare). It is wellknown that the distinction between o and a in Armenian (o' = o, o2 a)
dillers from that of Tocharian-Greek-Latin-Celtic, and that likewise the
distinction between d and <1 in Eithuanian (o1 = d > o; o2 > *oa > no) is
not identical with that of Greek-Eatin-Albanese-Armenian ; o2 (o2 < oh)
has not the same apophony with e as o1 has. Armenian o': orb ‘orphan’
(Eat. orbus), o2: akn ‘eye’ (Lat. ocidus), a: argel ‘obstacle’ (Eat. arced).
Eithuanian o': pro ‘past, past and gone’ (Eat. pro(d)), a: mote ‘woman’
(Eat. mater), o2: dûoti ‘give’ (cp. Eat. donum). Cp. de Saussure, Mémoire
sur le système primitif des voyelles dans les langues indo-européennes,
Eeipzig 1871), 96; Brugmann-Delbrück 1 §§ 138 192; Hirt, Idg. Gramm.
§ 52 IT.

ad §
1
2
3

19
Hans Hendriksen, p. 26.
Holger Pedersen, Hitt. p. 176 f.
A different opinion on Imehtsil Language 17, 186 (Sturtevant).

ad § 20
Against the ingenious deliberations of Sturtevant and his followers
concerning the “Indo-I Iittite” laryngeals, one might perhaps raise the
fundamental objection that two of his four laryngeals have admittedly
left no palpable trace either in Hittite or in other Indo-European lan
guages (their existence depends solely upon theoretical considerations
on the origin of the consonantal pattern of Indo-European), and that
the difference between the remaining two is based on the difference
between -/?-and-/?/?- in Hittite writing, with the inference that -/?- should
represent one laryngeal, -lih- another. But since, with few exceptions, -/?occurs after e I i, -lih- after a and u, the difference cannot he phonemic
and has no historical foundation outside Hittite. At its best—viz. if it

7G
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is not merely graphic—it may be phonetic, indicating that the Hittite
//-sound alter front vowels was phonetically different from that after
back vowels; we may adequately compare the German c/i-phoneme,
which is an ic/i-sound after front vowels (and consonants), but an achsound after back vowels.
We are all much indebted to Edgar II. Sturtevant who has
solved so many riddles of Hittite texts, but on account of these funda
mental considerations, I have in most cases refrained from mentioning
deviations from his views.
The recently published study by Benjamin Schwartz, The Bool
and its Modification in Primitive Indo-European, is a very valuable
contribution to our knowledge and theories. The system of root-modifi
cation which is here drawn up, in continuation of the work of Benveniste, to my mind is mostly convincing, and must indeed, as its author
rightly suggests (p. 57), become the basis of future tentative etymological
comparison with non-Indo-European languages. I am further very much
under the impression of Hie brilliant clearness of the larvngealistic
part of the study; but I can offer no definite opinion about it, (nor
about several other theories of laryngeals and apophony), because I am
miserably heretic in regard to two main points: (1) e as a basic vowel,
(2) stress as a dominant factor in Pre-Indo-European (conceptions like
‘Schwundstufe’, ‘reduktionsstufe’).
The theories in question are, explicitly or implicitly, based on the
assumption that the vowel subjected to Indo-European apophony was
no phoneme in Pre-Indo-European. But then it seems necessary to con
clude: (1) if the language bad no vocalic phonemes, the occurring vowels
had no phonemically relevant quality (there was no reason why a vowel
should be materialized as e rather than a or o); (2) if the vowel was
no phoneme, it was phonemically of no importance whether it was
materialized or not: this latter conclusion fundamentally accounts for the
origin of the zero-grade in Pre-Indo-European. The Indo-European re
gulation, making absence or presence of a vowel relevant, need not be,—
indeed, cannot be dependent on stress. It stands to reason that the
difference between e- and o-grade has some bearing upon a tonal accen
tuation, as actually seen in early Indo-European. And witli regard to
the tonal accentuation of the zero-grade, it is self-evident that no ac
centuation is possible where no sound capable of bearing an accent is
materialized (as is the case of the zero-grade of roots consisting wholly
of occlusives or s); and where a sound capable of bearing an accent
is materialized (as is the case with vocalized sonants in the zero-grade),
there are in fact, in early Indo-European—outside the sphere of palp
able analogy—many instances of accentuation of the zero-grade.
Finally: it would perhaps be recommendable to make an effort
towards Hie solution of problems of Indo-European vocalism (e. g. the
problems of o") with Indo-European facts, before constructing theories
of Pre-Indo-European vocalism.
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ad Appendix
1 A mystery of Hittite is the treatment of the thematic vowel. In
Gothic, in Latin, in Attic Greek, in classical Sanskrit, and in most of
the other Indo-European languages, there is a clear distinction between
words with thematic vowel and words withold: nouns are generally
either consonant stems, z-stems, u-steins, or they are o-stems, zo-stems,
zzo-stems; verbs are either athematic or thematic. It is true that there
are exceptions and that especially in the early phases, as in Homeric
Greek and in Vedic, a noun which is e. g. an z’-stem may have one or
more cases according to the zo-stems, that a thematic verb may have
some athematic forms, etc. But in Hittite this is more widely spread:
it is hard to separate consonant stems from o-stems; there is no diffe
rence between i- and io-stems; certain zz-stems are mixing with the cor
responding zzo-stems; and it is almost the rule that a mi-verb has some
forms according to the /zz-conjugation and inversely.
To sum up, even if, in Hittite as in the other Indo-European lan
guages, the use of the thematic vowel is puzzling or—more precisely—
actually meaningless, the lack of valid rules of distribution of thematic
and athematic forms, the great number of “exceptions”, must involve
the conclusion that Hittite was nearer than any other Indo-European
language to a state of things where the thematic vowel had a well de
lined function which was perhaps the same in (Indo-European) nouns
and verbs.
2 We ought to keep in mind that what has here been built up, is
a construction of elements some of which are more reliable than others.
I should deem it rather certain that—as Holger Bedersen assumes
—the well-known IE root form *dieu- has produced Hittite siiv-lsiuin åi-i-wa-az ‘day’, si-i-wa-an-ni-is—- ,sz-(z-)zz-zzcz-o.s — sz-(z'-)zz-zzz-z.s ‘god’. And
I should think that the corresponding *diei- is found in si-ya-a-ri ‘ap
pears’. Furthermore there can hardly be any doubt regarding the sup
position that the derivative -zz- of sz-zz-zza-as— si-n-ni-is, si-i-wa-an-ni-is
must be the well-known -n- of colour adjectives (better: adjectives of
visual perception) and of names of divinities. Finally I should venture
to reckon it very probable that the adjective .szz-zzp-(pz-)zs — szz-zzp-pa-as
‘sacrosanct, clean’ was derived from the same root, not, however, with
the long grade of apophony, but with the well-known zero-grade *diu . .
(hardly the high grade *dieu . .), and with another typical derivative
of adjectives of visual perception, viz. the old -bit-.
II is probable that the rare DINGIB-iz.s may simply represent si-us
< *dicus = Skr. Dyånh, Gk Zeds. And it is probable that the -nn- of si-iwa-an-ni-is—provided the graphic covers a phonetic reality—goes back
to -tn-.
Il is quite uncertain which IE vowel is represented through the
-a- of si-i-wa-az and si-i-wa-an-ni-is. We do not know if the -zz- of si-iina-as— si-d-ni-is goes back to -tn-. Nor do we know if a laryngeal has
been lost after the -zz- in ii-ii-na-as— si-û-ni-iü or before the occlusive
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in su-up-pi-is— sii-up-pa-as. (As for the latter word we might refer to
Skr. \ dy ilt ‘plays, gambles’ with a sense derived from that of | dyul
‘shines, glitters, plays’, where dyüt might phonemically be the origi
nal form (< *diuiitT) and dyut the secondary one; but it is perhaps more
probable that dyilt has expressive lengthening). We cannot decide if the
-pp- of su-up-pi-is — su-up-pct-as represents -Ibh- or -nbh- or -Hlbh- or
something else.
In the case of si-ii-ni-is besides si-il-na-as, the fact that we have
only derivatives of the z-stem (the abstract noun si-ii-ni-ya-tar ‘divinity’,
and the denominative verb si-iî-ni-ah-ha-ri ‘become divine’) does not
prove the z-stem to be older than the a-stem (Ehelolf 1. c.); it may
just as well be that we lind living derivatives of the normal z-stem of
the texts, whereas the antiquated a-stem—to say nothing of the isolated
.sz-u.s—has lost the power of forming derivatives. It is not improbable
that si-û-na-as (si-ii-ni-is) was originally masculine and si-i-wa-an-ni-is
originally feminine, but the supposition has not been proved.

Abbreviations.
Lith.: Lithuanian
MUG: Middle High German
M(.)Ir.: Middle Irish
Mod.: Modern
Norw.: Norwegian
().: Old
OE: Old English
OHG: Old High German
01: Old Icelandic
O(.)Ir.: Old Irish
OS: Old Saxon
Osc. : Oscan
O(.)Sl(av).: Old Slavonic
Pers.: Persian
Phryg.: Phrygian
Prakr.: Prakrit
Pruss. : Prussian
Russ.: Russian
Skr.: Sanskrit
Slav.: Slavonic
Swed.: Swedish
Teut.: Teutonic
Toch.: Tocharian
Umbr.: Umbrian

Alb.: Albanese
Ar.: Aryan
Arm.: Armenian
Av.: Avestan
Balt.: Baltie
Boeot.: Boeotian
Bret.: Breton
Corn.: Cornish
Cymr.: Cymric
Dan.: Danish
Dor.: Doric
Eng.: English
Fris.: Frisian
Gaol.: Gaulish
Germ.: German
Gk: Greek
Goth.: Gothic
Hitt.: Hittite
Icel.: Icelandic
IE: Indo-European
Ion.: Ionian
Ir.: Irish
It.: Italic
Eat.: Latin
Lett.: Lettish
II

abb: ablative
acc. : accusative
act.: active
adj.: adjective
adv.: adverb
aor.: aorist
comp.: comparative
conj.: conjunctive

dat: dative
du.: dual
fut.: future
gen.: genitive
imp.: imperative
impf.: imperfect
ind.: indicative
instr.: instrumental
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loc. : locative
med. : medium
nom.: nominative
num.: numeral
part.: participle
perf. : perfect
pers.: person
pl.: plural
p. p.: perfect participle
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pres.: present
pr(e)t.: preterite
pron.: pronoun
sg. : singular
subst.: substantive
s. v. (vv.): under the headword(s)
>: developing into
<: derived from

III
Benveniste: E. Benveniste, Origines de la formation des noms en IndoEuropéen, I, Paris 1935.
Brugmann: K. Brugmann und B. Delbrück, Grundriss der vergleichen
den Grammatik der indogermanischen Sprachen2, 1—5, Strassburg
1897—1916.
Friedrich: J. Friedrich, Hethitisches Elenienlarbuch, Heidelberg 1940.
(Hans) IIendriksen: Hans Hendriksen, Untersuchungen über die Be
deutung des Hethitischen für die Laryngaltheorie, Copenhagen 1941 ;
cp. p. 65.
Hirt: He rmann Hirt, Indogermanische Grammatik, 1—7, Heidelberg,
1927—37.
H(olger) Pedersen, Hitt(itisch): Holger Pedersen, Hittitisch und die
anderen indo-europäischen Sprachen, Copenhagen 1938; cp. p. 66.
Kuiper, Notes: F. J. B. Kuiper, Notes on Vedic Noun-Inflexion, Amster
dam 1942; cp. p. 65.
Kuiper, Traces: id., Traces of Laryngeals in Vedic Sanskrit, Beiden
1947; cp. p. 65.
Kurylowicz, (Et(udes)): Jerzy Kurylowicz, Etudes indo-européennes,
1, Krakow 1935.
KZ: Kuhns Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung.
Meillet, Escpiisse: A. Meillet, Esquisse d'une grammaire comparée
de l’Arménien classique2, Vienne 1936.
Schwyzer: Eduard Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, I, München 1939.
Sturtevant, Gloss.: Edgar H. Sturtevant, A Hittite Glossary2, Phila
delphia 1936.
Sturtevant, (Hitt.) Gr.: id., Comparative Grammar of the Hittite Lan
guage, Philadelphia 1933.
Sturtevant, Laryngeals: id., The Indo-Hittite Laryngeals, Baltimore 1942.
Walde-Pokorny: Alois Walde, Vergleichendes Wörterbuch der indo
germanischen Sprachen, hg. bearb. Julius Pokorny (Register: Kon
stantin Reichardt), 1—3, Berlin 1930—32.

Index of Words.
Words which are only cited as examples of well-known facts, have
generally been omitted.
Order of languages: 1. Indo-European, 2. Hittite, 3. Greek, 4. Teutonic,
5. Celtic, 6. Italic, 7. Tocharian, 8. Indo-Iranian, 9. Armenian, 10. BaltoSlavonic (a. Baltic, b. Slavonic), 11. Albanese.
1. I n d o - E u r o p e a n.
Alphabetic order: a, e (e2), o(o2); fi, i, u, r, I, n, in; fi, i, u, r, I, n, m;
k (kh), ki, k", g, g'1, gi, gih, gll, g‘-lh;
d, d'1; pip'1), b, b'1; s.
NB. The following symbols deviate from those of the text: /? = II,
kh -= kh, k- = k, gh = gh, gi =■■ g, gih = gh, g-h - g"h, t1' = th, dh = dh, ph = ph;
bh = bh.
*egifi I eg Hi / egiofi 16 f.
*esfir / esfi-n- 37—39. 72
*ofius 70
*filei- (?) 8
*rkifiio- 17—25
*fiarfii- 26. 57
*fiufio- 31. 70
*fiieu- (14). 68
*fiieug- (14/ 68
*fiies- (14). 68
HiijPfis- (14). 68
:i:fiiu(fi)s- (14). 68
*fiuefi- 6
■’ fiuefint- 6. 66
*fiuer- (?) 7
*fiuerdl1- 6
*fiuel- (?) 7
*huedh- 6
*(fi)uid,,euafi 33
*fireuk- (?) 12
* fireng- 12

*hregi- (?) 12
*fireg"- 12
*firudhfiro- (?) 70
*file(jr)ligiofi 8
*fileik- 8
Hileig- 8
*fileit- ‘(cup of) fruit
wine’ 8
* filed- ‘loth’ 8
*fileu- / filëu- 8
*fileudh- 8
*filofiupekL- (?) 8
:i'fili-nij- 8
*filng1.h- 8
*finefi- 8
*lineid- 7
*fineum 7
* finer- 7
*finep-fit- 7
*finomn- 7
*fimefi- 7

I). Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Hist.-fil. Medd. XXXI, 3.

*fi mergl- 1
*fitnelgf- 1
*fimel- 7
*iekHfir I iek'-fin- 38 f. 72
*uegi!'- 57
*uid- 33
*reudh-, see *firudhfiro* regi flio- / rekifiio- 17
-21
*lofiu- 36
*liek"fir, see *iek-fir
Hneglfi 16
*korfii- 26
* kind'1 si- 74
^klekHip I kiek'lfin- 38 f.
72
*kiorfis(n)- 56
*kloli- 56
*kionfi- 56 f.
'kindest- 74
:-kifi ia(i)- 17-20
6

82
*kLfiiei- 17—22. 24 f.
*klLfiien- 17—20
*kifiiifin- 17-22
*ki-red-dhefi- 47
*g~al- 56
*g Lend men- 68
*gLolki- 56
*gLonfiiotor- (?) 25. 56 f.
*gtfiiës 17-24
*gLfiiom 17—25
*gLfiiti(s) 17—21
*gL-nfi-u 36
*gLhadhst- 74
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*gil,-i-m- 19—25
*giielbh- 55
*g'Uiiei- 17-20. 24 f.
*g‘-!fiier- 17—21. 24 f.
*g‘lfiien- 17—20
'■g-hen- 20 f.
*tek- 69
*tekidiibn 17-20. 23 1.
*domfii- 25
*dieu-1 diu- 27. 62—64
*dl-fi- 35
*d'lefi- 36
''d1'lighter-/daughter- 16

*pelhmen- 68
*pofii- 25. 36
*phi-, sec *pofii*p-u-fl- 36. 72
*p-fi-u- 36. 72
*pl-fi- 35
* seras 9
*sleidh- 10
*sleib- 10
“smid 9
*str-d- 35

2. Hittite.
Alphabetic order (parallel to Indo-European):
zz7; k/g, h(x)/y, t/d, p/b; .s(.s), z. Forms without
transcriptions.
a-ap-pa 29. 75
ha-a-li-ya 56
an -(til 67
ha-an-na-a-i 56
it 17. 30. 68
ha-an-sa-tar 25. 56 f.
is-har, e-es-har 37
ha-as-ta-i 29. 75
est si 29
har-as-zi 26. 57
u-uk 17. 68
hal-ki-is 56. 58
yukan 14. 26. 68
hal-za-a-i 56
wa-ha-an-du, h-e-ha-an- hanti 29
ta-ri 57 f.
henkan 29
u-a-tar 30
hu-el-pi-is 55
la-a-man 75
hu-it-ti-ya-zi 6
la-a-hu-i 36
hu-is-zi 6
ne-ku-ma-an-za 55. 58
hu-u-i-tar 55
kar-as-mi 26. 57
hu-u-wa-ar-dah-hi 6
gi-e-nu (garnit, instr.) hu-ul-la-a-i 55
36. 57
hu-wa-a-i 55
gimra 25
hu-wa-an-te-es 6. 66 f.
ku-en-zi 55. 58
hurtais 6
ku-is 55. 58
xuga- Lycian 31. 70
ha-ar-as-n i, har-sa-n i
huh has 29. 31. 7(1
56. 58
huske-, hu-us-ki-it 31.70

a, e/i, u; y, iv/u, r, l, n,
hyphen are simplified

ta-ma-a-is 75
da-ma-as-zi 25
pa-a-as-zi 25
pa-ah-hu-ur 36
sal-li-es-zi 26
s/-(i-)û-na-as (-n i-iè)
27. 62-64. 77 f.
si-i-wa-an-ni-is 26 f. 62
-64. 77 f.
si-i-iva-az 26 f. 62—64. 77
si-iî-ni-ah-ha-ri 27. 78
si-û-ni-ya-tar 27. 78
si-us 27. 77 f.
si-ya-a-ri 26 f. 62—64. 77
si-pa-an-ti 67
su-up-(pi-) is, su-iip-paas 62 f. 77 f.

3. Greek.
dyos 13
exeSÄov 6. 29. 67
öeSäos 6. 67

åeipco 7
àéÇco 31
ccecra 6. 29. 67

expert 6. 29. 67
exÀeicrov 8. 29. 67
àÀeÎTpç 8. 11. 29
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ctÀiTpôç 8. 29
CXÀÂqKTOÇ 10
àÂoiToç 8. 29. 67
âÀç 9
àÀcb-rrqÇ 8. 29
àpâco 7. 9. 67
àpÉÀyco 7. 29
àpépyco 7. 29
âvSpoKTacrir) 18
ccvEiyiôç 7. 29
àvqp 7. 9. 29. 67
ôtopT-qp 7
OTTTCO 13
apyutpoç 63
âpqicpocTOS 18
àpijqÂos 27. 70
dpKToç 17—25. 29
aùÇœ 31
aûpcc 31
aùpiov 31. 67
àü-rpqv 31
ßoüs 50
yévuç 36 f. 68
yvûÇ 36
yovoç 57
yôvu 36
yuyai Hesych. 70
rûyqs 31. 70
SqÂos 27. 70
SoÂiyôç 35
sap 37
êyco 16 f.
EÏÀÀCO 7
eï$ 9
ÈÀccçpôs 8. 29. 67
ÈÀctyûs 8. 11. 29. 67
eàeos 8. 29. 67
ÊÀEÛSgpoç 8. 29
èÂeûcropai 8. 29
ÈÂivûoo 8. 29
Èvqqç 32
èvvéa 7. 29
spEßog 12. 22. 29. 67
èpei-rrœ 12
ÈpEÛyopai 12. 29
êpeûSco 11
èpécpco 12. 29

Èpé/Sco 12. 17—19
èpnrvq 12
èpuSpos 12. 70
ECTTTEpOS 9
eySés 18 f. 29
êcoç Attic 31
jetai 14. 68
jéâkicc P h ryg. 56
jEÛyvupi 14. 68
Zeûç 13. 27. 62 fl’. 77
jéœ 14. 68
sn 13
juyôv 14. 26. 68
jûpq 14. 68
jcovq 14. 68
jcocttôç 14. 68
fjap 37—39
qßq 13
qpepoç 13
q-rrap 13. 38 f.
qccis Homeric 31
Ssivco 18 f. 55
3qÀq 36
Suyœrqp 16. 67
iyvûq 36
îyvûç 19
îqpt 9
ïSi (imp.) 17. 30
ÏKpia 19
ïktïvoj 17—22. 29
ÏKTIÇ 19
iÂûç 19
ïayco 30
ïcpSipoç 18. 29
iy-SOs 17—23. 29
KaSapôç 74
Kcdvœ 18 f.
KaTaKTEÎVCO 18 f.
KEipco 26. 57
KÉKTqpat 18
KÉpaç 56
KÔTrpOJ 38
KÔpcrq Ion. 56
KTcrapai 17—20
KTÉap 18
kteîvco 17—20
KTÉpEOC 18

17—22. 24 f.
KT1ÄOS 18
KTÎCH5 18. 20
KToiva (Rhodos) 18.
KTUTTOJ 18
kuctSoç 74
Àayapôç 10
AeipaÇ 10
ÀEÎOÇ 10
ÀeiTrco 8. 10
ÂÉUKÔS 9
Àéyoç 9
Àqyco 10
Àiirapôs 38
Âoiyôs 8
Àoûco 36
Àûytjj 10
Àûjco 10
Àûco 9
Âcoyâviov 10
péyaç 8. 16
pépova 8
pqaqp 8
pia (from eïç) 9
piKpÔS 9
picrSôs 8. 74
pûpov 9
pü$ 8
vâsi 9
vaûç 8
v(e)icpei 9
véo$ 8
VEÜpOV 9
vetpéÂq 8
vécpoç 8
vq- 8
vrj 9
vqyco 9
vijco 13
vûÇ 8
vuoç 9
ôjco 13
ÔKTaÀÀoç Boeot. 18
oAißpctjco 10
oAißpös 10
oÄiyos 8. 10. 29
ôÀiaSâvco 10
ktîjoo

G
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ôÂicrSppôs 10
ôvEiap 8. 29. 67
ôvetSoç 7
ovivT) pt 8. 29
ôvopot 7. 29. 67
ôpyuta 12
ôpéyco 12
ôpocpoç 12. 29
opuacrco 12
ôpcpvôç 63
oCToe 18
oùÀapoç 7
oûç 31
ôçtSaÀpôs 18
TTCCTpOKTÔVOÇ 18
TreÀrrvôs 62
ttêàâôç 62
TT£TC(ÀO$ 70
TripTTÄripi 35
TTIVCO 36
TTÂT)pT|S 35
TT OU 50
TTpoyvu 36
TTÜp 36
péjœ 12
pUKCKVT] 12

Nr. 3

otvapôç 70
otvSpoç 70
opepSaÂéoç 9
opepSvôs 9
optKpoç 9
opiÀTi 9
opûpts 9
CTiaûyco 9
crrijco 13
OTpcbvWpt 35
téktcov 17—20. 23 f.
TÎKTCO 69'
ûypoç 30
üScop 21. 30. 72
ûet 30
uiô$ 30
ûpeïç 30
ûppv 30
üppeç Lesbian 70
ÜTrep 30
ÛTTVOÇ 30
UTTO 30
ùç 30
ùo-pivr] 13. 30
UCTTEpOÇ 30

ûtpaivco 30
«pSôvcü 18
<p$eip 18
tpSeipco 17—21. 24 f.
<p3ivco 17—20. 24 f.
(pSÎCTiç 18. 20
cpSoyyoç LS
<p3ôr| 18. 20
çOovoç 17—20
cpOopà 18
<pôvoç 18. 50
yapcd 18 f.
XappÀôs 18 f.
/Etpepivôs 19
yeipcbv 19
X^apaAos 18 f. 70
xSéç 17 24
X^eoivôs 18
XS13°S LS
X-96vios 18 f. 24 f.
X-Scbv 17—25. 68 f.
Xi'pctpos 19
Xiœv 19. 23
(êî$) côttcï 18
c£>S Doric 31

4. Teutonic.
Words without special indication are Gothic.
In the alphabetic order/; follows upon /, ô upon d;
ü (ce), ô (o) stand for ae, oe.
ægte Dan. (adj.) 45
brydguma OE 23
jidivor 50
œspe OE 52
bugt Dan. 45
/imf OHG 53
aflinnan 8
callian OE 56
fimm OI 53
agt Dan. 45
chicken Eng. 42
/ire Eng. 36
år 01 50
chill Eng. 52
fiur OHG 36
arjaii 26. 57
chi nt OHG 53
Fjprgyn(n) OI 61
augo 18
cniht OE 53
/'on 36
aukan 31
daddjan 36
Freyja OI 64
auso 31
dægge Dan. 36
Freyr OI 64
*austra- 31
dauhtar 16
fiiir OHG 36
aivi-zoraht OHG 18
die Dan. 36
fulls 35
aivo 31
ek OI 17
funcho OHG 36
bezziro Of IG 53
ener OHG 50
funin(s) (dat., gen.) 36
bongert Dutch 74
fancho OHG 36
funisks 36
brun OHG 63
feuer Germ. 36
furt OHG 50
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Nr. 3

gakannjan 56
g aman 8
ganaitjan 7
gaivigan
gazds 74
Gentofte Dan. 57
geostran DE 23
gestaron O HG 23
gesti OH G 53
gi birg i O HG 53
gimmerlam Dan. 23
gistradagis 23. 75
gius O. Swed. 23 f.
gjalde Dan. 57
Gjentofte Dan. 57
gjøre Dan. 57
gjorde Dan. 57
gøre Dan. 57
gös Mod. Swed. 23 f.
goimdnabr 01 23
grebil O HG 53
gugi Dan. (West-Jutland) 42
gtima 23. 75
gymbri 01 23
hal/ts 56
heben MHG 53
heile 01 71
hel pan OE 52
hjårta Swed. 5
hjarta Mod. Icel 5
hjerta 01 l
hjerte Dan. 5
hjgrlr 01 4
hjoaiver Mod. Eris. 4 f.
hltvja Mod. Icel. 5
hliehhan OE 4
hnot Mod. Icel. 5
himlu OE 4
hanger Dutch 74
bring OE 4
hringur Mod. Icel. 5
huljan 50
hul[>s 56
hund 50
huzd 74
hva Dan. (Jutland) 5

hvad Dan. 5
hvalp Dan. 55
hvilikur Mod. Icel. 5
hivat Fris. 5
luvilc OE 4
i gaar Dan. 23
i gær 01 23. 75
igen Dan. 57
igjen Dan. 57
ik 17
is OE, OS 53
jener OHG 50
jesan OH G 14. 68
juk 14. 68
kær Dan. 57
kalia 01 56
kann 56
kende Dan. 57
kil Dutch 52
kinnus 37. 56
kjær Dan. 57
kjende Dan. 57
Kjøbenhavn Dan. 57
kjole Dan. 57
kniv 36
København Dan. 57
ku man 50
kva Mod. Norw. 6
lachen Germ. 5
lag g s 74
laikan 8
laus 9
lebar OHG 38
leben OHG 53
lëcchân OHG 53
leid Germ. 8
leibr 01 8
leihls 8
leihwan 9
leijui (acc. sg.) 8
lesen MHG 53
leivjan 8
lid OHG 8
ligrs 9
Unna 01 8
liudan 8
Huha/i 9

Hut OHG 8
livor OE 38
loth Eng. 8
langue OHG 8
nuten OHG 7
marka 1
melken Germ. 7
mennisc OHG 53
mikils 8
mizdo 8
mödar OS 8
nuis OHG 8
nahls 8
namo 7
ne 8
nebul OHG 8
Nerthus 'feutonic 64
ni mit OHG 53
niujis 8
ni an 7
Njgrbr OI 64
nör OI 8
miss Germ. 5
oheim Germ. 31
ok OI 68
oss OI 70
rede MHG 53
ring Germ. 5
røgte Dan. 45
seofon OE 53
sibun OHG 53
sibun OS 53
sichur OHG 53
siggivan 74
.six OE 53
skera OI 57
skjold Dan. 57
skjule Dan. 57 f.
stein MHG 53
tdja OHG 36
lemja OI 25
/zZa OHG 36
tivir OI 27
an- 50
vigtig Dan. 45
vonk Dutch 36
vuur Dutch 36
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Nr. 3

wadi 6
wahsjan 31
waian 6
warm OHG 55
wart Eng. 7
water Eng. 42

waurd 6
Weden OE 64
wëhha OHG 53
welcher Germ. 5
weif Germ. 55

whelp Eng. 55
winds 66 f.
wisan 6
wulfs 50
zein MHG 53

5. Celtic.

Words without special indication are Old Irish.
dyn Cymr. 24
Hach 8
eontr Bret. 31
lith 8
ewythr Cymr. 31
Hydan O. Cymr. 34
fedb 33
mdthir 8
ftd 33
Mediolanum Gaul. 34
tutu 8
y dir 56
yalw Cymr. 56
nél 8
y am M.Ir. 24. 34
ni 8
yas M.Ir. 74
-nacht 8
y al M.Ir. 34. 74
ntie 8
yi(u)n 37
orc M.Ir 34
yonim 34
petyuar O. Cymr. 34. 50
yiutl 34
rit 0. Cymr. 50
yweddw Cymr. 33
ruchl 12
ywezenn Mod. Bret. 33 sliab 34
ywydd 0. Cymr. 33
sloet M.Ir. 10
indhé 24. 75
slttcim 10
inyen 34
-sniyid 9
karn Cymr. 34
sniid M.Ir. 9
län 35
lemel 34
lelhan 34
linaid 21

an- 50
art M.Ir. 24
alhir 34
au 31
aue 31
awel Corn. 32
bö 50
brdthir 34
carae 34
cechor 38
ce/ 50
cethir 34
clethi 50
cozi-o'z 32
cride 50
den Corn. Brot. 24
derc 34
din u 31. 36
doe Cymr. 24
dit 24. 75
du ine 24
dvy Corn. 24

6. Ila lie.

Words without special indication are Latin.

abdomen 46
aedes 46
(testas 47
(testas 47
cieuurn 45
albus 48. 63
Alfi us 48
anyo 44
anyu is 45
anser 44

a per 37
arbor 47
aro 26. 57
assyr (asser) 37
audeo 32
auyeo 31
auris 31
aurora 31
avarus 32
aneo 31 f. 70

(tints 31 f.
-bam 48
-bo 48
brevis 45
canus 63
castus 74
centum 50
cor 50
credo 47
custos 74

Nr. 3
deus 26 f.
dies 26 f.
l)iesp i ter 27. 62
dimis 26 f.
domo 25
ego 17
endo 67
esuno Ose. 64
[aba 47
facio 46. 50
[auces 46
fax 45
fe bris 47
fel 46. 50
felo 46
femina 36
fero 47
fertu Unibr. 47
ferus 45
FHEFHAKED 46
fibra 47
filius 34. 36. 46
fingo 44
flos 47
fordus 47
formus 45. 50. 55
forlis 46
fovea 46
foveo 43. 45 f.
fragro 45
frater 47
fufans Ose. 48
fui (perf.) 47
fuma 46
fumas 46
fundo 45 f. 50
garrio 56
gena 37
genitor 25
genuini (dentes) 37
giaber 47
glisco 43 f.
gradior 44
gramen 43 f.
haedus 46
hariolus 46
hasta 74
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haurio 44
heri 24
bestemus 21
hibernus 24
hiems 24. 44
hijo Spanish 34
bio 44
hire.as 46
bolus 46
homo 24
hondra Ose. 44
honores (piur.) 43
horde um 46
host is 44. 46
humanus 24
humerus 4 1
humilis 24
humus 24. 44. 46
in- 50
inféras 47
infimus 47
infra 47
in fula 47
jecar 13. 37 f.
jubeo, jussi 47
jugum 14. 26. 68
jus 14. 68
jussus 47
lavo 36. 72
leetus 9. 44
levis 15
liber (adj.) 8
linquo 9
long us 44
lu bet 48
luceo 9
lumbiis 47
luo 9
magnas 8
margo 7
mater 8
médius 46 f.
méfiai Ose. 46 f.
nie mi ni 8
meto 7
mihi 44
mille 44

mollis 50
mu fri us 46
muger 45
mal geo 7
mus, mures 8. 43
nato 9
navis 8
ne........... quidem 8
nebula 8. 47
nemo 24. 44
neo 9
nepos 7
Nero 7
nervus 9
nihil 44
ning(a)it 45
nivit 9
nix, nivis 43. 15
nomen 7
novem 7
novas 8
nox 8
nubo, nupsi, nuptus 43
48
nurus 9
occultus 50
os 70
palumbis 63
pipafo Faliscan 48
plenus 35
pono, posilus 24
portas 50
prehendo 44
puf Osc. 47
pufe (Jmhr. 47
parus 36
pu tus 36
rego 12
ruber 12. 43. 47
rufus 47
riinco (subst.) 12
russus 47
serum 24 f.
sit is 24 f.
situs ‘place’ 24 f.
situs ‘rust’ 24 f.
spargo 44

Nr. 3
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stab(u)lum 47
slaflatasset Osc. 47
stramen 35
stratus (part.) 35
siiffio 46
text) 24

trama 44
a£z 47
umbo 48
ursus 24
ucho, oectus 44. 57

venio 50
uentus 6. 66 1
verbum 6. 47
verruca 7
vidua 46

7. Tocharian.

aknätsa B 75
ken B 69
mcicar A 68

macer’ B 75
saumo B 25. 68
sour' A 25. 68

somi" A 25
tka" A 69
tkacar A 16.

8. Indo-Ira nian.
Words without special indication arc Sanskrit; the alphabetic order is
that of this language. In Avestan and Old Persian words the following
rules are observed : after cz : </ ; — a-t e : aë; — e. : a; — kh : .r; — gh : /;
— th: 3; — s : s; — s : z.
aksi- 18. 20
axsata- O.Pers. 20
a-yzonvamna Av. 20
adam O.Pers. 17
anila- 70
abhijhu- 36
arsa- Av. 20
avati 31
avitar- 31
asi- Av. 18
asikni 72
asita- 72
asrk 37—39. 72
azom Av. 17
a ham 16 f. 37
ah 70
ilayati 8
ihi 17. 30
uksati ‘grows’ 31
uksati ‘sprinkles’ 30
ugra- 31
utlara- 30
udan- 30
upa 30
ubhnäti 30
usra- 31
ntih 31 f.
rksa- 20. 22
oman- 31

karmdra- 70
krsati (karsati) 26. 57
Krsna- 63
ksanoti 20
ksatra- 20
ksamya- 19 f.
ksayati 20
ksayah 20
ksarali 19—21. 25
ksah 19—21.25
ksayati 22
ksindli 20
ksitih (-- KTicns) 20
ksitih (= (pSIcns ) 20
kseti 20
ksetra- 20
xirs Mod.Pers. 20
xsa&ra Av. 20
Xsaydrsd O.Pers. 20
,vsz (gen. xsyo) Av. 20
ytar Av. 20
cyuti- 22
janitar- 25
janiman- 68
janman- 68
jdmi- 36
jainti Av. 20 f.
jnu- 36
jharant- Prâkr. 19. 21

jhara Prâkr. 19. 21
jhari Prâkr. 20 f.
taksan- 20. 24
tasan- Av. 20
tvam 17
damayati 25
divya- 64
di Mod.Pers. 19
dideti 27
dirgha- 35
dugsdar Gâtliic 16
duhitar- 16. 37
deva- 64
dyu- 27. 63
dyut(i)- 27. 63
dyunis- 63
dyupati- 63
dg unma- 63
dyota- 62
dyotale 62. 64
Dyiitih 27. 62
dräghman- 35
dhayämi 36
dhäyu- 36
dhdrii 36
dhita- 36
nak 8
napdl- 7
nabhah 8
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Nr. 3
nar- 7
nana- 8
navan- 1
nd 8
nätha- 8
nindati 1
nau- 8
payate 25
pariman- 68
pariman- 68
Parjanya- 64
paliknî 62. 72
palita- 62. 72
pavate 36
pavaka- 36
pita- 36
1 pil 36
pürna- 35
prnämi 35
prthivi 68
prthu- 34
prathiman- 68
bhare 71
manyate 8
mazant Av. 16
ma hat- 16. 37
mahi 8. 16
mätar- 8
mizda- Av. 8

midha- 8
mus- 8
yakrt 37-39
yava- 14. 68
yasyati 14. 68
yäkard Av. 38 f.
yngam 14. 68
yunajmi 14. 68
yüyam 17
yüsan- 14. 68
raöpi-s Av. 8
raksas- 12. 19
raghu 8
rajas- 12. 22
rajyati 12
rasah- Av. 19 f.
rinakti 8
rudhira- 70
rejati 8
rocate 9
rodhyate 8
rohita- 12
luncati 12
lunäti 9
lopäsa- 8
vayam 17
Varuna- 64
varsman- 7
vasati 6

vacala- 70
vdti 6
sakrt 37-39
sirsan- 56
sudhyati 22
subhra- 22
syena- 20 f.
sraddhä- 47
srayami 56
saëiti O.Pers. 20
sili- Av. 20
söi&ra- Av. 20
saëna- Av. 20 f.
sub hä nu- 63
start- 22
stirna- 35. 56
strnämi 35
syüman- 30
zam- Av. 19. 21 f
Zarin Ossetic 56
za Av. 19
zzmaka Av. 19
zyå Av. 19. 21
hanu- 37. 68
hanti 20 f. 55
hima- 19
hemanta- 19
hyah 19. 21. 68

9. Armenian.
alldat 8
aimes 8
anicanem 7. 67
anun 7
anurj 22
ar bi 11
arj 21 f.
arjn 22
üyr 7
bay 51
cicarn 56
çacnum 22
çamak 22
çasnum 22
ein 21 f.
çiiv 22

çogay 22
çu 22
erek 12. 22
ergic-uçanem 11
es 17
z/e/ 21
inn 7
jet 21
jiwn 21
jmern 21
jukn 21
jerm 21
jz7 21
jzn 21
jizr 21
leard 38

Iranern 8
lays 9
mayr 8
mec 8
mrjimn 2‘.
mukn 8
nor 8
orcam 12
sium 22
sterj 22
sand 21 f.
sëk 21
sën 21 f.
sim 22
unkn 31
urju 22

Nr. 3
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10. Balto-Sla vonic.
a. Baltic.
Words without special indication are Lithuanian.

(is 17
a us is 31
austis 31
avi/nas 31
amis O.Pruss. 31
dèju Lett. 36
duktê 16
es 17
judê'ti 47
jûostas 14 . 68
kèlias 56

lûigyti 8
Pant Lett. 8
lëcziù 8
Haul is 8
liekù 8
Perkûnas 64
pllnas 35
sails 56
sikti 38
sliejd 56

lasyti 23
vezù 57
zuods Lett.
zândas 37
zèmê 23
zénklas 56
ziemà 23
tieminis 23
zmogùs 23
ziii’is 23 f.

b. Slavonic.
Words without special indication are Old Slavonii
azii 17
goluböj R uss. 63
(jolçbi Polish 63
jazd 17
kude 47
tjudije 8
loze 9
lucï 9

mati 8
rriizda 8
pa-mçtï 8
Per und 64
pl und 35
pojiti 25. 36
tesati 23
ucho 31

ujf 31
velik Buss.
vranü 63
zelenu 63
zima 23
zimïni 23
zlakii 56

11. Albanese.
ah 23
ari 22 f.
as/ 51
dePe 36
dje 22 f.
djes 23
22 f.
JePpere 23

demize 22
demje 22
demp 23
Sender 23
(fimize 22
hé 23
mis 51

•

nate 8
peren-di 64
rit 22
siï 18
si 51
ves ‘I dress
ves ‘ear’ 31

In spite of the constant vigilance of Ka.i Bahr, Niels Ege, and Niels
Haislund, some inconsistencies of my text have not been purged. One
of the worst is perhaps that in simplified transcription the Hittite sibi
lant is sometimes written s and sometimes £

Indleveret til Selskabet den 15. September 1947.
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 23. Juni 1948.

